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Foreword

Since 1967 when the National Institute of Standards and Technology Reactor (NBSR)

achieved criticality, reactor-based research programs have increased enormously both in scope and
in number of research participants (over 600 in FY 91). Currently operating at 20 MW power and a

peak thermal core flux of 4 x 10'4 n/(cm2 s), the NBSR is one of the top three research reactors in

the country, with a broad range of research programs which utilize thermal beams.
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the use of "cold" neutrons (energy

<0.005 eV) for a variety of studies. As a result of their longer wavelengths, total reflection at

interfaces makes it possible to build neutron guides, which can be used to transport intense beams

over many tens of meters, and to focus beams down onto smaller spots. This, in turn, has opened up

many new instrumentation possibilities and research opportunities, which are best characterized in

terms of increased resolution in energy (by up to five orders of magnitude) and in the size of
structures which can be determined.

Western Europe has not only been the site of the initial development of neutron guides and

cold sources, it has been the unquestioned leader in the utilization of these devices in advanced
neutron scattering facilities employing new instrumentation. In 1984 the United States had one
operating cold source at Brookhaven National Laboratory, one under development [at the then

National Bureau of Standards (now NIST)], and no guide halls. In contrast, at the Institut Laue-
Langevin (ILL) - the most extensively used research reactor in the world -16 of 27 instruments

were on cold neutron guides. Since then a second cold source and second guide hall have been
added to the ILL complex.

The growing impact of cold neutrons in chemistry, physics, materials science, and biology was

recognized in 1984 by the Seitz-Eastman Committee, commissioned by the National Academy of

Sciences at the request of the President's science advisor. This study was instrumental in focusing

attention on the need for cold neutron capabilities in this country. In 1987, NBS and the Depart-
ment of Commerce responded to the national need for cold neutron capability by initiating the

development of the Cold Neutron Research Facility (CNRF). As of December 1992, nine experi-

mental stations had been developed and installed, two more were ready for installation and commis-
sioning, and the balance (for 15 total) were at various stages of design and construction. A second

generation cold source that will greatly increase the intensity of all stations has been designed and

is being built for installation in 1993. The external user program has been initiated, with excellent

response from the community, both inside and outside NIST. This therefore is an appropriate time

to produce a detailed, technical description of the facility and of the research that it will enable. For
this special issue of the Journal of Research a number of review papers have been prepared which

describe research activities which employ cold neutrons, and the NIST instruments with which such
activities can be pursued.

J. Michael Rowe
Chief,
Reactor Radiation Division,
National Institute of Standards and Technology
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H. J. Prask, J. M. Rowe, J. J. The Cold Neutron Research Facility more details on some of the research

Rush, and I. G. Schroder (CNRF) at the National Institute of opportunities that the facility will bring
Standards and Technology (NIST) Re- to NIST.

National Institute of Standards search Reactor (NBSR) is now coming

and Technology, on line, with the first seven experimen- Key words: cold neutrons; guide hall;
tal stations operational, and more sta- neutron facilities; neutron guides; neu-

Gaithersburg, MD 20899 tions scheduled to be installed during tron instrumentation; neutron proper-

1992. The present article provides an ties; neutrons; research reactors.
introduction to the facility, and to other
articles in the current issue that give Accepted: July 8, 1992

1. Introduction

Since the advent of nuclear reactors with reason-
ably high fluence rates (fluxes) in the 1950s, the
use of the thermal neutrons produced by these
sources to study a wide range of problems has
grown rapidly. This growth has resulted from the
properties of neutrons as probes, which include:

* absorption with subsequent radioactive decay
(used as an analytical tool)

* high penetration as a result of the lack of an elec-
trical charge

* scattering by nuclear interactions (which leads to
a non monotonic variation of scattering with
atomic number)

* special sensitivity to hydrogen and hydrogenous
materials along with strong difference in scatter-
ing by hydrogen and deuterium

* scattering by magnetic interactions (as a result of
the magnetic dipole of the neutron)

* simple interpretation of results (as a result of the
weak interaction)

* the nondestructive nature of low energy neutrons
* the fact that neutrons with wavelengths compara-

ble to interatomic spacings in condensed matter
have energies comparable to the energies of
atomic vibrations.

The potential of this research was realized early,
and the Atomic Energy Commission built a succes-
sion of research reactors with increasing fluence
rates throughout the 1950s and 1960s.

This potential was also perceived by three physi-
cists at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS,
now NIST)-R. S. Carter, H. Landon, and C.
Muelhause-who proposed, designed, and built the
20 MW research reactor, NBSR, on the new NBS
site in Gaithersburg. The original proposal was jus-
tified on the importance of the contributions that
the NBSR would provide to the NBS mission in
analytic chemistry, standards, solid state physics,
and nuclear physics, and was intended to serve
NBS and other government agencies in the
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Washington area. The reactor design emphasized
versatility, incorporating a large number of experi-
mental facilities with different capabilities, rather
than concentrating on any one specific area of re-
search. The success of this philosophy can be seen
both in the increasing utilization of the reactor by
NIST and other researchers, and in the changing
emphasis in programs over the years. The design
also included many advanced features that have
since been incorporated into other designs, includ-
ing a completely passive emergency cooling system,
a novel split core fuel design (recently adopted into
designs for the Advanced Neutron Source and the
spallation source at Los Alamos National Labora-
tory), helium and carbon dioxide blankets around
high flux regions to reduce radioactive emissions,

and the use of large radial penetrations into the
high flux regions to maximize intensity for beam
research.

Since the reactor first achieved continuous oper-
ation in 1969, the use of the facilities has grown
steadily in both the number of researchers served
(over 450 research participants the last year before
the CNRF was operational) and in the breadth of
the community served (the 450 participants came
from 15 NIST divisions or offices, 25 other govern-
ment agencies, 50 universities and 25 industrial lab-
oratories). The NBSR has gone from a local
resource to a truly national facility, with re-
searchers from all over the country. A diagram of
the current layout of facilities around the reactor is
shown in Fig. 1.

Triple-Axis Spectrometer

High Resolution N

Powder Diffractometer Spectrometer

Fig. 1. Principal experimental facilities in the reactor hall.
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One of the features incorporated into the design
was the large penetration for a "cold neutron
source" shown in Fig. 1. From the beginning, the
designers intended that this penetration would one
day be used to provide an intense source of neu-
trons with lower energies than those typical of
other ports by installation of a cryogenically cooled
block of neutron moderator. A moderator for neu-
trons is a material which scatters the neutrons pro-
duced by fission so that their energy is reduced
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from the MeV energies typical of nuclear reactions
down to the meV energies typical of atomic mo-
tions in thermal equilibrium at approximately room
temperature. The energy spectrum produced by
such moderators is a Maxwellian distribution with
a characteristic temperature close to that of the
moderator itself-hence the name thermal neu-
trons. An example of such a spectrum is shown in
Fig. 2, with temperature chosen to represent the
spectrum seen by the thermal beam tubes at the
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Fig. 2. (a) Neutron fluxes for the cold moderator cavity filled with liquid D2 0 and
D 2 0 ice. (b) Flux gain, D 2 0(ice)/D 20(liquid), from the data of (a). The moderator
temperature of 40 K produces a Maxwellian distribution with an "effective" tempera-
ture of 60 K.
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NBSR. Cold neutrons are defined as those with en-
ergies less than 5 meV, corresponding to 60 K and
velocities less than 1000 m/s. However, this cold
neutron port was not utilized at the beginning, and
the development concentrated on the thermal neu-
tron beams and facilities. In 1985, the development
of the cryogenic port began in earnest with funding
of a cold neutron initiative (made possible by pre-
liminary funding from the NBS director in 1984).
As discussed below, events have shown that the
large area allowed for a-cold source in the NBSR
design and the very wide range of angular access
(over 30°) was a key to providing a unique opportu-
nity to create the only fully internationally competi-
tive cold neutron research capability in the United
States.

The interest in applications of cold neutron tech-
niques was stimulated by the success of the West-
ern European research reactors, most notably the
Institut Laue Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France.
Among the many successes of these facilities was
the demonstration of the power of a technique
called Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) as
applied to a wide variety of problems in polymers,
biology, metallurgy, and other areas in which struc-
tures with distance scales in the 1-100 nm range
were critical. The United States was highly compet-
itive in atomic and molecular scale measurements
with thermal neutrons, but was far behind in uti-
lization of longer wavelength neutrons, and the
SANS technique was the area addressed first. In
1979 one of the first competence proposals funded
by the NBS director was to develop a SANS spec-
trometer and research program at the NBSR,
which led to the 8 m SANS on a beam from the
cold source port (but without a cold source in-
stalled). This facility was a success, and the use of
the instrument for a wide variety of studies grew
rapidly, with users from many parts of NBS and
outside organizations. It was clear that the produc-
tivity and capability of this instrument could be
dramatically increased by completion of the cold
source itself, since the instrument used neutrons
with velocities below 1000 m/s, and was therefore
working with the tail of the 350 K Maxwellian spec-
trum characteristic of the NBSR moderator. At the
same time, it was evident that many other measure-
ments could be greatly improved by the use of cold
neutrons, if the cold source were developed and
space were available to develop the proper instru-
ments.

Another of the developments that had been
demonstrated at the ILL was the use of long neu-
tron "guides" to conduct intense beams of neu-

trons 10's of meters away from the reactor into
large experimental halls (generally called guide
halls). These guides are based on the total internal
reflection of neutrons below a critical angle that is
a function of the reflecting material and neutron
energy. This reflection is exactly analogous to opti-
cal reflection, and the critical angle depends on the
deBroglie wavelength of the neutron, which is in-
versely proportional to neutron velocity and equal
to 0.4 nm at 1000 m/s. Thus, guides work best at
long wavelengths and therefore for cold neutrons.
The guides themselves consist of pipes which are
made of optically flat glass coated with materials of
high scattering power (generally an isotope of
nickel) and which are evacuated in order to reduce
losses due to air scattering. Using these devices, it
is possible to transport intense beams of cold neu-
trons out of the reactor building with losses of less
than 1%/m, thus opening up the possibility of cre-
ating many new types of measurement capability in
a large new experimental hall.

Based on these considerations, NBS proposed a
cold neutron facility for the FY1985 budget, and it
was included in the budget submission to the De-
partment of Commerce and OMB for that year.
However, many proposals for new facilities were
submitted at that time from different agencies, so
the Office of Science and Technology Policy re-
quested a national study to set priorities for these
facilities. As a result, the National Academy of Sci-
ences commissioned a study by a panel of the Na-
tional Research Council on "Major Facilities for
Materials Sciences and Related Disciplines"
chaired by Professor F. Seitz and Dr. D. Eastman
to set national priorities. At the same time, a
smaller initiative to develop the cold neutron
source at the NBSR and to conduct research using
two prototype instruments was funded in the
FY1985 budget at the $1.5M level. With this fund-
ing, work on the cold source accelerated, and by
1987, the present cold source was installed and op-
erating with the two prototype instruments-an
improved 8 m SANS spectrometer and a time-of-
flight spectrometer for studying dynamical pro-
cesses. At the same time, the full NBS proposal for
a Cold Neutron Research Facility was presented to
the Seitz-Eastman committee.

In 1985, the committee reported its findings as a
list of priorities divided into two different cate-
gories-new facilities, and new capabilities at exist-
ing facilities. In the last category, the proposals for
cold neutron capabilities were given the highest
priority for immediate funding. This priority was a
recognition of the large contributions of cold neu-
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tron measurement to many areas of research, and
of the fact that the United States was seriously be-
hind in these techniques, at a time that Western
Europe had invested over $150M in such facilities,
and Japan was about to build a new reactor largely
driven by cold neutron research needs.

In response, NBS and the Department of Com-
merce submitted the CNRF proposal for the
FY1986 budget, and it was included in the Presi-
dent's budget submission to Congress. Although
the need for the facility was accepted and no tech-
nical faults were seen, this initiative was not funded
for FY1986, and was resubmitted for FY1987. The
original proposal was for a short project of 3 years,
with a total construction budget of $25M. In
FY1987, a proposal for the CNRF with the same
budget, but stretched over 1987-1992 was ap-
proved by the Congress, and in the late fall of 1986,
detailed design of the facility began. This approval
gave NBS the mission of building a national facility
for shared use by researchers from all over the na-
tion that would make available the cold neutron
measurement techniques that did not exist any-
where else in the United States. The CNRF that is
now becoming operational is the result.

2. Cold Neutron Source

A research reactor operates by the fissioning of
uranium, a nuclear reaction which produces neu-
trons of energies in the range of 1-2 MeV. How-
ever, the fission process itself requires neutrons of
8-9 orders of magnitude lower energies (25 meV)
to proceed efficiently. For this reason, all thermal
reactors require that the fuel be surrounded by
"moderators", which slow to thermal energies the
neutrons produced by the fission process. These
moderators are usually water-in the case of the
NBSR, heavy water or D2 0 at approximately room
temperature. Heavy water has a lower neutron cap-
ture cross-section than normal water (H2 0) and so
is often used in research reactors, where the goal is
to produce the maximum number of neutrons pos-
sible for use in beams. At the same time, the mod-
erator also provides neutrons which are the right
energy for use in most neutron research, with a typ-
ical energy of 25 meV, corresponding to a velocity
of 2200 m/s, and a deBroglie wavelength of 0.18
nm. The neutrons are used for experiments either
by inserting samples into the reactor itself or by
extracting beams through holes (beam tubes) which
penetrate the shielding.

As shown in Fig. 2, even for the normal D2 0
moderator (T -40 'C) there are some neutrons
with energy below 5 meV (cold neutrons), but the
number is small because they come from the tail of
the spectrum. The number of these neutrons could
obviously be increased by lowering the temperature
of the moderator, and this is the basis for the idea
of a cold neutron "source." Of course, a cold neu-
tron source does not generate cold neutrons-
rather, it further moderates existing neutrons to
lower effective temperatures. As a result, cold
moderators or sources are never as efficient as
might be expected on the naive idea of simply re-
ducing the effective temperature. There are addi-
tional losses which reduce the gain by varying
amounts, depending on the details of the reactor,
moderator geometry, moderator properties, etc.,
and in any given case, different compromises must
be made. Also, there are stringent safety require-
ments which impose additional constraints.

A schematic diagram of the existing cold neutron
source is shown in Fig. 3, with the neutron guides
(see description below) installed. The main compo-
nents are the lead/bismuth shield lining the beam
port (required to reduce -y-ray heating in the mod-
erator), a cryostat containing the D2 0 ice (which is
surrounded by an insulating vacuum and a helium
blanket), and the cooling tubes (which carry helium
gas at 30-40 K to cool the source). The other main
component (not shown) is a helium gas refrigerator
which supplies 1.0 KW of cooling at a helium mass
flow rate of 28 g/s. The cryostat is fabricated of a
magnesium alloy, in order to reduce the heat load
on the system and increase the neutron efficiency.
With the reactor operating at 20 MW, the helium
gas enters the cryostat at 37 K and exits at 43 K,
giving an average temperature in the ice (as a re-
sult of thermal conductivity) of approximately 45
K. This moderator was chosen for the first cold
source in the NBSR on the basis of good neutron
properties and safety considerations. The spectrum
which this moderator produces is shown in Fig. 2,
and the measured gain which it provides for cold
neutrons is of the order of 10. (Gain is defined as
the measured ratio of the number of cold neutrons
produced with the moderator filled with D2 0 ice at
low temperature to the number produced with the
moderator filled with D2 0 at 300 K.) By direct ex-
periment (as well as calculation), we have deter-
mined that this ratio is maximized by the addition
of 7% H2 0. The moderator is, in fact, operated this
way. This moderator has been in service since 1987,
and system reliability is now quite good (>98%

5
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Fig. 3. The D2 0 cold source at the NBSR.

availability). As a result of radiation damage of the
solid ice, the moderator is warmed up to -80-100

K every 2 days to allow recombination of the con-
stituents produced by radiolysis.

With this source in operation, we have turned
our attention to a second generation source which
will utilize liquid hydrogen. Such a source offers
several advantages over the ice source, but also im-
poses several new constraints and safety issues.
The primary gain comes from the fact that hydro-
gen remains liquid down to 14 K, and liquids,
because of their diffusional motions, are-in gen-
eral-better neutron moderators for low energies
(the relatively low energy rotational levels of the
hydrogen molecule are also extremely beneficial).
The liquid source is also easier to operate, since
the moderating material can be cooled outside the
reactor, and flowed into the source. This simplifies
the associated plumbing, since fewer lines must be
maintained in high radiation fields. The main
drawback comes from the necessity to handle rela-
tively large volumes of hydrogen, with the potential
safety problems that this implies. However, it
should be noted that the entire inventory is the
equivalent of less than one standard gas bottle.

A schematic drawing of the proposed hydrogen
source is shown in Fig. 4, from which several fea-
tures should be noted. First, as a result of the lower
density of hydrogen, the lead/bismuth shield can be

left out, with a resultant gain in intensity and sim-
plicity. Second, the source itself is much thinner, as

Fig. 4. The H2 cold source to be installed at the NBSR.
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a result of the high scattering power of hydrogen.
The moderator chamber is a 2 cm thick, spherical
shell with an outside diameter of 32 cm, containing
about 5 L of liquid hydrogen. A 20 cm diameter
reentrant hole fully illuminates the guides with
cold neutrons from the flux-trap in the interior of
the sphere. Safety and simplicity are the dominant
design considerations of the source, shown sche-
matically in Fig. 4. A large buffer volume is open to
the moderator chamber so that the entire liquid
hydrogen inventory can vaporize and expand into
the buffer without over-pressurizing the system.
The cooling mechanism is a gravity fed flow of liq-
uid into the moderator chamber, where evapora-
tion removes the heat produced by the radiation.
The hydrogen is in a cooled loop, reliquified out-
side the beam port, completing the naturally circu-
lating thermosyphon requiring no pumps or moving
parts. The entire hydrogen system is surrounded by
an insulating vacuum, which is in turn surrounded
by gaseous helium (not shown in Fig. 4) in order to
prevent the entry of oxygen into any volume con-
taining hydrogen. This is a central part of the safety
philosophy-namely, to limit the oxygen available
for combination with hydrogen. The liquefaction is
done in the hydrogen condenser, with cooling pro-
vided by a 3.5 KW helium gas refrigerator. The
first engineering tests of the proposed new source
will take place this summer, and a full safety analy-
sis is being prepared for submission to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission this year. Calculations of
the performance of this source (performed both by
analytical and Monte Carlo methods) indicate a
further gain of cold neutrons available for experi-
ments of at least a factor of two over the existing
source, with somewhat larger gains at the lower en-
ergies.

3. The Neutron Guides

Because of the wave properties of the neutron, it
is necessary to consider an index of refraction for
different materials in which neutrons propagate,
and to take account of differences in these indices
as the neutrons cross surfaces between materials of
different properties. As originally shown by Fermi
(see following paper by N. F. Berk), the index of
refraction, n, of a material is given by

n 2 =1 A2
_ N aJ7T (1)

where A is the neutron wavelength, N is the
number of atoms per unit volume, and a, is the
coherent neutron scattering length (scattering

cross-section = 4mac2). Just as is the case for visible
light, the difference in indices of refraction of two
media can lead to total reflection at a surface. For
the case of neutrons, this leads to an expression for
the critical angle yc in terms of the neutron wave-
length and materials properties (assuming a vac-
uum-material interface) as

yc= Ak(N aC/7iT)" (2)

with yc in radians. In contrast to visible light, typi-
cal values in the neutron case for n and yc are 10-5
and 1°, respectively. In principle, the reflectivity is
unity for angles less than the critical one, but in
practice the reflectivity is less than this for various
reasons, such as surface roughness and variations
in coating thickness. This phenomenon is the basis
for the manufacture of "neutron guides," which
are used in the CNRF.

The actual neutron guides are long tubes of
rectangular cross section (either 120 x 50 or
150 x 60 mm2), made from boron containing glass,
polished on the inside to an rms surface roughness
of 2 nm and a flatness equivalent to 10-4 rad,
coated with approximately 80 nm of 58Ni (this iso-
tope of nickel has the best neutron properties of
any material readily available), and evacuated most
of their length. The guides are manufactured com-
mercially in 1500 mm lengths (which are in turn
fabricated from 500 mm length components), and
then aligned to the requisite 10-4 rad over the en-
tire length (up to 70 m) by optical techniques after
being mounted on I-beam supports. When aligned,
the 1500 mm lengths are joined together by a sili-
cone based sealant (the gaps are less than 0.25
mm), sealed at the ends by windows of Al or Mg,
and helium leak tested. They are then evacuated by
turbo-molecular pumps, and surrounded by neu-
tron and y-ray shielding. These guides conduct the
neutrons from the cold source described above (see
Fig. 3) out through the reactor confinement build-
ing walls into the experimental hall described be-
low. In order to maintain the integrity of the
reactor building containment, a "shutter" is in-
serted at the wall which closes automatically by
gravity whenever the reactor is shut down, provid-
ing a complete seal of the building. These shutters
also serve to interrupt the neutron beams when de-
sired, so that work can be performed in the experi-
mental hall while the reactor is operating.

Four guides, NG-3, NG-5, NG-6, and NG-7,
have now been installed, and their performance
has been measured, showing that the losses (due
primarily to reflectivity losses resulting from sur-
face roughness) are less than 0.7%/m. Thus, beams

7
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can be transported over several tens of meters (the
longest guide is 71 m), with low loss. As a result,
many new experimental stations can be built,
increasing the utilization of a unique facility. In ad-
dition, since guides transport cold neutrons prefer-
entially, unwanted radiation is reduced in inverse
proportion to the square of the distance from the
source.

The actual number of neutrons transmitted by
the guides depends on the solid angle accepted,
which is determined by the critical angle for total
reflection, as defined above. For "8Ni, yc =0.02 A,
where A is the neutron wavelength in nm, and yc is
the angle of reflection in radians. Since both senses
of angle are transmitted, the total divergence ac-
cepted is 2'yc., in both the horizontal and vertical
directions, giving a solid angle of 4 ,C2 sterad. While
this is quite adequate for many experiments using
cold neutrons, larger divergences would be useful
in some cases, and for shorter wavelength (ther-
mal) neutrons, the transmission is almost too small
to be useful.

For several years, coatings with larger critical an-
gles have been sought, and in fact so-called super-
mirrors have been developed which consist of many
layers of materials with different neutron proper-
ties, arranged in a particular sequence. These
devices can double, triple, or even quadruple the
critical angle, but until recently, the reflectivities
were too low for use in guides, where many reflec-
tions take place before a neutron reaches the end
of the guide (the average number of reflections is
directly proportional to the critical angle, and in-
versely proportional to the guide dimensions per-
pendicular to the beam direction). Researchers at
NIST, in collaboration with Oak Ridge and
Brookhaven National Laboratories, and with two
small industrial firms, have recently demonstrated
that these devices can be made with the requisite
reflectivity for use in guides, at least on the labora-
tory scale. We are planning to use these coatings
for at least the tops and bottoms of the three re-
maining guides.

4. The Experimental Hall and Associated
Facilities

The new experimental hall, often referred to as
the guide hall, is a slab on grade structure 61 m
long x 30 m wide x 13.7 m high built adjacent to the
north wall of the original reactor building. The de-
sign floor loading is -96000 N/m2 (2000 lb/ft2 ) in
order to support the massive instruments and

shielding associated with neutron beams. The
walls, roof supports, and rails for a 20 ton crane are
supported on augured cast-in-place piles, which are
independent of the floor structure for vibration iso-
lation. In addition, reinforced concrete beams, in-
dependently supported on their own piles, are laid
out along the individual guide tube directions,
providing a stable, vibration-free platform that al-
lows the guides to retain their precision alignment
to 10- rad even when heavy loads are moved on
the experimental floor.

For radiation protection, the guides are sur-
rounded along their entire length by specially
constructed shielding consisting of welded steel
tanks filled with either steel shot and paraffin or a
paraffin-borax mixture. The shielding is divided
into modular pieces with specially designed overlap
so that at any point, the shielding can be removed
in order to insert instruments as required. In Fig. 5,
which is taken facing away from the reactor looking
towards the wall, the first three guides (with top
shielding removed) and the beam shutters can be
seen.

Fig. 5. Neutron guides, NG-5, NG-6, and NG-7, in the NBSR
reactor hall.
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In order to get the beams into the guide hall, it
was first necessary to core-bore seven large diame-
ter holes through the -8 m thick reinforced con-
crete wall, after which a stainless steel liner was
inserted and grouted into place. The guides were
inserted into a 9 m long steel casing, aligned opti-
cally, and the entire casing-guide assembly was
then aligned onto the guide direction. The ends of
the casings are sealed to the reactor building walls,
and the empty space between the casing and liners
is filled with mineral oil, which is a good neutron
shielding material. Outside the wall, the guides are
individually assembled from 1.5 m sections sup-
ported on I-beams, aligned optically, and joined to-
gether with a silicone sealant to form a continuous
vacuum tight assembly. The vacuum required for
neutron economy is low (50.1 Pa); but, in order to
prevent accumulation of material on the guide sur-
faces which would reduce the reflectivity, the ac-
tual vacuum is substantially better (=1 mPa).

Each neutron guide serves several different ex-
perimental stations, and the system must allow all
stations to operate simultaneously. Therefore, care
must be taken in designing the methods used for
beam extraction. This is accomplished in one of
two different ways -either by dividing the height of
the beams, so that a station uses a particular por-
tion of the beam, or by inserting a device (usually a
crystal monochromator) in the beam which re-
moves a small fraction of the entire beam allowing
the rest to continue for use further downstream.
Experimental stations which must use the entire
beam, or which must be directly in the beam line,
are put at the end positions (which are in great
demand). Examples of the latter type of instru-
ments are the Small Angle Neutron Scattering
(SANS) instruments, and the neutron lifetime ex-
periment. Several of the instruments at various ex-
perimental stations are described in companion
papers, which provide more details on the particu-
lar arrangements. Figure 6 shows two photographs
taken in March 1992 showing the overall layout of
the guide hall. Figure 7 shows a schematic drawing
of the guide hall and associated instrumentation as
it will exist when the facility is finished. As of
March 1992, seven stations have been commis-
sioned: an 8 m small-angle neutron scattering
(SANS) spectrometer, a cold-neutron depth profil-
ing facility, a neutron-optics test bench, a prompt
gamma activation analysis station, a medium reso-
lution time-of-flight spectrometer, a fundamental
neutron physics station, and a high-resolution 30 m
SANS spectrometer.

In addition to the guide hall, a new office/labora-
tory wing was built to support the hundreds of re-
search participants that will utilize the CNRF for a
broad range of different investigations. Space is
provided therein for sample preparation, con-
trolled temperature sample environmental assem-
bly, and simple chemical preparation. A computer
terminal room is also provided for simple data re-
duction and plotting, with terminals connected to a
local area network that allows data transfer from
the instruments to a local computer. From there,
the data can be transferred to various media for
transfer to the guest researchers' home institutions
for subsequent data analysis.

5. Neutron Instrumentation: An Overview

Neutron instrumentation at the CNRF encom-
passes a number of experimental techniques which
include: those designed to determine the intrinsic
properties of the neutron, neutron absorption for
chemical analysis, and a range of neutron scatter-
ing instruments. In the case of neutron scattering it
is appropriate to place in context the detailed dis-
cussions of instruments and applications that are
described in the following articles.

Neutron scattering comprises a series of related
techniques the object of which is to measure either
of two cross sections (the details of which are eluci-
dated in the following paper by N. F. Berk)

da(Q )/dD = the angle-dependent differen-
tial cross section integrated over
energies.

d2o-(Q,co)IdQdw = the energy- and angle-depen-
dent double differential cross
section.

The power of neutron scattering techniques stems
from the enormous range over which Q, the wave-
vector transfer, and hct, the energy transfer, can be
varied, and the relevant cross sections evaluated.
Of particular interest for our purposes here is the
extension of range that cold neutrons provide.

In Fig. 8 are shown the size regimes probed by
the various techniques by which do-(Q)1d12 is mea-
sured. It is clear that cold neutrons provide an ex-
tremely important enhancement of the SANS
technique. This has been utilized for a number of
materials science applications such as the evolution
of pore size in ceramics and precipitates in metals.
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a

b

Fig. 6. The guide hall (a) looking toward the confinement building; (b) looking away from the confine-
ment building.
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Fig. 7. Floor plan of the CNRF on completion.
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Fig. 8. The wave-vector transfer ranges for neutron instruments
which measure doidfl.

In Fig. 9 the techniques used to measure d2'o(Qw)I
dQdw are indicated according to the approximate
range of frequency of motion which each probes. It
is clear that for a given instrument type, the
availability of cold neutrons extends the accessible
range of dynamics to significantly lower frequen-
cies.

In Table 1 some representative bound-atom scat-
tering lengths and cross sections are given to illus-
trate the randomly varying sensitivity of neutrons
to various elements. As described in detail in the
following paper by N. F. Berk, the scattering length
relates to the details of the neutron-nucleus inter-
action, whereas the cross section is a measure of
the probability for scattering.
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Fig. 9. The accessible vibrational frequency ranges for neutron
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It is planned that on completion the number of
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Table 1. Neutron and x-ray scattering characteristicsa b.c

Element/isotope b- h(fm) ,o h(fm2 ) a_01(fm
2) fx.ay(fm)

'H -3.74 1.76 81.7 0.2
2H 6.67 5.59 7.6 0.2
C 6.65 5.55 5.55 4.8
N 9.36 11.01 11.50 5.3
0 5.80 4.23 4.23 6.2
Al 3.45 1.50 1.50 15.5
Fe 9.54 11.44 11.83 33.0
W 4.77 2.86 4.86 114.0
U 8.42 8.90 8.91 148.0

Neutron characteristics from V. F. Sears, in Methods of Ex-
perimental Physics: Neutron Scattering, Vol. 23A, eds. K. Skold
and D. L. Price, Academic Press, Inc. (1986) pp. 521-550.
b boh = coherent scattering length, 0ah = bound-atom coherent
scattering cross section, aO-, = coherent + incoherent scattering
cross sections.
c Atomic scattering factors for x rays (sin0/A =5 nm') from G.
E. Bacon, Neutron Diffraction, 3rd Edition, Clarendon Press,
Oxford (1975) pp. 3841.

number 15 (capacity for two or three additional ex-
perimental stations will exist at the end of the
funded project) and will be of two types. NIST will
develop nine experimental stations for the use of
the general United States science community. Two-
thirds of the available time on these stations will be
allocated by a Program Advisory Committee (PAC)
on the basis of scientific merit of written proposals.
The PAC has been appointed by NIST with a ma-
jority of members chosen from outside NIST. The
other mode of operation will involve Participating
Research Teams (PRTs), which develop and
provide continuing support for the additional sta-
tions. These PRTs may include NIST although this
is not necessary. Proposals from prospective PRTs
are selected by the facility manager with the advice
of the PAC.

The PRTs are responsible for the design, con-
struction, maintenance, and up-grading of the facil-
ities, in return for which they receive 3/4 of the
available time. The remaining time is allocated by
the PAC in the usual manner according to the pro-
posal review system. For all instrumental stations,
instrument-responsible scientists will be designated
to assist users in the performance of their experi-
ments. As of May 1992 PRT agreements include the
following:

Exxon Engineering and Research Corporation
has participated in the design and construction of
the CNRF's first 30 m high-resolution small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS) spectrometer, now op-
erational. The University of Minnesota, through
its Center for Interfacial Engineering (a collabo-

ration among academia, government, and some 30
affiliate companies) is also a member of the PRT
for this instrument.

•In a special form of PRT, NIST and the National
Science Foundation (NSF) are developing a Cen-
ter for High Resolution Neutron Scattering
(CHRNS) for research in chemistry, physics, biol-
ogy, and materials science at the CNRF. The cen-
ter, comprising two state-of-the-art neutron
research instruments being constructed by NIST
with funding from NSF, is open to use by U.S. uni-
versities, industries, and government agencies.
Approximately 75 percent of the NSF-funded
portion of CHRNS will be scheduled entirely by
the PAC, with about 25 percent of time set aside
for instrument improvement, "breakthrough" ex-
periments, and a small allotment of time for in-
strument-responsible scientists. The CHRNS
instruments are the (second) 30 m SANS spec-
trometer and one-half of the spin-polarized in-
elastic neutron scattering (SPINS) spectrometer.

* A cold-neutron reflectometer is being developed
by NIST in a PRT with IBM and the University of
Minnesota.

* The Organic and Electronic Materials Depart-
ment of Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) has
also entered into a long-term cooperative re-
search agreement with the CNRF. SNL will
provide partial funding for development and
support costs of the new ultra-high-resolution
time-of-flight spectrometer and the new back-re-
flection spectrometer.

* Additional outside support and cooperation, al-
ready in place, includes a grant from Kodak for
the chemical-analysis facilities, along with some
equipment funding for Fundamental Physics ap-
plications by NSF-through the University of
Missouri-and Department of Energy, and for
cold-neutron crystal spectrometry by Johns Hop-
kins University. Further participation by outside
groups is anticipated before the project is com-
plete in 1993.

7. Outlook

In partnership with industry and government,
NIST's mission includes providing services based on
science and technology to enhance the competitive
posture of the United States in global markets. To
underpin the technology programs, NIST has a
broad range of scientific programs which are moti-
vated by NIST's charter to provide technical ser-
vices to the scientific and engineering communities.
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The CNRF is an outstanding example of the re-
alization of NIST's new mission in the context of its
original charter. In addition to programs of funda-
mental scientific importance, it provides academic,
industrial, and government scientists and engineers
with advanced measurement technologies for re-
search directly relevant to the materials, informa-
tion and communication, chemical, electronics, and
biotechnology industries.

Efforts to educate the scientific and engineering
communities in the use of neutron techniques have
met with dramatic success as evidenced by the in-
crease in research participants over the last several
years (even without the CNRF). Since the initia-
tion of the CNRF a number of workshops have
been held which have focussed on the broad range
of cold neutron applications: from fundamental
studies of the neutron, to macromolecules and mi-
crostructure studies, to cold neutron spectroscopy,
to chemical analysis of advanced materials.

In the following papers some of the instruments
of the CNRF are described in detail. Within each
paper an attempt is made to illustrate the variety of
applications possible for that instrument type, and
insofar as possible, how CNRF capabilities com-
pare with or extend the state-of-the-art of cold
neutron research worldwide.

About the authors: Henry J. Prask is a Scientific As-
sistant in the Reactor Radiation Division of the NIST
Materials Science and Engineering Laboratory. J.
Michael Rowe is Chief of the Reactor Radiation Divi-
sion and Manager, Cold Neutron Project. John J.
Rush is a Group Leader, Neutron Condensed Matter
Science Group, and Ivan G. Schrbder is a Technical
Leader, Cold Neutron Project in the Reactor Radia-
tion Division. The National Institute of Standards
and Technology is an agency of the Technology Ad-
ministration, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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1. Introduction

Neutron scattering provides a direct measure of
spatial and temporal correlations of atomic posi-
tions and magnetic states of the target system.
Thus, to a considerable extent the theory of neu-
tron scattering is aimed at calculating physical
quantities that are of interest beyond the scattering
technique itself. This outline is a short and highly
selective tour through the basic mathematics and
concepts of the canonical neutron scattering for-
malism, which may provide useful preparation for
the more focused contributions that follow in this
collection. Our approach is didactic but also takes
much for granted. We start abruptly, for example,
with the general formula for the differential cross
section and along the way leave out a great deal
that could be said; important topics are ignored,
and some of the discussions may seem to end pre-
maturely. If terse, however, the outline also strives
to be logical and cohesive and to set out a di-
gestable overview of what is, after all, a far-ranging
discipline.

Fortunately for the reader, excellent and well-
known introductory articles and texts are available,
as well as advanced treatments of both general and
specialized interest. References [1-18] of this arti-
cle serve as a list of some of these. Scherm's [13]
succinct and lively tutorial on the mathematical
formalism of neutron scattering was the inspiration
for the present treatment, which borrows liberally
from it. The opening chapters of B6e's book [4]
also give a thorough and readable survey of the
formalism. The introductory review by Price and
Skdld [10] has broad scope and provides a bal-
anced development of both theoretical and practi-
cal material, while the authoritative collection of
articles edited by Skold and Price [17] reaches into
many areas of application. Squires' clear and effi-
cient textbook [18] is a standard and helpfully in-
corporates mathematical preparation that other
sources often leave out. The treatise by Marshall
and Lovesey [8] is a classic presentation of the for-
malism.
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The author is indebted to colleagues who pe-
rused drafts of this article at various stages of
preparation. Even in its brevity it tries to convey
their insightful comments.

2. Basic Formulas
2.1 The Born Approximation

Our starting point for this outline of neutron
scattering formalism is the definition of the double-
differential scattering cross-section per particle, as
obtained from the Born approximation:

( d Sd~sor is =N ( M )2 p (no)
\dfodcoL0 N 27rh

I (k, s, nIVIko, so, no)12 a( Et -a9) X (1)

where 1 denotes the scattering solid angle, w, the
angular frequency corresponding to energy transfer
ht, m, the neutron mass and N, the number of
nuclei in the scattering system. Note that in some
treatments, the differential cross-section is defined
with respect to an energy differential, which intro-
duces a dimensional factor of h-' on the right-hand
side of Eq. (1). The incident neutron beam is in the
plane-wave state Iko, so), where ko is the incident
wavevector and so is the incident spin. The scat-
tered beam is in the state 1k, s), where k and s refer
to the outgoing beam. The fundamental formula in
Eq. (1) effectively is the product of a kinematical
factor, k/ko, with the transition rate from Fermi's
golden rule. The matrix element of the neutron-
scatterer interaction V is taken in the product rep-
resentation

Ik,s,n)=Ik,s)jn)

where

Hln)=E,,In)

and H is the Hamiltonian of the scatterer. The
summation over the initial states of the scatterer is
weighted by a probability density, p (no). The mo-
mentum transferred to the scatterer by the neutron
beam is hQ, where

Q =ko-k (2)

is called the scattering wavevector, or, more often
than not, simply the scattering "vector." We

designate the energies of an incident and scattered
neutron as Eo and E, respectively. Then, consistent
with the right hand side of Eq. (1), the angular
frequency t) is determined by the neutron energy,
Eo-E, transferred to the scatterer:

hw=2 (ku-k.) (3)

Thus positive w corresponds to excitation of the
target, which is convenient in calculations which
focus on the properties of the scatterer rather than
on the analysis and configuration of the measuring
instrument. Indeed, with respect to the probing
neutron, Xo > 0 means energy loss or "down" scat-
tering, while co <0 represents energy gain or "up"
scattering.

2.2 Nuclear Scattering in Homogeneous
Systems

For nuclear scattering the interaction potential is
well-approximated by the Fermi pseudopotential

V(r)m= 21Th2 .b(-R)
m 

(4)

where bj is the isotope- and spin-dependent scat-
tering length of the neutron-nuclear interaction,
and the summation is over all of the nuclei in the
system. The scattering lengths in Eq. (4) are de-
fined for fixed nuclei in the laboratory frame, and
are generally referred to as "bound " (or "bound-
atom") scattering lengths. For unbound nuclei, the
bound scattering lengths are replaced by "free"
scattering lengths,

a= biAi+1 (5)

where the Ai are the nuclear atomic weights. The
prefactor in Eq. (5) stems from the reduced mass
of the interacting neutron-nucleus pair. The bound
scattering lengths, in fact, are always the correct
choice, provided the scattering is calculated cor-
rectly, as illustrated below by the case of the ideal
gas. Thus tabulations of scattering lengths (e.g., the
comprehensive table by Sears [14]) give the bound
values. For most nuclei, of course, the differences
between the bound and free scattering lengths are
relatively small, but hydrogen and deuterium are
notable exceptions.
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For a neutron beam of arbitrary spin polariza-
tion, the scattered intensity is determined by

d2 - d ( 2(do- (6)
dd2doi= ~P (so)J(d~dco/, - 6

where

where p(l) -p(-2) is the polarization state of the
beam. For an unpolarized beam, p (± )-,while
for nonmagnetic interactions the cross-section is
independent of so. When there is no knowledge
connecting the internal (isotopic and spin) states
of the scattering nuclei to their positions, the
observed cross-section is an average over the
nuclear degrees of freedom:

Hi j ( 

Equation (8) can be rewritten even more compactly
as

bibj = I tif'jb 2X
a

1

bij

The combination of
then gives

(13)

for a= "coh" , (14)
for a)= "( 1c" n

Eqs. (1), (4), (7), (13) and (14)

d 2 _(/ d 2) \
dQ dw = (dQdo/)~ nu (7)

It is generally an excellent approximation to
assume that there are no correlations between the
internal states of different nuclei. As a conse-
quence,

bibj=bibj, i#j,

where the overbar denotes the average over
nuclear internal degrees of freedom. Then

(8)

d 2 dd 4 rko 0aSa (Q i ) 

where

Sa (Q, X)) = N P(no) I
n on ij

(noIe-iQRiIn)(nIeiQRIno)(( h c)

Explicitly, these are:

where

bC.h = b, and

b. i=b-_b 2 , (9)

define the interactions for nuclear coherent and
incoherent scattering. The effective scattering lengths,
binc and bcoh, are often expressed in terms of bound
cross-sections as,

(10)

Scoh (Q , 0o) =I P(no)>
n on ij

(nole'iQR In)(n IeiQRij no)b (EEn -E o_) 

(17)

and

where

( "coh"',
at = 9inc" .

Therefore,

(11) Sin.(Q ) =1 Ep(no)2
(11) T~n o,n i

I(n eiQR, Ino)28 (En -Eno _)

Uinc + O- coh = 4b 2 .

(15)

(16)

(12)
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Notice that the site summation in Sch (Qud) is
unrestricted and thus includes the summation in
Sinc(Q ,so). The total cross-section is obtained from

0-total =- jE Ih df2 o-ddco. (19)

In the upper limit, Eo = h2 ko/2m is the incident
energy, the largest possible neutron energy loss.
Often, however, w-integral is well-approximated by
taking the upper limit to A. The quantity

phonon dispersion curve, co vs Q, incoherent scat-
tering can only measure a phonon density of states,
N(c). Needless to say, a density of states is often
just the information desired.

The weights of coherent and incoherent scatter-
ing in the measurement are determined-for a
homogeneous system-by 0 -

coh and o-inc, which vary
randomly from one nuclear species to another.
Most nuclei are stronger coherent scatterers than
incoherent scatters, and a few even scatter only
coherently. For example, if we define

f a = 0a' (21)

= N
X. = U total , (20)

for N scattering nuclei in sample volume V, is
called the macroscopic cross-section and is just the
inverse of the scattering mean free path.

The total cross-section, Eq. (19), depends on the
incident neutron energy; note, for example, the fac-
tor ko = \/2FmV/h in Eq. (1). The Eo-dependence
of total cross-section can be obtained analytically
for the case of neutron scattering by an ideal gas.
The result shows that Total C E6-'m for Eo 0->, as
expected from the kinematics, while for Eo > kBTIA,
the asymptotic scattering is

01total = (A +1 )2 (0zinc+ 0ob) ,

which is just the free cross-section. This renormal-
ization of the bound cross-sections at high incident
energy is brought about by the recoil kinetic energy
of the impulsive neutron-atom collisions and is
observed in condensed matter.

The relation in Eq. (15) is the basic law of non-
magnetic neutron scattering from homogeneous
systems. Generalizations to heterogeneous nuclear
scattering and magnetic scattering, described
below, depart only slightly from this archetype.
Thus (nuclear) neutron scattering is a sum of
coherent and incoherent contributions, each of
which conveys different kinds of information about
the scattering system. Only Scoh(Q ,co) expressly
depends on the relative positions and motions of
the nuclei and thus provides explicit knowledge of
structure and collective dynamics. In contrast,
SinC(Q,&c) discloses no spatial structure and only
reveals the motions of individual particles. For
example, while coherent scattering can measure a

thenfh = 1 for the abundant isotopes of Al, C, and
0, while fch - 0.97 for Mg and Fe. Some nuclei
scatter mostly incoherently. For example,
finc(V) = 0.995 and finc(CO) = 0.84. Hydrogen,
finc(H) = 0.98, is a singular example of an incoherent
scatterer. Its total cross-section, fftotal (H) = 82 barns
(1 barn = 10 - m 2), is by far the largest among the
elements and, of course, it is abundant in many
materials. Hydrogen in hydrated compounds and in
hydrocarbons causes significant incoherent scatter-
ing, which often masks the desired coherent scatter-
ing in structure determinations. Indeed, in small
angle neutron scattering, water scattering, which is
virtually independent of Q in the range of interest,
is used to calibrate area detectors for spatial
nonuniformity. Deuterium scatters incoherently, as
well, but actually is a stronger coherent scatterer,
with fcoh (D) = 0.74. Hydrogen and deuterium also
are readily dissolved in many metals as a highly
mobile interstitial impurity. Incoherent neutron
scattering thus probes hydrogen vibrations and
transport in these metals: in Sinc(Q, co), the
position operator, Ri (t), then refers to only to H if
the host metal is a coherent scatterer.

In heterogeneous nuclear systems, Eq. (15) is
replaced by

d2'o k 2 She, (Q A) (22)

where

she (Q '°) =N,= (O ia.
n on itj

(nole-iQR, n)(n leiQRI In E) ( EEn, _ W

(23)
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and where the {-function defined in Eq. ( 14) has
been extended to the ,'-function,

Two additional steps were also needed to reach
Eq. (28). First

a1 = b cohi b coh~J

8i~ ti~jb il, I
for a = "coh",
for a = "inc" .

H H
eI * eiQ-ReiI - eiQ-R(t)(24)

and

Thus, in heterogeneous systems, including crystals
with bases, the coherent scattering is also sensitive
to the signs of the constituent bch-values, which
also vary randomly with species, although bc0 h > 0 in
most cases. For example bcoh (H) = - 0.37, while
boh (D) = 0.65. This sign difference is exploited in a
wide variety of neutron scattering experiments, in
which deuteration is used to label molecular sites
or adjust overall coherent scattering contrasts to
enhance the contributions from various compo-
nents of the structure.

2.3 Van Hove Formalism

The Van Hove formalism recasts the Born
approximation formula for Sa (Q ,co) into the
Heisenberg representation and introduces quan-
tum generalizations of classical correlation func-
tions. Begin with the identity,

Jp(no)(noIAopjno)=(Aop) .
no

Finally, with the use of the obvious identity,

eiQ Rj = f eiQ b (r -Rj )d 3r

Eq. (28) takes the form

I,(QOt)= f eQ'r G (r,t)d3r . (29)

where

G. (r ,t ) =N , Eqi

(30)
(m IAop5 (E. -n ) In) =

(25)

where

H H

Aop(t)=e'VAOpe-' ht .

Then S0 (Qcw) and G,(r,t) are connected by the
Fourier transform

Sua (Q )=2+7rJf iJ
(26)

(31)

Then Eq. (16) becomes

Sa(Q 1cW) = 27 J e"jIa(Q~t )dt ,

and its inverse,

(27)

(32)e-i(Q-r-)S(QS. oi) d3Q dco

with the introduction of (2 7r)

IaQt= E j (e-iQRi () eiQ Rj (t))
Iij

The asymmetric placement of the 27r in these
Fourier integrals is unfortunate, perhaps, but con-

(28) ventional. It could be avoided, say, by multiplying
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the right-hand-side of Eq. (28) by 2.7r, but this is
never done. The relationships among the quantities

Sa,(Q ,60)>
Ia (Q,t) ->
Ga(rt) ->

"scattering function",
"intermediate scattering function",
"correlation function",

comprise the Van Hove representation of the Born
approximation. Now the nuclear position opera-
tors, Ri(t), are not constants of motion, so that

[R, (t),Rj (t')] •d 0 ,

and the substitutions implied by the the 8-functions
can not be made in Eq. (30), except in a classical
approximation. However, the correlation function
in the coherent case can be exactly represented by
the form

Gcoh(r,t) =f (p (r',0)p (r'+r,t))d 3r', (33)

where

p (r,t) = I 6(r-Ri (t)) (34)

is the nuclear particle density operator. Also, with

p (Q ,t) = f eiQ r p (r ,t) d3 r, (35)

the coherent intermediate scattering function is
also represented by

1Icoh(Qt)= T(pP Q,0)p(Q,t)) * (36)

In materials applications, the meaning of ... ) is
generalized to include configurational averaging, as
well as the implied thermal average. For a heteroge-
neous scattering population, bc0hp (r,t) becomes
the scattering-length density field,

X(r t)=2b,:ohi 3 (r -Ri (t)), (37)

and Scoh(Qo) is a sum of contributions depending
on self- and cross-correlations among the various
nuclear populations.

The Van Hove formulation was a signal advance
in non-relativistic scattering theory and a major
stimulus to condensed matter applications beyond
crystallography. Although rooted in Fermi's golden
rule, it manages, with the introduction of the corre-

lation function, to "hide" its overt quantum
mechanical origins and bring forth a classical
looking representation that is a powerful guide to
intuition, while also providing the path to relation-
ships with statistical mechanics and linear response
theory.

In thermal equilibrium, the statistical weight
p (no) of the initial states is the Boltzmann factor

p(no)= e

where

1kl and Z=Xe-En.
n

The energy conservation explicit in Eq. (1) means
that

p (no) -p (n) ePw.

within the sums over states. This leads eventually to
the principal of detailed balance:

Sa (- Q, t-) = e-l" Sa (Q, o)) . (38)

In applications to inelastic scattering, Eq. (38) pre-
dicts that "down" scattering (to > 0) is always
stronger than "up" scattering (co <0). For centro-
symmetric systems, the scattering function is an
even function of Q,

&a(-QW) = Sa,(Q,&)) . (39)

Actually, this is also true for systems without a cen-
ter of symmetry if the inverted equililbrium struc-
ture differs from the original by a constant
displacement.

The scattering function, Sa (Qw)), is defined to
be real, but the derived correlation function,
Ga(r,t), is complex:

G (r,t) = G'(r,t) +iG"(r,t) .

This can be seen from the integral in Eq. (32), since
S, (Q, )) is not an even function of X - the con-
straint of detailed balance. Thus a general relation-
ship exists between the real and imaginary parts of
the correlation function, which ultimately leads to:

2i

f e(iQ'r -)G`(r,t)d 3 rdt . (40)

20
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This leads in turn to a concise connection between
the scattering theory and linear response theory:

Scoh(QwX ) = - 2h X (Q 6) (41)

generalization of the Van Hove representation to
the magnetic case gives,

Smag(Q,)=) = Iau _QX 1
A, v(2/ kB/0)' 27r

where X(Q,wj) is the generalized susceptibility
function for the density operator in Eq. (34). Iag (Q,t ) dt, (47)

2.4 Magnetic Scattering of Unpolarized
Neutrons

Since the neutron has a magnetic moment, inci-
dent neutrons interact not only with the nuclei of
the atoms in the scatterer but also with the mag-
netic moments of their unpaired electrons. For un-
polarized beams, the magnetic interaction with the
nuclear spins is already incorporated into the dis-
tinction between b,.h and binc in Eq. (9). The poten-
tial for the neutron-electron interaction is

(42)

where Au = YUNO iS the neutron magnetic moment
operator, in terms of the neutron gyromagnetic
ration, y =1.9132, the nuclear magneton, AN, and
the Pauli operator, v. The internal magnetic field
operator, B (r), is

B (r) = 2AB 2 V x Si rz) + r2]X (43)

where J.LB is the Bohr magneton, si and pi are the
electron spin and momentum operators, respec-
tively, and the summation is over all unpaired elec-
trons. The (^) symbol denotes a unit vector. For the
Born approximation the required matrix element
of B (r) is

(kIBl(r)lko) = 2A1[QX(s X6Q)+ hQJI eiQr

(44)

where A and v are coordinate labels. The interme-
diate scattering function IJ g(Q ,t) extends the
definition in Eq. (36),

msal (Q ,t) = 1 (M,(-Q ,O)Mv (Q ,t)), (48)

for Nm magnetic ions, while the corresponding mag-
netization correlation function, from Eq. (33), is

G',sn1a(r,t)=N 1 (M,(r',0)Mv(r'+r~t))d'r'. (49)

Thus, except for the appearance of the quantity
known as the Halpern tensor,

,SAV-Q~Q" (50)

in Eq. (47), the formal extension of nuclear scatter-
ing to magnetic scattering of unpolarized beams
simply entails replacing the scalar nuclear density,
p, by the components of the magnetization, M,.
The Halpern factor, however, is responsible for the
special, anisotropic character of magnetic neutron
scattering. For example, for a single-domain ferro-
magnetic sample,

(51)

where M is the direction of the domain magnetiza-
tion. Thus, in the Born approximation, there is no
magnetic scattering for Q 11 M . As indicated by the
scattering law, Eq. (15), now with

(45)

where Ao is the vacuum magnetic permeablity and
M is the magnetization operator. For an unpolar-
ized beam, the differential cross-section can be
expressed as in Eq. (15) with the identifier a taking
on the additional value "mag", and with the defini-
tion

°7mag =47(yro) 2 , (46)

where ro is the classical electron radius. Note that
this usage of the symbol, imagn is not universal. The

" coh",
a = "inc",

'mag",
(52)

nuclear and magnetic scattering coexist, in general,
in magnetic materials and can have comparable
weight. The anisotropy of magnetic scattering offers
one means of separating these contributions by
choosing directions of Q along which the magnetic
component is suppressed. Squires [18] introduces
basic elements of magnetic scattering, while Balcar
and Lovesey [3] provide a thorough exposition.
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3. Generic Applications
3.1 Elastic Scattering

The scattering function can be analyzed into
distinct co-dependent contributions according to:

Sa I" sc) I(Q, sx ) a ((t) + S n (Q, A)) (3

The first part is called the elastic scattering, which,
by convention, means scattering with no change in
the neutron energy, so that k =ko. The isolation of
the elastic contribution is the result of writing

I. (Qst) = I,,(Q, xo ) + [I,,(Q~t) -I,,(Q, co )] , (54)

in the integrand of Eq. (27) and assuming that the
limit,

Ia (Q, X )lr[Ia(Qt)] ,

exists. The first term in Eq. (54) is independent of t
and thus produces the scattering proportional to
8(o)). The non-elastic part Sa e(Qc) stems from
the Fourier transform of the t-dependent remain-
der and comprises both inelastic and quasielastic
contributions. Furthermore, for It -t'I --- o,

Pself(r) = f(8(r'))(8(r' +r))d3r' (58)

can be interpreted as the conditional probability
density for nuclear position r at time t-+o o, given
that r = 0 at t = 0. These expressions for the elastic
scattering are easily extended to heterogeneous
systems.

3.2 Energy-Integrated Scattering: The Static
Approximation

Coherent elastic scattering, which reveals equi-
librium structure, must be measured by energy-
resolved techniques. Often, however, structure is
studied using methods that do not discriminate the
scattered neutron energy; these experiments
observe the energy-integrated cross-section

Eod f-a d2o-
dQ J_ XdQdcwdto) (59)

In the static approximation, this is represented as

( d / tatic 4 l S ci4(Q) + ' Sco (Q) (A (t)B (t')) = (A (t))(B (t'))
= A eqB eq (55)

where the A eq is equilibrium average of the opera-
torA. Therefore, in Eq. (53)

where

Sa(Q) = Sa(Qw)dw.

Icwh(Q, X ) =N lpeq(Q)1 2, (56)

which is the basis of structure determinations in
solids. Various aspects of this extensive field are
elucidated in [1], [7], [8], [11], and [18]. For liquids,
on the other hand, pcq(r) =N/V, so that

Icoh(Q, Xo) =k (-) 2a(Q)'

leading to the dictum that liquids scatter elastically
only in the forward direction. The weight of inco-
herent elastic scattering is given by

Iinc(Q, xo ) = f eiQ'Pself(r, ox )dr,

where

(57)

Since Q is held fixed in the o-integration, this
approximation entails neglecting the Q -dependence
of the final neutron wavenumber,

k =Iko-QI ,

and setting k=ko, as in elastic scattering. Then
from Eq. (27),

Sar(Q) =Ia(Q0) . (62)

Since [Ri (t), Rj (t)] = 0, this can be analyzed as

Sa(Q) = f e-Qr G,(r,0)d 3 r, (63)

where

(64)G, (r, 0) = N ; (3 (r + Ri (0) -)Rj (0))) -

22
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Therefore, for the incoherent contribution,

Gi,0 (r,0) = 8(r),

so that

S,0c(Q) = 1.

For the more interesting coherent component,

Scoh(Q) = 8(r)+g(r),

where

g(r) = (8 (r +Ro(O)-Rj (0)))
j*o

special case of an Einstein solid (dispersionless
vibrations), the thermal diffuse scattering varies

(65) monotonically with Q. In general, however, for
dispersive, vibrations (acoustic phonons), the
thermal diffuse scattering is a structured back-

(66) ground, including temperature-dependent "wings"
centered on the Bragg peaks. Thermal diffuse
scattering is discussed again in Sec. 3.5.2.

In strongly anharmonic solids and systems where
(67) structure changes on the time scale of the measure-

ments, elastic and energy-integrated scattering
probe substantially different correlations, and only
the latter provides the short-time information

(68) usually of interest in such cases.

is the static pair-correlation function. Thus energy-
integrated coherent scattering measures an aver-
age of instantaneous "snapshots" of the time-
dependent structure, while elastic coherent scatter-
ing measures the equilibrium averaged structure. In
harmonic crystalline solids, where the atoms more-
or-less "stay put," both methods yield the equi-
librium positions and mean-square thermal
displacements, but the two forms of measurement
differ in important ways. Indeed, from Eq. (53), one
has

3.3 Sum Rules

Taken in a larger context, the formula in Eq. (61)
is the zeroth-order member of a set of frequency
moments of the scattering function, Sa,(Q ,o),
which in normalized form is defined by

(73)

In particular,
Scoh(Q) =Scoh(Q) +Sco(Q)

where we have defined

Scoh (Q ) = Icoh (Q , X ) ,

and

ScoQh = I-oh) Scoh(Q ,o)d) .

(69)

(tO0 ),,(Q) = 1. (74)

While seeming trivial, in practice Eq. (74) actually
constrains physically distinct measurements and

(70) thus provides a means of checking their mutual con-
sistency. The higher-order rules are formally gener-
ated starting with Eq. (27):

(71)
(75)

For monatomic harmonic crystals, in particular,

s(27 K)Scoh(Q)= fO-e-2w 1(Q -K),
K

(72)

where no is the volume of the unit cell, the K are
wavevectors of the reciprocal lattice, and
exp( - 2W) is the Debye-Waller factor, which
depends on the thermal displacements and is
defined below at Eq. (107). The 8-functions in
Eq. (72) are the Bragg peaks from which the equi-
librium structure is deduced. In this context the
integrated nonelastic scattering in Eq. (69) is
referred to as thennal diffuse scattering. For the

Then it is easy to get

((,)a (Q) = ( E fr.
NSar(Q) i,j "

( iQRi (0) eQR ) (76)

where, following Eq. (26), the derivatives with
respect to t are determined by
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-at eiR') - S [H, eiQRJo] . (77)

For velocity-independent interactions, the commu-
tator is independent of the atom-atom interaction
potential and gives

[He ] [E h2 V e ] ]

eiQRj(t) (h2Q +hQ .Rj(t)) X (78)

where M is the atomic mass. The contribution from
the second term averages to zero in Eq. (76), and,
recalling the normalization in Eq. (73), it follows
easily that

h (o ). (Q ) = h2Q2X (79)h2 Q

which can be interpreted as the average recoil
kinetic energy at fixed scattering vector Q. Note
that if the t-derivative is treated classically, the
result is equivalent to keeping only the second term
in Eq. (78), which gives (to))a(Q)= 0. This is incon-
sistent with the asymmetry of Sa (Q, t) required by
detailed balance, Eq. (38), except in the high-
temperature limit.

Higher moments are increasingly system-depen-
dent and more difficult to calculate. For a classical
liquid, the second moments are

(0 2) (Q ) (Q 
2 kBT (80)

MS,,(Q) (0

The coherent case,

Q 2kBT
(° )c.h(Q) MS h(Q)' (81)

and its analogues come into play in the analysis of
quasielastic scattering (Sec. 3.6) in liquids and
lattice fluids, where (to

2
)C:h(Q) is used as a measure

of the width of the coherent contribution to the
quasielastic line. Then Eq. (81) predicts that the
width has a minimum near the maximum of
Scoh(Q), the effect known as de Gennes narrowing,
which physically expresses the relative stability of
density fluctuations that are consonant with the
dominant short-ranged liquid order at Q...

3.4 Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS)

Small angle scattering is the discipline of study-
ing microstructure of materials by investigating
scattering in the immediate neighborhood of the
incident beam. For neutrons with wavelengths
larger than the Bragg cutoff- i.e., Ao > a, where a is
the largest unit cell dimension -Bragg scattering
from the atomic-scale structure is suppressed, and
all scattering is near the forward direction. The
Q-dependence of small angle scattering thus arises
from structural variations over length scales usually
much larger than the atomic scale. An informal but
helpful rule is that microstructure on length scale L
produces scattering in the Q-range

Q-27nL-1 . (82)

In other words, the more homogeneous the
microstructure, the smaller the Q -range in which it
is observable. To a good approximation in SANS,
the scattering angle is given by 20 = AoQ/27r.
Combining this with the criterion in Eq. (82), gives

Ao
2 0 < A

L (83)

This shows that increasing the neutron wavelength
magnifies the observable scale of microstructure;
i.e., at a given scattering angle (position on the
detector relative to the incident beam), larger
homogeneous regions contribute to the scattering at
larger incident wavelengths. Small angle scattering
also occurs for neutron wavelengths below the
Bragg cutoff, but then intensity at small angles is
reduced by Bragg scattering into large angles. In
thick specimens, especially, multiple Bragg scatter-
ing can contaminate scattering in the small angle
regime, a bane of the early history of the field.

As with other methods of structure determina-
tion, small angle scattering can be implemented as
elastic scattering, following Eqs. (53) and (56), or as
energy-integrated scattering, as defined in the
preceding section. Most SANS instruments, in fact,
integrate the scattered energy transfer, and the
static approximation usually is appropriate. Thus,
for heterogeneous systems Eqs. (84) and (63) are
generalized as

(84)
/ static aa

and

24
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Sae t(Q) = | e&QrGat (r,0)d 3 r. (85)

Since the notation is getting cumbersome, for the
remainder of this section the superscript "het" will
be omitted, and the specification, t = 0, will
become implicit. Also, recalling Eq. (9), be0h will
be denoted by the more compact b. Now, in order
to make contact with conventional SANS terminol-
ogy, introduce the function r(r),

GC0h(r) = N F(r). (86)

Then, from Eqs. (33) and (37),

r(r) = 1 f (71 (r'),q (r' +r))d3r' * (87)
For the incoherent contribution, Eq. (30) easily
gives

of mathematical convenience. The Porod-Debye
correlation function can then be written as

1 f (A - (r')Aq (r' +r))dY
y (r) (94)

((An) )2)v

where

(95)

is the fluctuating part of the scattering-length den-
sity field. The combination of these results gives

N( df2 / staticN(biinc) + (27)3v(( 7 )2)S (Q)

+ V((&l71)2)V f eiQr y(r) d3r. (96)

where

This is just the extension of Eq. (65) to hel
geneous systems. Small angle scattering usual
analyzed in terms of the Porod-Debye correl
function, as defined by

y(r) =r(r )-Fr(-)
7(!r(o) -r(-)

By construction, it follows immediately that

y(0)= 1, and
Y(o) = 0.

Using Eq. (87), the limits of y(r) are

Y(0) = N )v,

Y(c) = (01v

(88) The first term is a Q -independent background, and
the second is the forward coherent scattering,
which usually is masked by a beam stop. The

(89) Fourier transform of y(r) in the last term de-
scribes the scattering caused by the spatial varia-
tion of the microstructure. Equation (96) is the

tero- basic law of small angle neutron scattering.
lly is A typical class of materials in SANS studies
ition consists of two or more homogeneous phases sepa-

rated by sharp interfaces and partitioned into
multiply-connected volume compartments. For
such systems the scattering-length density can be
represented as

(97)

(91)

and

(92)

where

(98)p.(r) = (r-Ri),
if n

and bn is its coherent scattering-length, which can
be computed as a cellular average for polyatomic
phases. The component densities satisfy

where (99)

(93)

means a combined thermal-configurational-volume
average. In most theoretical SANS treatments these
averages are treated as being redundant, and the
choice of which one to do "first" is usually a matter

where On is the volume fraction of the n-th phase,
and also have the properties,

p,-(r)pn, (r) = Np(r) for m = n (100)
I pV~) frm=n
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The first expresses the spatial partitioning of the
phases, while the second is the normalized idem-
potency condition. It then follows that

((AN 7) v = (V)2 [(b Ch)-(bCOh)2],

where

Then, using the phonon representation of the
displacement operator, one can derive (with some
tedium) the basic identity of the harmonic approxi-
mation,

(101)

( e-iQRi() eiQRj(t) ) =

bch = I 0,A, . (102)

For the special but important case of two phases,
this reduces to the symmetrical formula

((An )2)V = k (1 - s) (X1 -12)2, (103)

where 4) is the volume fraction of either one of the
phases, and Y71 and 712 are the scattering-length
densities.

3.5 Inelastic Scattering

In Eq. (53) the non-elastic contribution,
S. n(Q ,o), may describe inelastic scattering,
quasi elastic scattering, Sec. 3.6, or both, depending
on the system being studied. Inelastic scattering
means energy-resolved scattering not centered on
o = 0. Coherent inelastic scattering typically con-
sists of well-defined lines riding on a diffuse, or
structureless, t-dependent background. The lines
result from resonant scattering of the neutron by
long-lived elementary excitations of the system,
such as phonons and magnons (in magnetic materi-
als) and impurity atom vibrations in host-guest
systems. Diffuse coherent inelastic scattering is
produced by scattering from multiple, or non-
elementary, excitations. Energy-integrated inelastic
scattering is usually the main source of the thermal
diffuse background in structure determinations
using energy-insensitive detection methods. Inco-
herent inelastic scattering measures excitation
densities of states, to a first approximation.

3.5.1 Scattering by Phonons

Scattering by phonons provides the prototype for
neutron inelastic scattering. Squires [18] gives a
lucid treatment. To calculate the intermediate scat-
tering function, Eq. (27), resolve the nuclear posi-
tion operator into the equilibrium coordinate and a
time-dependent small displacement,

(104)

(105)eiQ.(Rq-Rjq)e 2 We 2Wj(Qt),

where

Wij(Qt)= Q -Ui(0)Q uj()), (106)

and

W = Wii (Q ,0) - (107)

The ubiquitous exponential, exp(-2W), is the
Debye-Waller factor. It is a long-standing conven-
tion to leave the Q-dependence of the W function
implicit. A concrete formula for W follows from
Eq. (113) in the next section. Although correct
quantum mechanically, the result in Eq. (105) actu-
ally can be obtained more directly by treating
Q * uj (t) as a classical Gaussian random variable, A,
with zero mean, and by using the concommitant
rule:

(e;) = e112 (°

The Taylor expansion of the final exponential in
Eq. (105) leads to a systematic development of the
inelastic scattering function, Se(Q ,to). The first
term (unity) gives the elastic scattering from the
equilibrium structure, as in Eq. (56). The next
term-the first t-dependent one-describes one-
phonon scattering, while the remainder produces
multi-phonon scattering. For a Bravais lattice the
result for coherent one-phonon scattering turns out
to be:

Sc-hP(Q ) = (2r ) he- 2 W [Q (q )].
S~,i~h(Qw) - Q 2 M q~, o) (q )

{[fns (q) + 1]3(aot-os (q)),8(Q -q -K)

+[n. (q)]8(to+to (q))c8(Q+q+K)}. (108)
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In this formula M is the nuclear mass, f2o is the
volume of the lattice unit cell, and K is a reciprocal
lattice wavevector (often denoted as 2mri, where X

is a reciprocal lattice vector). The phonon modes
of wavevector q and polarization s have frequencies
to) (q), polarization vectors es (q) and thermal
occupations n, (q). The two terms in Eq. (108)
describe, respectively, scattering with the emission
of a phonon - the neutron is down -scattered by
energy hto. (q ) -and scattering with the absorption
of a phonon - the neutron is up -scattered by
energy hto. (q). In each case the scattering satisfies
the kinematical constraints

h2 2 2 
2M (ko k 2 )-±= hto (q) (109)

and

ko-k =K+Q . (110)

For incoherent one-phonon scattering, the scat-
tering function can be obtained from Eq. (108) by
making the formal replacement,

(27O)' 5 (Q Tq -K) % 1.

application of inelastic scattering. For example, in
hydrogen in metals, the point symmetry of occu-
pied interstitial sites usually is revealed simply by
assignment of the intensities produced by vibra-
tional modes having signature degeneracies.

3.5.2 Thermal Diffuse Scattering

With the material now at hand, we continue the
description of thermal diffuse scattering begun in
Sec. 3.2. In general the energy-integrated non-
elastic scattering that constitutes thermal diffuse
scattering incorporates both quasielastic and in-
elastic scattering. Here, however, we only consider
the inelastic contribution from phonon scattering.
Thus using Eq. (105) in Eqs. (28) and (62), and
recalling Eq. (71), one gets

-2W
Scoh(Q) = 1-e-2 Ne

(112)i-iQ (R'-Rf ) 2Wij(Q 0)
igj

where Wi, (Q,t) was defined in Eq.
itly, for t = 0,

(106). Explic-

This leads to

41V w

h _ Q -E, (q_)_ 2

W'j (Q'O) = 4M-N IZ , q
q,s tsq

(111)

where XA(to) is the one-phonon density of states
and ( . ),., denotes the average over the surface in
reciprocal space on which tos (q) = t.

For multi-phonon processes the corresonding
kinematical relations are not mode-specific, and
diffuse t-dependent scattering generally is the
result. Often the multi-phonon background must
be estimated in order to achieve a reliable analysis
of one-phonon scattering. Occasionally multi-
phonon scattering may even appear in the guise of
"broadened" one-phonon scattering in compli-
cated spectra.

Inelastic scattering is also used to measure spin-
wave spectra in magnetic materials. The kinemati-
cal constraints for 1-magnon scattering are the
same as in Eq. (110). Determination of local vibra-
tions in host-guest systems is another important

[2n, (q) + 1]cos[q * (RiN -R pq )]. (113)

The formula for W, Eq. (107), is obtained by set-
ting i =j here. For an Einstein model the thermal
displacements on different sites are uncorrelated,
so that Wij (Q,0) = 0 for i •j. In this case, there-
fore, the term in Eq. (112) with the sum over sites
vanishes identically, and the thermal diffuse back-
ground is 1-exp ( - 2 W). Notice that in the opposite
extreme, if Wij (Q ,0) were independent of the dis-
tance between sites, the summation in Eq. (112)
would produce Bragg peaks, as in SC'h(Q). Instead,
Wij(Q,O)-O as |R,!q-Reqm I , and this fall-off
moderates the site summation. However, Wij (Q ,0)
decays slowly with distance, which leads to a weak-
ened expression of the reciprocal lattice structure
in the thermal diffuse scattering. This is seen by
expanding exp[2W1j (Q ,0)], in analogy to the
phonon expansion of Sc(Q ,t). Indeed, one can
obtain the 1-phonon thermal diffuse scattering
directly by integrating Eq. (108) with respect to to.
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This gives

SI-ph(Q) = (2_i)__he_-_
Qo 2M

2 [Q t o (j) 2 [2nS (q) + l]
SK &J. (i )

function, Gi,0 (r,t) in Eq. (30), is well-approxi-
mated by the classical limit,

G inac`s(rxt) = P0 0If(rt)

= (8 (r + Ro(0)-Ro(t))),

(114)

where

q=Q-K

for each K in the sum. Thus the acoustic phonon
branches give rise to algebraic singularities coinci-
dent with the Bragg peaks, since toS (q) = csq for
small Iqj. Specifically, for q-*0 near a particular K
and at temperatures such that hto(q)<gkBT, then

ScohP(Q) - IQ -K , (115)

since n5 (q)-kBT/ho)S(q). On the other hand, if
htos(q)>kBT, then

ScohPh(Q) IQ-KI-1 (116)

Although these results are derived in the harmonic
approximation, they correctly imply that soft
modes in plastic crystals also produce significant
thermal diffuse scattering near Q =K+qc, where
w, (qc ) = 0 at the softening temperature.

Historically, before the ascendancy of inelastic
neutron scattering, x-ray thermal diffuse scattering
was the chief means of measuring phonon disper-
sion in solids by fitting lineshapes with expressions
like Eq. (114).

3.6 Quasielastic Scattering

Quasielastic scattering is energy-resolved scatter-
ing centered on to = 0 and is the result of neutrons
interacting with purely dissipative excitations,
which can be viewed as motions at imaginary
frequencies. Usually this means scattering by diffus-
ing nuclei. Typically, quasielastic and inelastic
scattering are well-separated from each other, since
vibrational angular frequencies tend to be much
larger than diffusive jump rates. Sometimes, how-
ever, analysis of the scattering near to = 0 into its
elastic, quasielastic and inelastic components is not
easy.

A prototype for quasielastic neutron scattering
is incoherent quasielastic scattering from hydrogen
in metals. At high temperatures the correlation

(117)

which is the finite-t generalization of Eq. (58).
Application of jump diffusion theory to the calcula-
tion of Peif(r,t) then leads to the Lorentzian
quasielastic lineshape,

Sinc (Q ) - .(QQ)1rS10~(Qw)= t 2+r(Q )2 ' (118)

where r(Q) depends on the diffusion constant and
on the structure visited by the diffusing particle. In-
coherent quasielastic scattering coexists with inco-
herent elastic scattering given by Eq. (57), which is
called the elastic incoherent structure factor in the
concerned literature. This "EISF" is proportional
to the reciprocal of Qn.f, the volume accessible to
the diffusing particle. Thus, the less localized the
self-diffusion, the smaller the weight of incoherent
elastic scattering.

Coherent quasielastic scattering, which was
alluded to in Sec. 3.3, is important in fluid systems,
indeed wherever diffusive transport of coherently
scattering nuclei occurs. Quasielastic scattering also
is produced by diffusive rotational modes in plastic
crystals and caged systems. See [4] for an extensive
treatment of quasielastic scattering.

4. Neutron Refraction and Reflection

The Born approximation neglects interference
between the incident and scattered waves. This usu-
ally is justified in standard beam-target geometries
for scattering at wide angles from small samples.
These interactions become important, however, as
scattering becomes concentrated into the forward
direction. Then the sharp distinction between inci-
dent and scattered beams within the scattering
medium is lost, and it is necessary to solve the
Schrodinger equation ("dynamical" scattering)
without resort to the Born approximation ("kine-
matical" scattering).

An important problem where dynamical scatter-
ing theory is required is a neutron beam incident on
a semi-infinite scattering medium having a smooth,
planar boundary, say at z =0. The Schr6dinger
equation for this case is

2 m V 2f(r)+V(r)qi(r)=Eou1(r), (119)
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where Eo = h2 k0d/2m, and the potential is the step
function,

.,
V(r) = (V)cell,

z >0

z 0
(120)

The effective scattering potential in the medium is
the average of V(r) over the crystalline unit cell.
This is a good approximation for neutrons beyond
the Bragg cutoff. In detail,

,ceIll 2= h2 p (bcoh)cell (121)

where p =NIV, and bcoh is arithmetically aver-
aged over the cell. The trial solution is

e ko r +u, eikr r,

Ma (r) = Umeikm r,
z>0

z<0 -

The amplitude of the reflected wave works out to

(126)Ur = sin 4 - N/sin24 -sin 2 X0c
sin4+ +/sin 2 o)-sin 2 Xc

where Xc is the critical angle,

O = arcsin N/Z . (127)

For 4 4_)c, Eq. (126) shows that Url = 1, which
indicates that the incident wave is totally reflected.
In this case the normal component of km is imagi-
nary, and the wave in the medium is evanescent.
When 4) > 4 )c, km is real, and its direction is given
by Snell's law. The index of refraction in Eq. (125)
can be written as

(122) A2
n 1- 77 ,

27
(128)

where kr=ko. The subscript "r" denotes the
reflected beam, while "m" refers to the wave within
the scattering medium. The angle of incidence 4
and the angles of the reflected and refracted waves
4) r and Om, respectively, are conventionally mea-
sured from the flat in neutron optics. Since the
model potential is everywhere independent of x and
y, the wavevectors ko, kr and km have equal compo-
nents parallel to the surface. Thus the reflection is
specular, Or=4). The boundary conditions at z = 0
are

1+ur=um, and
(1 -ur)ko sin 4 = umkm sin am . (123)

It follows easily from Eq. (122) in Eq. (119) that

h2 k 2 h 2 k2
h2ko = h k2m + (V)cell . (124)

This gives the index of refraction of the scattering
medium,

km c125)
1- Eo (125)

where 71 = p (bcoh)cell is the average scattering length
density of the medium and generally is positive.
Typically n = 1 -0 (10-5) for thermal neutrons,
which gives critical angles

AoV (129)

of only fractions of a degree. The longer wave-
lengths of cold neutrons give substantially larger
critical angles, which are required for practical
applications of neutron guides. For media in which
71 < 0, the index of refraction is greater than unity,
do is imaginary, and the incident wave is never
totally reflected (except at 0 = 0).

The scattering wavevector for neutron reflection
is defined as

Q =ko-kr X (130)

so that Q = 2ko sin 4. The neutron reflectivity,
R = IUr12, then is obtained from Eq. (126) as

R(Q) = Q + 2 (131)

where Qc = 2ko sin tic. This is equivalent to the
Fresnel formula for reflectivity in optics. Thus,
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R(Q)=1 for Qs Qr, while for Q>QC, the reflec-
tivity falls as

16 7r) 2 2

(132)

The asymptotic behavior in Eq. (132) is identical to
that derived from the Born approximation for the
potential in Eq. (120) when do-/dn, Eq. (60), is
converted to the reflectivity, an observation made
only recently by Sinha, et al. [16]. The reflection
laws from heterogeneous and nonuniform surfaces
and films depart significantly from Eq. (131) and
are sensitive to model details. For expositions of
neutron reflectometry and optics, see [9], [12],
and [15].
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1. Introduction

Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) instru-
ments are very useful for the investigation of mi-
crostructures of 1 to nearly 500 nm in size in
various materials such as porous media, polymers,
ceramics, metals, etc. The very low energies of
thermal neutrons make them an excellent non-de-
structive probe of microstructure since neutrons
are very penetrating in most materials. The ability
to substitute deuterium (D) for hydrogen (H) in
macromolecular complexes makes SANS a unique
technique for probing macromolecular conforma-
tions in synthetic and biological polymers.

Examples of research areas well-suited to the
SANS technique include the determination of void
sizes and their distributions in porous media such
as metals, coals, shales, gels, etc. as well as the in-
vestigation of particle agglomeration in unsintered
ceramic bodies and evolution of pore populations
during sintering. SANS is also useful for the inves-
tigation of the morphology of polymer ("plastic")

materials and of the relationship between their
structures and properties. Structural changes of
synthetic and biological macromolecules in solution
with changing environment can be monitored and
the internal structure of aggregated systems such as
membranes, micelles (water-oil-soap), microphase
segregated copolymers, etc. can be determined.
SANS can also provide structural information that
is helpful in the understanding of the thermody-
namics of two-phase systems such as polymer
blends, metal alloys, composites, etc.

Since neutrons have a magnetic moment, the
magnetic scattering from magnetic materials can
also be studied. SANS is useful for the determina-
tion of the range and degree of order in magnetic
structures and for the measurement of critical
properties of magnetic systems.

The National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology has been operating an 8 m SANS instru-
ment since the early 1980s. By the summer of 1992,
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two 30 m high resolution SANS instruments were
fully operational. This work describes the three
SANS instruments at NIST and gives an overview
of SANS research opportunities in the areas of
polymer science, biology, ceramics, and metals.

2. The NIST SANS Instruments

The 8 m NIST SANS instrument benefited from
the installation of a cold source at the NIST reac-
tor in 1987, which resulted in substantial increases
in intensity for that instrument. After the construc-
tion of a guide hall, completed in 1990 as part of
the Cold Neutron Research Facility (CNRF), the 8
m SANS instrument was moved to the end of one
of the newly installed neutron guides. The first 30
m SANS instrument (the Exxon/Univ. of Minn.
SANS), also installed in the guide hall, began oper-
ation in the Spring of 1991 while the second 30 m
instrument (the CHRNS-SANS) began operation
in the summer of 1992.

2.1 The 8 m SANS Instrument

The 8 m SANS spectrometer [1] is a general pur-
pose instrument with a broad range of accessible
scattering vectors (i.e., scale lengths probed), con-
tinuously variable wavelength and a number of
possible sample environments. The instrument
characteristics are listed in Table 1. The instru-
ment components include a helical velocity selector
with 25% wavelength resolution (which means high
intensity on sample), a 4.5 m evacuated flight tube
preceding the sample and a 3.5 m scattering flight
path that can be rotated about the sample position
to reach larger scattering angles. A computer-con-
trolled sample chamber that houses up to six posi-
tions is available for measurements at near ambient
temperatures. The sample chamber can be re-
moved to accommodate bulkier sample environ-
ments such as a cryostat or displex. Neutrons are
detected with an area detector with an active area
of 64 x 64 cm. The low-Q limit on the instrument is
achieved with multibeam converging pinhole colli-
mation.

2.2 The Two 30 m SANS Instruments

The two 30 m SANS spectrometers are high res-
olution, wide scattering vector range instruments
that combine and improve upon some of the best
features of existing long flight path instruments
in the world. The characteristics for the two instru-
ments are listed in Table 2 and a schematic of

Table 1. 8 m SANS instrument characteristics

Source size: 5 x 5 cm
Wavelength range: 0.48-2.0 nm (velocity selector)
Wavelength resolution: 25% (fixed)
Collimation: Single pair of circular irises or

7-channel converging beam
collimation

Qmin: 0.06 nmn' at 0.6 nm wavelength
0.035 nm- 1 at 0.9 nm wavelength

Q range: 0.03 to 5.0 nmn'
Sample size: 0.4-2.0 cm with pinhole collimation

1.5 cm with converging collimation
Flux at sample: 103 to 5 x 105 n/cm2 s depending on

slit size and wavelength.

Table 2. 30 m SANS instrument characteristics

Source size: 5 x 5 cm
Wavelength range: 0.4-2.0 nm (velocity selector)
Wavelength resolution: 7%-30% (continuously tunable)
Q-Range: 0.01-6 nmn (CHRNS-SANS)

0.01-10 nmn l (NIST/EXXON/Univ.
of Minn. SANS)

Sample size: 0.5-2.5 cm
Expected flux at sample: 103 to 106 n/cm2 s depending on

slit size, wavelength, and source to
sample distance

the NIST/EXXON/Univ. of Minn. 30 m SANS is
shown in Fig. 1. The neutron intensity at the sam-
ple position of that instrument (for a 1.5 cm diame-
ter sample) is shown in Fig. 2 which also shows the
intensity at the sample position for the 8 m SANS
instrument.

The design characteristics of these two 30 m
SANS instruments have many similar features in-
cluding a computer-controlled multidisk velocity
selector, an adjustable incident flight path with
neutron guide sections that can be moved into the
beam in order to bring the effective neutron source
closer to the sample therefore enhancing the inten-
sity, and a beam polarizing device (supermirror
transmission polarizer) to be developed. The scat-
tering flight path can be varied between 2 and 16 m
by changing the detector position. Both instru-
ments provide two different sample positions. The
first position features a multi-position sample
chamber which can accommodate up to nine sam-
ple positions. Upstream, the second sample posi-
tion consists of an adjustable sample table for
bulky sample environments. A number of sample
environments are available for the SANS users.
These include heating blocks and circulating baths
for measurements at temperatures ranging from
- 20 to 200 'C, a closed cycle He3 cryostat for
measurements in the 30 mK to 300 K range and
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Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the NIST/EXXON/Univ. of Minn. 30 m SANS instrument.
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Fig. 2. Intensity at the sample position for the NIST/EXXON/Univ. of Minn. 30 m

SANS instrument and for the 8 m SANS instrument.

furnaces for measurements at temperatures up to
2000 'C. Shearing cells are available for measuring
liquids and gels under shear. In addition, measure-
ments can be made in magnetic fields up to 7 T.

A set of user friendly software packages for data
acquisition, reduction and analysis as well as in-
strument control have been written. A microvax
4000' computer is used for data acquisition and re-
duction while Macintosh computers are used for
on-line color imaging of the data. The ability to
take reduced data away on IBM PC or Macintosh
floppy disks is also provided.

' Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are
identified in this paper to specify adequately the experimental
procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation
or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and

Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment
identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

3. Small Angle Neutron Scattering from
Polymers

3.1 Introduction

Small angle neutron scattering is a unique diag-
nostic technique to probe the morphology of poly-
mer materials. Due to the ability to replace
hydrogen atoms by deuterium, this technique can
monitor specific macromolecular conformations in
polymer solutions as well as in bulk polymer sys-
tems. It can also monitor concentration fluctua-
tions in phase decomposing binary mixtures such as
homopolymer and/or copolymer blends. Contrast
variation methods (mixing deuterated and non-
deuterated polymers or solvents) are used to
change the "color" of polymer chains making them
more or less visible to neutrons similarly to the
staining method in electron microscopy.
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Due to the fact that SANS spectra are not abun-
dant in prominent features (as for example diffrac-
tion or NMR spectra are), the SANS technique
relies heavily on modeling of the scattering inten-
sity. Macromolecular systems can be modelled
fairly well owing to the pioneering work of many
scientists such as P. Flory (Gaussian chains, theta
temperature, etc.), H. Kuhn (polymer chain stiff-
ness, etc.), W. Stockmayer (geiation, etc.), B.
Zimm (dilute solutions, etc.), P.G. de Gennes (ran-
dom phase approximation, scaling ideas, etc.) to
name only a few. The SANS technique has shown
with no ambiguity, for instance, that polymer coils
follow random walk trajectories when they are in
the bulk state [2-4]. This means that correlations
between monomers along the chain backbone are
screened by other surrounding chains, so that the
chain "forgets" quickly (after one or two steps)
about where its other parts are. This screening is
less effective in polymer solutions and self avoiding
walk statistics are more appropriate making coils
more swollen or more collapsed depending on
whether the constraints on the walk are repulsive
or attractive (i.e., depending on the nature of the
monomer-solvent interactions). Flory introduced a
characteristic transition temperature (called the
theta temperature) for which the monomer-solvent
interactions are equivalent making the chain ap-
pear "ideal" (as if it were in a bulk environment).
Below this temperature, the solvent cannot dissolve
the polymer, while above it, it becomes a good sol-
vent.

Blending of polymers is necessary for better con-
trolled physical properties of polymeric materials.
Unfortunately, most polymer alloys are incompat-
ible (i.e., most polymers do not like to mix). The
binary mixtures that are known to mix have been
very precious systems for studying the thermody-
namics of phase separation. For example,
polystyrene and polyvinylmethylether (PS/PVME)
show [5] a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) since they are miscible at room tempera-
ture but phase separate with a spinodal decomposi-
tion temperature around 140 0 C when the fractions
are about 30/70 and molecular weights 435,000/
188,000. The mixing of low molecular weight
polystyrene and polybutadiene (PS/PB), on the
other hand, has an upper critical solution tempera-
ture (UCST) phase diagram [6] and shows mixing
upon heating from ambient temperature (spinodal
temperature is around 37 'C for a mixture of 77/23
dPS/hPB with M.= 900/4,500). Conformations in
the miscible region, concentration fluctuations

close to the immiscible region as well as the delimi-
tation of the spinodal line have been well under-
stood for a number of polymer blend systems
[5-14] using the SANS technique with deuterium
labeling of one of the components.

A method of forcing different polymers to mix is
to chemically copolymerize them at the small block
level. Most copolymers can therefore mix at the
macroscopic level but show microphase separation.
Here also, the SANS technique supplemented with
specific deuteration of one of the blocks has been
valuable [15-18] in mapping out chain conforma-
tions in each of the various possible morphologies
(lamellar, rod-like, spherical).

In cases where detailed models of polymer sys-
tems are not available, generic SANS methods such
as Guinier plots are used to extract characteristic
sizes. Other direct methods based on linear fits of
combinations if I(Q) and Q vs powers of Q are
used to extract scaling laws which are signatures of
various kinds of morphologies. I(Q) is the mea-
sured scattered intensity and Q is the scattering
wavenumber. For instance a slope of -2 in a plot
log[I(Q)] vs log(Q) hints that chains are in ideal
(Gaussian) conformations.

3.2 SANS from Polymer Solutions

Polymer solutions constitute a bench-mark
for understanding basic interactions between
monomers and solvent molecules. Effects of tem-
perature, concentration and chain stiffness have
been thoroughly investigated [19-23] using the
SANS technique.

Temperature effects are investigated using
Flory's swollen chain approach. Variation of the
radius of gyration, Rg, of a single chain (i.e., its ef-
fective statistical size) with the number of
monomers N in the chain (representative of the
molecular weight M,) follows the simple mean field
scaling law: Rg=N"a2/6, where a is the monomer
size and v is the Flory excluded volume parameter
(v = 1/2 for ideal chains, v = 1/3 for collapsed
chains and v=0.6 for fully swollen chains). Of
course scattering data contains contributions from
inter-chain contributions which are accounted for
through concentration effects on the scattered in-
tensity I(Q) or on the structure factor S(Q). These
two quantities are related to each other by the co-
herent scattering cross section {b}2, monomer vol-
ume fraction Op, and machine constant C:

I(Q) =C{b}24pS(Q). (1)
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In dilute solutions, only binary chain interactions
contribute to the interaction energy, making the
second virial coefficient the dominant term in a
virial expansion. Such interactions occur mainly
through single contacts (as pointed out by Zimm
[24]) making the static structure factor, S(Q), a
simple two-term expansion in terms of the
monomer volume fraction:

S (Q) = SO(Q )[1 - vbpSo(Q)].

3.3 SANS from Blends of Homopolymers

In the case where polymers are homogeneously
mixed (blended), the RPA is also very useful. A
two-component blend (called A and B for conve-
nience) and shown in Fig. 4 can be looked at as a
polymer component (say A) in solution in the other
component (B). The partial structure factors, such
as SAA(Q), can be related to the bare structure

(2)

Here, So(Q) is the single-chain structure factor and
v is the excluded volume during the interaction be-
tween monomers and solvent molecules which is
related to the monomer-solvent Flory interaction
parameter K as:

v = (1/s- 2K). (3)

Moreover, k1=1- 4p is the solvent volume frac-
tion. The reciprocal form of Zimm's expansion can
be derived directly [25,26] using the random phase
approximation (RPA) and was a major tool (Zimm
plot) for extracting single chain properties from di-
lute polymer solutions. This method of obtaining
single chain properties is hampered by low scatter-
ing signals due to the low polymer concentrations
involved. Another method allowing the use of con-
centrated polymer solutions was introduced in 1980
[27,28].

The high concentration method of extracting sin-
gle chain properties such as the radius of gyration,
the monomer size or the persistence length (which
is a measure of chain stiffness) consists in using
mixtures of deuterated and non-deuterated poly-
mers of the same molecular weight in semidilute or
concentrated solutions. The single chain structure
factor can be obtained from the scattering data by
varying the fraction of deuterated chains while
keeping the total polymer concentration constant.

A representative example [29] of this method is
included here. Figure 3 shows the single-chain and
the total scattering structure factors for dPS in hPS
of MA = 65,000 as shown in Ref. 29. More than two
(for redundancy) relative concentrations (4dPS/

OhPS = 20%,40%,60%,85%) were measured in
toluene solutions with fixed concentration
(p= 22%). The total scattering structure factor is
seen to be flat (as expected) owing to the fact that
all monomers contribute to that term equally.

The use of high concentrations increases the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio making it much easier to monitor
single chain properties. This high concentration
method made Zimm plots less preferable in SANS
data analysis.
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Fig. 3. Single-chain and total structure factors for a concen-
trated solution of mixtures of deuterated and nondeuterated
polystyrene (dPS, hPS) in toluene. The total polymer concentra-
tion was 22% and the relative deuterated fractions were varied
from 0% to 85%.
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factors SoAA(Q) and SOBB(Q) (when no interactions
are present) for AA and BB correlations as:

1/4ASAA(Q) = [1/4ASOAA(Q)]

+ [1/OASOBB(Q)] - 2KAB (4)

where OA and OB are the partial volume fractions
(OA + OB = 1). The bare structure factors are usually
replaced by a Debye function (Gaussian coils)
which is a good representation of ideal non-inter-
acting chains.

This RPA result for the structure factors is an
extension [30,31] of Eq. (2) in which the solvent
volume fraction O. is replaced by OBSOBB(Q). This
result was first introduced by de Gennes [25] and is
applicable to situations where a mean field ap-
proach is valid such as in dilute solutions, concen-
trated solutions, melts and blends. It does not give
good results in semidilute solutions where chains
start overlapping (multiple contacts are not ac-
counted for in the RPA) but do not overlap enough
to begin screening intrachain correlations.

The scattered intensity for an incompressible
blend is given by:

I (Q) = CfbA-bBl SAA(Q),

with temperature away from the spinodal tempera-
ture as the mean field theory predicts.

3.4 SANS from Copolymers and Copolymer/
Homopolymer Mixtures

The RPA approach for a blend of two homo-
polymers can be extended to include an arbitrary
number of homopolymers and/or copolymers using
a matrix notation formalism:

560
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240
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80.
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-oL
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(5)

where bA and bB are the scattering lengths of
monomers A and B, respectively. A correlation
length 6 can be extracted from a fit of the data
(taken at different sample temperatures T) to the
Ornstein-Zernike form:

I(Q) = C{bA - bB}2NA<A/(1 + Q 2 e
2)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

0 (Inverse nm)

Fig. 5. Corrected SANS intensity for a blend of 30/70 dPS/
PVME taken at various temperatures from the one-phase re-
gion to the two-phase region.

1 80

1 7 5
(6)

in the Guinier region. Plots of I-'(Q) vs T-1 or of
the extracted e2 vs T- show a linear behavior
which deviates sharply close to the spinodal tem-
perature (where concentration fluctuations start
becoming large, signaling the onset of phase sepa-
ration). Extrapolation of this linear behavior gives
the spinodal temperature Ts (for which both I(Q)
and e blow up). This method, when repeated for
different volume fractions, has allowed a precise
mapping of the spinodal line for many compatible
polymer blend mixtures.

As an example, scattering SANS data and the
resulting phase diagram [5] for a dPS/PVME blend
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The molecular weight
were MA=435,000 and 188,000 and the volume
fractions were 30/70 for the two components (dPS
and PVME), respectively. The Flory interaction
parameter KdPS/pvME was found to vary inversely
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Fig. 6. Phase decomposition diagram as obtained from SANS
measurements for the 30/70 dPS/PVME blend system.
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where the matrices X and Xo represent the interact-
ing and bare structure factors respectively and the
matrix v contains the various excluded volumes
VAA, VBB and VAB. The various structure factors for
the interacting system are obtained from the in-
verse of Eq. (7). In the case of block copolymers,
the off-diagonal elements of the bare structure fac-
tors matrix Xo(Q) are non-zero and represent cross
correlations between different blocks. These re-
sults were derived by Benoit and coworkers [31].
Sakurai et al. [32] used a similar approach to sort
out the effects of microstructure and deuterium la-
beling in random copolymers of 3,4 polyisoprene
(hPI) with 1,4 hPI in 1,2 dPB with 1,4 dPB (copoly-
mer A-B in copolymer C-D). The effective Flory
interaction parameter Keff shows an LCST phase
separation behavior while the individual interac-
tion parameters KAB, KAC, etc., all clearly show a
UCST behavior. The overall behavior results from
an interplay among all of these partial interaction
parameters.

3.5 Other SANS Applications from Polymers

The SANS technique has been very successfully
used in many other polymer problems. For
example, SANS has been instrumental in the
understanding of polymer conformations in
semicrystalline polymers. For instance, it was found
that the radius of gyration of deuterated chains in
crystalline polyethylene is comparable to that in
the disordered phase [33-38] (before crystalliza-
tion). This points to the fact that only local
conformational changes are required during crys-
tallization. SANS has also found extensive applica-
tions in understanding polymer adsorption on
micron size latex particles [39-43], in charged poly-
mer systems [44-45], and in gels and interpenetrat-
ing networks [46-54], etc.

One of the goals of materials science is to seek
structure/property relationships. SANS has con-
tributed [55-58] to materials science by providing
conformational changes when polymer materials
have been subject to various treatments. For in-
stance, the degree of anisotropy of polymer chains
has been investigated in partially deuterated (5%)
polystyrene (M. =250,000) samples that were hot
stretched above the glass-rubber transition temper-
ature (110 'C) and then quenched back to ambient
temperature. It was found [55-56] that macro-
molecules follow the external (mechanical) stretch-
ing affinely up to elongations that double the

sample length. Beyond that elongation, plastic de-
formations take over and the chains start slipping
past each other in order to release the externally
applied stress. Similar methods were also used [57-
58] to monitor macromolecular orientation along a
shear band that developed after notching and com-
pressing partially deuterated PS samples.

3.6 Future Research Horizons

Since its introduction in the early 1970s, the
SANS technique has found a great deal of applica-
tions in the field of polymer research covering ap-
plications all the way from cutting edge science to
applied routine characterization. Newly introduced
methods (such as the high concentration method or
the random phase approximation) have brought re-
newed interest in the SANS technique making it an
ever growing research tool for polymer scientists. A
recent literature search of the Chemical Abstracts
database based on the two keywords "neutron"
and "polymer" came up with 480 articles that were
published between 1980 and 1990, 424 of which
used the SANS technique.

The two 30 m SANS instruments that have been
constructed at NIST will certainly help alleviate
such an unsatiable demand for beam time. These
two long flight path instruments have resolutions
from the near atomic (1 nm) to the near microme-
ter (500 nm) length scales. This, combined with
good intensity on sample, is opening up a wide
range of experiments in the area of polymers. One
such experiment will consist in the investigation of
shear induced phase separation of polymer solu-
tions. Solutions of high molecular weight (Mw = 106)
dPS in DOP solvent show a UCST phase diagram
with a spinodal temperature around 13 'C. They
are also known to phase separate at room tempera-
ture when under high shear rates. Monitoring of
the chain conformations will yield a better under-
standing of the thermodynamic phase diagram and
of its shifting under shear. Because of the large Rg's
involved, such an experiment requires the use of a
low-Q instrument such as a 30 m instrument.

Another experiment will use a time slicing fea-
ture that is being included in the data acquisition
software of the 30 m SANS instruments at NIST.
This feature allows the recording of sequential
time spectra with small time mesh increments. A
dPS/hPB blend is in the two-phase region at room
temperature and goes to the one-phase region ei-
ther by heating over 40 'C or by shearing the mix-
ture. We intend to investigate the conformational
changes that are associated with the return to the
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two-phase region after quenching back down to
room temperature or after cessation of the shear
flow.

4. Small Angle Neutron Scattering from
Biological Macromolecules

4.1 Introduction

SANS is an important complement to techniques
such as electron microscopy, hydrodynamic mea-
surements and biochemical assays in the study of
biological structures since macromolecules are
measured in solution without further preparation.
The main advantage of neutrons for the study of
biological macromolecules is that the lighter ele-
ments such as carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxy-
gen all have similar neutron scattering lengths. In
addition, the large difference in the scattering
lengths of hydrogen and deuterium makes it possi-
ble to study different components of a macro-
molecular complex in situ by substituting D2 0 for
H2 0 in the solution and/or D for H in the complex.
This makes SANS useful for the study of two-com-
ponent systems such as protein-nucleic acid or
lipid-protein complexes and even more complex
systems such as cells and vesicles. If deuterium la-
belling is used, individual subunits can be located
within multi-subunit proteins. In addition, condi-
tions can be manipulated to highlight interactions
between macromolecule and solvent. Several re-
views on the applications of SANS have been pub-
lished in the last several years [59-62].

Q = 47r(sin0)/A, (9)

where 20 is the scattering angle. At zero scattering
angle,

I (0) = n (ApVp)2, (10)

where Vp is the particle volume which is inaccessi-
ble to the solvent [60].

By manipulating the contrast by changing either
p or ps, the intensity of the scattered neutrons at
Q = 0 can be increased or decreased, depending
upon the value of Ap. If A8 is changed by adjusting
the ratio of H20 to D20 in the solvent, then Ap
varies linearly with the concentration of D20
(%D 2 0) in the solvent [60]. Thus, a plot of +/I(O)
vs. %D 2 0 yields a straight line which crosses the
x-axis at the point where the neutron intensity van-
ishes. This is the match point of the molecule. This
match point is especially useful for composite sys-
tems, such as protein-DNA or lipid-protein com-
plexes. Using the method of "contrast variation"
[64], the scattering from one component can be
minimized by adjusting the H2 0/D 20 ratio in the
solvent, thus allowing the scattering from the other
component to dominate the total scattering. Figure
7 shows the scattering length density from several
components of biological complexes as a function
of %D20 in the solvent. Note that the scattering
density from water varies from - 0.562 x 10"° cm-2

for H20 to 6.4 x 1010 cm- 2 for D 20.
In the small angle limit, the Guinier approxima-

tion for the scattered intensity,

4.2 Method I(Q) -I(O)exp(- Q2Rg2/3),

A macromolecule will only scatter neutrons
when its scattering length density, p, is different
from that of the surrounding solution. Since SANS
is a low resolution technique, the solvent is as-
sumed to be infinite and homogeneous, with a scat-
tering length density, ps. The difference between
the scattering length density of the macromolecule
and that of the solvent, Ap = p - ps, is known as the
contrast. The intensity of the scattered neutrons,
can be written as [63]

I(Q) =n (Ap) 2 < Ifv exp(iQ-r)d3r12 >.' (8)

where n =N/V is the number of macromolecules
per unit volume and < > denotes an average over
all possible orientations of the macromolecule. Q is
the momentum transfer of the neutron, with a
magnitude of

where Rg is the radius of gyration of the macro-
molecule, applies in the range QRg< 1. Both I(O)
and Rg may be determined from a plot of ln[I(Q)]
vs Q2. I(O) is related to the molecular weight of the
molecule and Rg to the shape. Beyond the Q region
where Eq. (11) is valid, I(Q) must be compared to
model curves in order to gain further information
about the macromolecular structure. SANS has
been useful for rapid measurements of the radius
of gyration and molecular weight of macro-
molecules in solution [65]. Rapid characterization
can be provided in solution in a non-"invasive"
manner. More extensive studies aiming to further
characterize biological macromolecules are de-
scribed below.
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%D2 0 in Solvent
Fig. 7. Scattering density vs %D2 0 in the solvent for various biological components.

4.3 Multi-Component Systems

Systems such as protein-nucleic acid complexes
are well suited to SANS studies since there is a
large difference in scattering length densities be-
tween protein and that of nucleic acid. Thus, the
location of the nucleic acid component relative to
the protein component can be ascertained. Confor-
mational changes in the protein upon nucleic acid
binding can also be quantified. This technique has
been applied successfully to a number of systems of
which the nucleosome [66], DNA-gyrase [67] and
amino-actyl tRNA synthetase systems [68,69] are
just a few examples.

The prokaryotic ribosome has been the subject
of extensive SANS studies. SANS has been used
not only to locate the RNA component in the 30S
and 50S ribosomal subunits [70-73], but also to
map the location of the constituent proteins with
respect to one another using the label triangulation
technique [70,74-76]. This method can only be suc-
cessful if pairs of deuterated proteins are incorpo-
rated into the ribosome so that the distance
between them could be measured. The shapes of
these proteins have also been determined from
measurements of isolated proteins in solution [77]
and from measurement of the proteins in situ using

specific deuteration [70]. Deuterium labelling has
proven successful for the measurement of distances
between subunits in the DNA-dependent RNA
polymerase [78-80] and from tryptophan synthase
[81].

4.4 Membrane Proteins

Membrane proteins are an integral part of bio-
logical membranes. The complexity of the mem-
brane composition makes them difficult to study in
situ. Yet, the hydrophobic nature of membrane
proteins also can pose a problem for solution stud-
ies. The development of detergents which allow the
extraction of active membrane proteins [82] has
helped to alleviate this problem. Since a membrane
protein is soluble in detergent, its radius of gyra-
tion and molecular weight can be obtained using
the contrast variation technique. The method was
applied successfully to the ATP/ADP transport
protein [83].

4.5 Cells and Vesicles

The cores of cells and vesicles can be studied in
situ using the method of contrast variation, pro-
vided that the scattering length density of the core
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constituents is sufficiently different from that of
the surrounding membrane. The protein cores of
red blood cells [84] and neurosecretory vesicles
[85] have been studied by using contrast variation
to minimize the scattering from the cell membrane.
Figure 8 shows the scattered intensity from red
blood cells in 100% D2 0, where the membrane
scattering dominates the total intensity, and in

a
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Fig. 8. Scattered intensity from blood cells in a) I
b) H20 (0% D2 0). The scattering a low Q value
cell membranes whereas the peak at Q -0.85 n
interacting hemoglobin molecules.

H20, where the protein (hemoglobin) scattering
dominates. The sharply-rising portion of the curve
at low-Q values corresponds to the cell membrane
whereas the peak in the intensity at approximately
Q=0.85 nm-' is due to interacting hemoglobin
molecules. While the overall intensity is smaller in
the H 20 case, the ratio of hemoglobin to mem-
brane intensity is much larger under the same con-
ditions. Similarly, the magnetic scattering from
magnetite particles in magnetotactic bacteria was
measured in 30% D2 0, where the scattering from
the bacterium was minimized with respect to that
of the magnetite particles [86].

4.6 Interaction with Solvent

A hydration shell around a macromolecule can
be measured directly with SANS if its scattering
length density differs from that of the bulk solvent.
Using deuterated glycerol and alcohol aqueous sol-
vents, the hydration shell around ribonuclease A
was measured [87]. Charged macromolecules can
be surrounded by a volume of dense solvent due to
the exclusion of salts in their immediate vicinity. In
an H2 0/D 20 contrast variation experiment, such a
region surrounding tRNA was studied under dif-
ferent salt conditions [88].

4.7 Future Directions

The development of cold neutron beams has
made the SANS technique more useful for the
study of biological macromolecules in dilute solu-
tions. However, even at dilute concentrations, puri-
fied material is needed in milligram quantities.
Improved biochemical techniques for producing
molecules and complexes in these quantities will
allow many more systems to be examined. Specific
deuteration could also be fully exploited if the in-
vestment in sample preparation is reduced.

5. Small Angle Neutron Scattering from
Ceramic Materials

5.1 Introduction

The SANS technique is an important tool for
1.6 2.0 measuring residual porosity in sintered ceramics

since other techniques such as mercury porosime-
.00% D 2 0 and try and gas adsorption are not available for mea-
s is due to the surement when the pores are' closed. However,

m 1' is due to conventional SANS measurements will only detect
residual pores smaller than 100 nm. Additionally,
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many ceramic materials contain microstructural
fractures that are larger than 100 nm, including ini-
tial porosity, particle agglomeration, and impurity
effects in the compacted powder and during the
early sintering stages [89]. Finally, conventional
SANS cannot be used readily to study the porosity
of green or partially-sintered ceramics due to the
high porosity of these materials.

The range of sizes applicable to neutron scatter-
ing has been extended to 10 um using multiple
small angle scattering (MSANS) techniques
[90,91]. The MSANS formalism can be used to
measure thicker as well as denser systems in which
the coherent elastic neutron scattering cross-sec-
tion is dominated by multiple scattering. Conse-
quently, powder samples with large particle
agglomerates can be measured at densities ap-
proaching 50% of theoretical density (TD). In ad-
dition, large pores in green compacts (50-60% TD)
can be measured with MSANS even though the
porosity is very high (40-50%). Together, conven-
tional SANS and MSANS can effectively be used
to cover the full range of relevant microstructure
sizes in ceramic systems.

Using the MSANS formalism to extend the
range of sizes measurable with small angle neutron
scattering to between 0.08-10 pm, the evolution of
microstructure as a function of thermal processing,
which is important for the development of process
models in ceramics, has been addressed [92,93]. In
addition, the processing/microstructure relation-
ships in ceramic materials as a function of green
body density and sintering aids such as MgO [94]
have been investigated.

5.2 MSANS Theory

Unlike conventional SANS, the scattering in the
MSANS regime is dominated by multiple neutron
scattering. The radii of the scattering pores, or par-
ticle agglomerates, are the same order of magni-
tude as the mean distance a neutron can travel
through the material before being scattered or ab-
sorbed. This means that the neutrons scatter from
only one pore, or particle agglomerate, at a time
even though they may scatter many times before
leaving the sample. Thus, there is no contribution
to the measured scattering from interference be-
tween scatterers.

The interaction of neutrons with matter is char-
acterized by the phase shift v that a plane wave
undergoes in traversing a particle of radius R. This
phase shift determines the shape of the single-par-
ticle differential scattering cross section, dX(Q)/

d12), as a function of the scattering wavevector Q,
where IQ I = 27re/A and e < < I is the scattering an-
gle and A is the neutron wavelength. v depends
upon Ap, the contrast of the particle or void rela-
tive to the scattering matrix such that

v = 2ApRA. (12)

In the SANS diffraction regime, v < < 1, whereas
in the MSANS regime, 0.1_ v 2.0.

In conventional SANS, the scattered intensity as
a function of Q is independent of neutron wave-
length and its shape near Q = 0 depends only on
the particle dimensions. Figure 9a represents a typ-
ical SANS scattering curve. The scattered intensity
around Q = 0 cannot be measured directly because
it lies in the same region as the transmitted beam,
which is 103 to 107 times more intense than the
scattered beam. Therefore, a beamstop is usually
employed to prevent the transmitted beam from
reaching, and thus damaging, the neutron detector.
For any particle shape, the particle size can be de-
scribed by its radius of gyration Rg, or Guinier ra-
dius [95], which applies at the small Q portion of
the scattering intensity curve.

I (Q)

a) Beam

A

Q=O Q

b)

'Empty Beam

,xi

X1 AX2 <X3

Q=O Q

Fig. 9. Representation of a typical SANS scattering curve for
a) conventional SANS and b) multiple SANS.
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In MSANS, the intensity of the transmitted
beam is immeasurably small and the width of the
scattered intensity curve near Q = 0 is broadened
far beyond the broadening due to instrumental res-
olution. The amount of beam broadening is depen-
dent upon the incident neutron wavelength as
illustrated in Fig. 9b, where representative MSANS
curves are shown for different wavelengths incident
on a single sample. The intensities have been nor-
malized such that I(O) = 1.0. In each case, the scat-
tered intensities, I(Q), have a curvature, rc, near
Q = 0 and can be approximately described as a
Gaussian with a width proportional to A2. An effec-
tive radius, Reff(O), where the 0 refers to the small
Q region near Q = 0, can be determined for the
scatterers from the wavelength dependence of ri
using the MSANS formalism represented in Eqs.
(2.12-2.15) of Berk and Hardman-Rhyne [90,91].
The MSANS formalism in effect replaces the stan-
dard Guinier analysis in the small Q region of I(Q)
where Reft(O), rather than Rg, defines the size of the
scatterers. However, both Rg and Reff(O) are vol-
ume-weighted measures of pore radius.

Even under conditions where the low Q portion
of the scattering curve is dominated by multiple
scattering, the large Q portion of the scattering
curve, where QR < 10, follows [90] single particle
Porod [95] behavior where the scattered intensity is
proportional to Q -'. Thus the standard Porod
analysis [95] can be applied to the large Q region of
I(Q) independent of the existence of MSANS at
low Q.

In the Porod region, the scattered intensity can
be written as

I(Q) =PQ -4+B, (13)

where B is a background term and P is Porod's
constant defined as

P = 27(Ap)2(S/V), (14)

where S/V is the normalized total surface scatter-
ing area per unit volume. Obtained in this manner,
S/V is independent of the shape of the scattering
pores or particle agglomerates. If a spherical shape
is assumed, an effective radius, Reff( oo), where (co)
refers to the large Q portion of the scattering
curve, can be obtained since Reatoo)=3'P(V/S)
where ' is the volume fraction of scatterers. The
number density can be obtained from Np = (S/V)/
(

4
1TRefK( X ))2. Unlike Rg and Reff(O), Reff(nx) is a sur-

face area-weighted measure of pore radius.

5.3 Creep Cavitation

The failure of ceramics at elevated temperatures
often involves the evolution of cavitated grain
boundaries. Subsequently, the cavities coalesce to
form cracks which then can grow, ultimately caus-
ing creep failure. SANS has been used to study the
nucleation and growth of creep cavities in sintered
alumina [96,97] as well as to characterize the shape
of creep cavities in hot-pressed silicon carbide
[98,99]. By combining Guinier and Porod results,
size distributions for the cavities as a function of
creep strain were derived for both materials. SANS
was also used to study the materials after post-
creep thermal treatment [100] to determine the
best way to remove prior creep damage in the form
of grain boundary cavitation.

5.4 Powders, Compacts, and Sintered Ceramics

The first studies which tested the MSANS for-
malism involved the characterization of alumina
powder [101] and sintered and green compacts of
yttrium chromite [102]. The alumina (A1203) pow-
der samples ranged in thickness from 2 to 10 mm
and in density from 28% TD to 33% TD. By ana-
lyzing the broadening of the scattered intensity
curve as a function of neutron wavelength an effec-
tive radius of Reff(0) = 265 nm [101] was determined
for the alumina particles. The versatility of
MSANS is demonstrated in an experiment [102] in
which pressed powder samples of yttrium chromite
were measured in the green state (57% TD) and
after sintering (94% TD). The green compact
showed much more beam broadening than the sin-
tered compact due to the larger pore volume frac-
tion in the green case. However, the fitted Reff(O)
values for both samples were nearly identical, with
Reff(O) = 0.17 ,um for the green compact and
Reff(O) = 0.18 ,m for the sintered sample.

5.5 Pore Evolution and Processing/
Microstructure Relationships

Knowledge of the microstructure evolution as a
function of thermal processing is important for the
development of process models in ceramics. The
pore evolution of crystalline alumina [93] and
porous glassy silica [92] have been measured by
MSANS as a function of sintering. Figure 10 shows
the scattered intensity as a function of wavelength
for an 85% TD alumina sample. The beam broad-
ening effect, which is the signature of copious mul-
tiple scattering, is easily seen. Using the MSANS
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Q (nm') % TD

Fig. 10. Scattered intensity as a function of neutron wavelength
for an 85% TD alumina.

formalism, an effective radius, Reff(O) = 0.18 pm,
was determined. Similarly, effective radii were de-
termined for samples ranging in densities from
54% to 97.5% TD for the alumina samples and
from 60% to 98% TD for the silica samples. In
addition, the effect of green body density and the
addition of a sintering aid, MgO, on the pore evo-
lution was examined for the alumina system [94].

By combining the results from the silica and alu-
mina studies, the processing/microstructure rela-
tionships in both systems were examined in order
to gain a quantitative measure of the structural
evolution which takes place when different sinter-
ing mechanisms dominate [103]. Figure 11 shows
the effective pore radius, determined from the
MSANS measurements, as a function of %TD for
both silica and alumina. Glassy silica sinters by
means of viscous flow whereas crystalline alumina
sinters by means of surface and volume diffusion.
Figure 11 shows the effective pore sizes as a func-
tion of density. Clearly, these two major sintering
mechanisms lead to very different microstructure
evolution signatures.

5.6 Future Directions

MSANS measurements typically require on the
order of a few minutes to 1 h, which is much more
rapid than conventional SANS measurements. If
measurements are made at the minimum number
of three suitable wavelengths, the time per pore
size determination can be quite short. Thus,

Fig. 11. A comparison of the effective pore radius, determined
from MSANS measurements, as a function of % TD for a glassy
silica system and a polycrystalline alumina system.

the MSANS technique makes possible in situ stud-
ies of the pore evolution in ceramic materials as
they are being sintered.

6. Small Angle Neutron Scattering from
Metallic Materials

6.1 Introduction

The same SANS techniques used to study ceram-
ics can be applied to metallic materials as well.
These materials also contain microstructure such
as precipitates, cavities, phase domains, density
fluctuations, magnetic domains, microcracks, and
dislocations [104] which can be measured with
SANS. The technique is important in developing
process models since it provides a quantitative
characterization of microstructure.

6.2 Precipitate Distribution

Precipitates are important in alloys since rela-
tively small changes in precipitate distribution can
cause large changes in yield strength or fracture
toughness [104]. SANS has been used at NIST to
study the precipitate concentration and size distri-
bution in HSLA steel as a function of different
heat treatments [105]. HSLA steel is a Cu-Fe sys-
tem whose strength is developed by the precipita-
tion of a copper-rich phase., Since Fe has a
magnetic moment and Cu does not, the scattering
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contrast between the two components is enhanced,
making SANS a unique tool for studying precipi-
tates in this material. Figure 12 shows the 2-D scat-
tering pattern from HSLA steel in a horizontal
magnetic field. The magnetic field serves to align
the magnetic domains in the Fe matrix to eliminate
scattering from domain walls [104]. Thus, the scat-
tering pattern is due to the precipitates and the
anisotropy arises because the magnetic scattering is
enhanced only in the direction perpendicular to
the external magnetic field.

6.3 Deformation

SANS has been used to study the effects of plas-
tic deformation on metallic systems. For example,
the relationship between microstructure and the
permanent volume expansion associated with plas-
tic deformation in maraging steel and aluminum al-
loys was studied by measuring the scattered
intensities before and after straining [104]. Because
the intensity increased after straining, the volume
expansion could not be caused by an increase of
scattering centers such as microcracks or disloca-
tions [104]. Rather, deformation-induced dissolu-
tion of precipitates would best explain the SANS
results. On the other hand, SANS studies of de-
formed and annealed Cu and a-phase Cu Al single
crystals [106] found that the measured intensities
resulted from dislocation scattering rather than
from bulk segregation of Al in the alloys.

Fig. 12. Two-dimensional SANS pattern from an HcLA steel in
a horizontal magnetic field.

6.4 Grain Boundary Cavitation

High temperature failure of alloys is often due to
slow nucleation and growth of grain boundary cavi-
ties. SANS has been used to study both creep cavi-
tation [107,108] and fatigue-induced cavitation
[109,110,111]. In particular, SANS was used to
study void growth in alloy 800 during creep [107] by
measuring the scattered intensity as a function of
creep time for six different samples. More recently,
growth rates of grain boundary cavities in Cu dur-
ing high temperature fatigue [111] have been stud-
ied and compared with those resulting from creep.
The SANS measurements were combined with pre-
cision density measurements to accurately measure
cavity surface area and cavity size.
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1. Introduction

Total reflection of neutrons was first observed by
Fermi and Zinn [1] in 1944 and was used to deter-
mine the neutron scattering lengths of various ele-
ments. Since then, the neutron's optical properties
have been used in a variety of studies in physics,
chemistry, metallurgy, and biology. Over the last ten
years, neutron reflectivity has emerged as a power-
ful technique for the investigation of surface and in-
terfacial phenomena in many different fields.
Although similar studies on surfaces can be per-
formed with x-ray reflectivity, neutrons provide a
unique advantage because isotopic substitution can
be used to achieve large contrasts in the scattering
density. Most notably, the isotopic labeling of hy-
drogen and deuterium has been used extensively to
study polymer thin films [2]. Neutrons also couple
to atomic magnetic moments and hence specular re-
flection of polarized neutrons is a sensitive probe of
surface magnetic phenomena [3].

In this paper, we will present a short review of
some of the work on neutron reflectivity and graz-
ing-angle diffraction as well as a description of the
current and planned neutron reflectometers at

NIST. Specific examples of the characterization of
magnetic, superconducting, and polymeric surfaces
and interfaces will be included. This will not be an
exhaustive review of the field-for some recent
reviews on the subject, see Refs. [2] and [4].

2. Basic Principles

In neutron reflectivity experiments an incident
beam of neutrons strikes the surface of a flat sample
at an angle k (Fig. 1). Neutrons striking the surface
undergo refraction and reflection if the refractive
indices on the opposite sides of the interface are
different. The refractive index for neutrons can be
defined as

k1 VIni=j = 1 J,

= 1 - 4 2Ni(bi ±p,)
k()

(1)
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Fig. 1. Diffraction geometry for specular reflectivity. The inci-
dent beam k strikes the surface at angle c and the reflected beam
k, exits at the same angle.

where ki and ko are the neutron wavevectors in a
medium corresponding to a potential energy VI and
in the vacuum, respectively; E is the vacuum neu-
tron kinetic energy, N1 the number of atoms per
unit volume, and b1 and pi the average nuclear and
magnetic scattering lengths. The magnetic term de-
scribes the special case of a ferromagnetic medium
so we see that a ferromagnetic material is birefrin-
gent, with the scattering length being proportional
to the magnitude of the average ordered atomic
magnetic moment. In the case where absorption in
nonnegligible, b1 is a complex quantity. With a few
exceptions, the nuclear scattering length b1 for neu-
trons is a positive quantity, meaning that the refrac-
tive index is less than one. Therefore, below a
critical angle given by

k+~- (4ATNbi ) 1/2 (2)

the neutrons are totally reflected and only an expo-
nentially damped evanescent wave penetrates into
the sample. For typical materials, n1 is such that the
critical angle for total external reflection is on the
order of (1/nm)A, where A is the de Broglie wave-
length of the incident neutrons. Beyond the critical
angle, the reflectivity decreases rapidly.

For specular reflection of neutrons the angle of
reflection is the same as the angle of incidence. The
wavevector corresponding to the specular scattering
process is Q = Iko, - k(, = 2k( sin q5, where k( and k(s
are the incident and specular wavevectors. The re-
flectivity measured as a function of Q is related to
the neutron refractive index profile normal to the
surface. A number of different methods exist for
calculating the reflectivity from a given scattering
density (Nb) profile.

Since the momentum transfer in specular reflec-
tivity is only in the direction normal to the surface,
this scattering can be described in terms of the solu-
tion of the one-dimensional wave equation (derived
from the Schrodinger equation),

(3)

where zf(z) = eik"z) is the neutron wave function
and i is the unit normal to the surface. For a strat-
ified medium where b and/or N are functions of the
depth z, the reflectivity can be calculated by impos-
ing continuity on the wave function and its first
derivative sequentially at each boundary between
layers of constant potential in piece-wise continu-
ous fashion using well-known matrix methods.
Then, by modelling the refractive index profile as a
function of depth z, an attempt to fit an observed
reflectivity profile can be made. The reflectivity can
also be calculated from the refractive index profile
using methods developed in classical optics [5].
These methods are completely equivalent.

In the kinematical limit (when the reflectivity is
much less than 1), one can write this reflectivity as

= QY=4,7TNb | 2iQZdZ2

R(Q)=lr(Q) I2Q J p(z)e Id (4

where Nb is the average scattering density of the
sample and p(z) is the deviation from that average
density as a function of depth z. Integrating this ex-
pression by parts, we can then express the reflectiv-
ity as

R (Q) -( 47b) ap(Z) eiQZdz2 . (5)

This expression shows that scattering density gradi-
ents determine the specular reflectivity. Hence, the
reflectivity will be most sensitive to those portions
of the density profile with the largest gradients. For
a more detailed general discussion on reflectivity,
see Refs. [6-8] (for polarized beams, see Refs. [9,
10]).

3. Instruments

Two basic methods of measuring neutron reflec-
tivity have been developed. A wide range of
wavevectors Q can be achieved by sending a broad-
spectrum beam onto a sample at a fixed angle of in-
cidence. Time-of-flight (TOF) is used to measure
the wavelengths of the reflected neutrons. The TOF
method has been utilized very successfully at pulsed
neutron sources, originally by G. P. Felcher at
Argonne National Laboratory. In addition to the
pioneering instrument at Argonne, TOF reflec-
tometers have been built at several different
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laboratories around the world, including the ISIS
pulsed source at Rutherford Lab in the U.K. [11],
the Los Alamos National Lab pulsed source [12],
and the instrument at the Orphee reactor at Saclay
[13]. The TOF method possesses the advantage of
constant sample illumination for all wavevectors.
The relative resolution 3Q1Q is dominated by the
angular divergence of the beam 60 and is, therefore,
constant over the reflectivity profile. However, the
actual resolution 8Q varies widely over the whole Q
range. For a review of TOF instruments, see Refs.
[9] and [11].

On a reactor-based reflectometer, one has the
option of using a monochromatic beam and a con-
ventional 0-20 scan for varying Q. In this method
the illuminated area of the sample varies with an-
gle, which requires that samples be large enough to
intercept a substantial fraction of the beam at low
angles. A general assumption in the field has been
that long-wavelength neutrons are required for a re-
actor-based, fixed-wavelength reflectometer. How-
ever, we have shown that 0.235 nm neutrons can be
used very effectively to measure profiles down to
the range of 2-3 x 10-7 absolute reflectivity. A sche-
matic of the BT-7 reflectometer at NIST is shown in
Fig. 2. A filtered and collimated monochromatic
(0.235 nm) beam of neutrons is incident on the sam-
ple. The collimation of the slits before the sample is
continuously variable. In a typical scan, the slit just
before the sample varies from 50 ,um to about 1 mm
with increasing Q, yielding angular divergences in
the range of 0.3-1 mrad. The wavelength spread is
mainly determined by the collimation before the

monochromator and is AA/k -0.01. The Q resolu-
tion at small momentum transfers (Q -0.2 nm-t ) is
about 0.02 nm ' and at large transfers (Q 0 2 nm l')
is of order 0.05 nm-'. A resolution of 0.02 nm-t

means that one can resolve Kiessig fringes from a
film 200-300 nm thick. Reflectivities down to the
2-3 x 10- can be measured on this instrument. The
present arrangement requires samples to be in the
vertical geometry. It is also worth pointing out that
this instrument can be used in polarized-beam
mode, by means of polarizing supermirrors. Both
incident and exit polarization analyses are avail-
able.

Another reflectometer to be located in the NIST
guide hall is presently under construction. This in-
strument will allow the sample to be in the horizon-
tal position, thereby facilitating the study of
liquid-vapor interfaces. Figure 3 shows both the el-
evation and plan views of the reflectometer. A neu-
tron beam from the guide tube is monochromated
and deflected down onto the sample by a graphite
crystal. The angle of incidence is changed by raising
or lowering the sample table and changing the tilt of
the monochromator. Two detectors will be avail-
able -one for reflectivity and the other for grazing-
angle diffraction, either or both of which will be
position-sensitive detectors. Four different wave-
lengths, from 0.235 to 0.55 nm will be available.
This instrument will be able to measure reflectivi-
ties in the 10-7 range.

Other reactor-based fixed-wavelength reflec-
tometers around the world include ones at HFBR
at Brookhaven National Lab, JElich in Germany,

Detector #2
(3 He)

It 

Monaphiote CSlits ()
\J Monochromator

Detector #1 I
Sample (3He)

Fig. 2. Schematic of neutron reflectometer BT-7 at NIST. The specularly reflected beam enters

detector 1. Detector 2 is used for grazing-angle diffraction.
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and a new reflectometer/grazing-angle diffractome-
ter at the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble. We
will now review some of the scientific studies being
presently done or reported in the literature using
neutron reflectometers. Parts of this review have
already appeared in a recent paper by Majkrzak
and Felcher [15].

3.1 Superconducting and Magnetic Layers

The interaction between the neutron's dipole
moment A and an atomic magnetic moment as
characterized above by the scattering length p can
also be expressed in a more general form as the
potential energy V = - . B where B is the local
magnetic induction. One of the first magnetic pro-
files examined by neutron reflection was that of the
penetration of an externally applied magnetic field
into a superconducting material [16]. In supercon-
ducting materials the Meissner effect requires that
B = 0 even in the presence of an external field (be-
low a critical value). The shielding is provided by
the onset of supercurrents in proximity to the sur-
face. The penetration depth of the magnetic field is
inversely proportional to the ability of the material
to magnetically shield itself. Using a polarized neu-
tron beam, spin-dependent reflectivity profiles can
be measured because of the diamagnetic response
of the superconductor to the applied magnetic
field. The superconducting penetration depth in
niobium, for example, has been directly measured
by neutron reflectivity [16] to be 41 ±4 nm, in rea-
sonable agreement with theory.

In ferromagnetic materials, the magnetic contri-
bution to the reflectivity can be much stronger than
that observed in the case of a superconductor. It
was predicted [17] and subsequently demonstrated
[18] that a magnetic monolayer could be detected
by neutron reflectivity. The effects of reduced di-
mensionality on interfacial magnetic states and cor-
responding critical behavior are of considerable
current interest [19].

3.2 Magnetic Multilayers

By depositing a coherent superposition of a
number of identical bilayers, the neutron reflectiv-
ity can be appreciably enhanced. Early neutron re-
flectivity work on magnetic multilayers has been
reviewed by Endoh [20, 21]. However, sample qual-
ity, particularly the failure to maintain a regular
bilayer period (which results in a relatively rapid
broadening of higher-order reflections), limited ini-
tial studies in the detail of the magnetization pro-
file which could be obtained perpendicular to the

Grazing
incidence
Diffractlon
Detector- - REACTOR

-Monochromator

Guide
Sample Elevator / Refiectivity

Detector

Collimator 1 2 )

REFLECTOMETER: Elevation View

- REACTOR

Grazing
Incidence
Diffraction
Detector Reflectivity

Detector

REFLECTOMETER: Plan View

Fig. 3. Elevation and plan views of the cold neutron reflec-
tometer under construction at NIST.

plane of the film. If the bilayer period is well-de-
fined, then a sufficient number of harmonics may
be observed to extract a magnetization profile with
a resolution of several tenths of a nanometer. In
Fig. 4 is shown polarized neutron reflectivity data
for an Fe-Ge multilayer [22] with a bilayer spacing
D of approximately 10.8 nm. Ignoring slight refrac-
tion corrections, multilayer reflections occur at in-
teger multiples of 2'n/D. Note that the ratio of the
two reflectivities corresponding to the "+" and
"-") neutron spin eigenstates is not the same for
all harmonics. This immediately implies that the
magnetization profile across the ferromagnetic
layer is nonuniform. X-ray and neutron diffraction
measurements performed at higher values of Q
about the Fe(110) peak position have revealed that
the central sections of the Fe layers are composed
of microcrystallites which have a strong preferred
orientation of their close-packed (110) planes
parallel to the substrate plane and which are at the
same time randomly rotated about the growth
direction (the Ge layers were found to be
amorphous). Further quantitative analysis of the
reflectivity measurements yielded a magnetization
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profile with an interfacial region in which the mo-
ment was markedly reduced due primarily to inter-
diffusion.

It is important to note that although it may be
possible to obtain an accurate magnetization pro-
file along the growth direction in a given multilayer
structure from the neutron reflectivity data, the
correct interpretation of this profile requires
proper consideration of not only interdiffusion but

of interfacial roughness and/or waviness. To distin-
guish diffusion from roughness, diffraction scans
orthogonal to the longitudinal specular reflectivity
scans must be done so that a component of Q lies
in the plane of the interface. The nonspecular scat-
tering also gives information about possible multi-
ple or simultaneous scattering effects and in-plane
composition modulation. An effort is currently be-
ing made to extend the methods applied to the
treatment of roughness for a single surface [23] to
multiple interfaces.

It is also of some interest to point out that ferro-
magnetic thin film multi-bilayers can be used as
efficient neutron polarizers by properly matching
Nb and Np (see, for example Refs. [24] and [25]
and references therein).
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3.3 Polymer Interfaces

As mentioned in the introduction, neutron scat-
tering amplitudes are isotope dependent. For
hydrogen and deuterium the difference in ampli-
tudes is relatively large so that by selective deutera-
tion the scattering density contrast between
different polymers or a polymer and solvent, for
example, can be greatly enhanced. Neutron reflec-
tivity measurements which yield the refractive in-
dex profile normal to the surface have been
performed on numerous organic film structures in
order to study interdiffusion and mixing as well as
the adsorption of surfactants, polymers, and fatty-
acids (see Refs. [26-28] and references therein).
Langmuir-Blodgett film systems have also been
studied by this technique [29-32].

As a specific example, neutron reflectivity can be
used to monitor the early stages of interdiffusion of
a bilayer heated to a suitable temperature, either
taking reflectivity scans short in comparison with
the diffusion time or quenching the sample after
each anneal. In Fig. 5 is plotted the reflectivity
( x k(,) of a bilayer of polystyrene of 230,000

k=2.67 A-l

0.32 0.400.24
Q (A-,)

Fig. 4. Polarized neutron diffraction scan with Q perpendicular to the film

planes of an Fe-Ge multilayer. Seven multilayer peaks with periodicity Q =

27rm/D are shown beginning with m = 1. The "ON" ("OFF") data points corre-

spond to incident neutrons in the " + " (" - ") spin eigenstate (after Ref. [22]).
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molecular weight as cast and after a short time an-
neal. The contrast between the two layers is ob-
tained by deuterating the bottom layer. The solid
lines between data points represent the reflectivi-
ties calculated for the layer thicknesses presented
in the insert. After the anneal the reflectivity
decreases as a result of interdiffusion over a thick-
ness (z2)1 2= 3.0 nm.

The interdiffusion of polymers is significantly
different from that of simple molecules, where the
latter may be represented as unstructured hard
balls whose effective motion is completely de-
scribed by the center of mass. The polymers have
instead a characteristic size (radius of gyration)
and each molecule is deeply entangled with its

.0
'O

*¢
I

.1

1

W .1

0

LQJA

neighbors. These entanglements constrain their
motion. The segments between the entanglements
are relatively free to move, but this does not result
in any motion of the center of mass of the
molecule. The molecule as a whole may move only
by sliding between entanglements with a repetitive
motion. According to a theoretical model of
polymer diffusion, the diffusion constant D of the
molecule (which in conventional diffusion theory is
given by (z2)=2Dt) should decrease significantly
from the time in which only segmental motion has
taken place to the time in which the molecule
has moved a full radius of gyration (reptation time)
after which the diffusion coefficient should become
constant. Figure 6 shows that the neutron

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Neutron Momentum k (102A 1)

Fig. 5. Neutron reflectivity profile of a bilayer of polystyrene in which one
of the layers has been deuterated. The data were collected before and after
annealing. The solid lines represent the reflectivities calculated for the layer
thicknesses given in the inset. After annealing, the reflectivity decreases as
a result of interdiffusion.
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reflection experiments are consistent with this
picture.

4-_ 

3

030 100 1000 5000
aTt (min)

Fig. 6. Results of neutron reflectivity measurements showing
that the diffusion constant for polymer systems becomes con-
stant after a molecule has moved to a full radius of gyration.

As another illustration of what can be learned
from neutron reflectivity measurements, consider
the surface induced ordering of diblock copolymer
films. Block copolymers of polystyrene (PS) and
polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) are used as sur-
factants, compatibilizing agents, and adhesives in
biomedical and microelectronics applications. The
morphology of these copolymers near surfaces can
be significantly affected by the difference in the
surface free energy of the two blocks and their
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affinity for the substrate. Depending on the inter-
action between the two blocks, the copolymer can
be either homogeneously mixed or separated into
lamellar microdomains which in the bulk are ran-
domly oriented. However, in properly annealed
films, these lamellar microdomains orient parallel
to the free surface [33, 34] which is an ideal config-
uration for determining the compositional profile
across the interfacial regions. Other methods such
as transmission electron microscopy are limited by
the feasibility of staining procedures and/or spatial
resolution. These limitations do not apply to
neutrons-the reflectivity study performed by
Anastasiadis et al. [35] clearly showed that not only
does a PS layer preferentially locate at the air-
copolymer interface and PMMA at the substrate,
but the layer thicknesses at the air and substrate
interfaces are half those found in the bulk. Fur-
thermore, an interfacial region was observed and
determined to have a width of 5.4 nm to an accu-
racy of about 0.2 nm. In addition, evidence of sur-
face-induced ordering of these copolymers in the
phase-mixed state (above the bulk microphase sep-
aration temperature) was found, characterized by
an exponentially damped, oscillatory density profile
normal to the film surface as recently predicted by
mean-field theory [36]. Further neutron reflectivity
work on this particular system [37] has demon-
strated that the measured reflectivity is also sensi-
tive to the shape of the density profile across the
interfacial region as shown in Fig. 7.

0.02 0.04 0.06
koA-1 )

0.08

Fig. 7. Comparison of the experimentally measured neutron reflectivity profile
and those calculated using a linear (- - -) and hyperbolic tangent (-) function to
describe the segment density profile at the interface between the PS and PMMA
microdomains for P(d-S-b-MMA) 100 K (after Ref. [37]).
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3.4 Reflection at Solid-Solution Interfaces

A distinct advantage in using neutrons for reflec-
tivity measurements is their ability to traverse
macroscopic distances in single crystals such as sili-
con, quartz, or sapphire with relatively little loss.
This makes it possible to use one of these crystals
not only as a substrate on which a thin film or
superlattice can be grown, but also as the incident
medium. That is, the neutron beam can enter into
one side of the crystal at nearly normal incidence
and subsequently reflect at a glancing angle from
the crystal-film interface. The opposite side of the
film can then be placed in intimate contact with a
liquid solution. A similar idea was first used [38] to
measure the scattering length of liquid 3He.

A schematic of such a cell, which was recently
used to study polymers adsorbed from solution, is
shown in Fig. 8. A recent example of the study of
polymer brushes at the Si/solution interface [39] is
shown in Fig. 9. The polymer used in this case was
end-group carboxylated polystyrene (hydrogen-
ated) with deuterated cyclohexane as the solvent.
The carboxylated end group of the polymer is
strongly adsorbed onto the silicon surface. A well-
defined minimumn in the reflectivity profile is char-
acteristic of an adsorbed polymer film at the
silicon-solution interface. The inset of Fig. 9 shows
the concentration profile of this polymer brush at
the interface determined by a nonlinear least
squares fit of the reflectivity data.

Polymer Solution Fused Quartz Cell

Silicon Single Crystal

Fig. 8. Schematic (top view) of the cell used for neutron reflec-
tivity measurements at solid-liquid interfaces. A large silicon sin-
gle crystal is enclosed in a cell made of fused quartz with two 0.5
mm-thick windows for the incident and reflected neutron beams.
The volume surrounding the Si crystal contains the polymer and
solvent. The most important feature of this cell is that the inci-
dent and reflected beams pass through the bulk silicon crystal.

The liquid used in such a cell can even be an
aqueous solution which is part of an active electro-
chemical cell. For example, the diffusion of either
hydrogen or deuterium into a metal host film or

superlattice can be measured [40] since H and D
have scattering lengths which are comparable to
those of the much heavier metal atoms. Although
the density of hydrogen in thin films or multilayers
of metal hydrides can be inferred from an expan-
sion of the host lattice by conventional x-ray dif-
fraction techniques, neutron reflectivity measure-
ments yield the hydrogen density profile directly.
By combining neutron reflectivity with higher angle
x-ray and neutron diffraction, it is possible in prin-
ciple to determine the absolute amount of hydro-
gen soluble in a given metal layer and whether the
hydrogen occupies only interstitial sites in the host
lattice or resides partly in voids.

1 I l I I l

1 
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0.00 0.04 0.08 0.12

Q (X-lJ)

Fig. 9. Open circles show the reflectivity from a silicon surface
immersed in pure deutcrated cyclohexane (DCH); closed circles
show reflectivity from same surface in solution of end-carboxy-
lated polystyrene (PS-COOH) in DCH.

3.5 Epitaxial Superlattices

Advances in molecular beam epitaxy techniques
have resulted in the growth of single crystal,
magnetic rare earth and transition metal superlat-
tices with well defined periodicities (see, for exam-
ple, Ref. [19] and references therein). Multilayers
such as these are ideal for studying the effects of
finite size on the magnetic behavior as discussed
earlier. However, in the case of the rare earths the
indirect exchange coupling responsible for the
magnetic ordering is mediated by the conduction
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electrons so that the artificially imposed composi-
tional modulation might in itself be expected to
perturb the magnetic state of the superlattice. This
is indeed found to occur in a number of superlat-
tices composed of a magnetic rare earth alternating
with the nonmagnetic metal yttrium.

Polarized neutron diffraction studies have shown
that in Gd-Y superlattices, for certain Y layer
thicknesses, the ferromagnetic Gd layers (bulk Gd
is a simple ferromagnet) align antiparallel to one
another in an antiphase domain structure [41]. The
odd integer, SF satellites shown in Fig. 10 occur at
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positions corresponding to a doubled superlattice
spacing and are characteristic of the antiparallel
Gd layer alignment. An oscillatory dependence of
the Gd layer moment configuration on the inter-
vening Y layer thickness has been interpreted to be
a consequence of the coherent propagation of mag-
netic correlations across the Y via the Ruderman-
Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interaction.

Neutron diffraction studies have also shown that
long range magnetic order in the form of spirals
and noncollinear structures develops in other rare
earth superlattice systems including Dy-Y, Ho-Y,

2.200 2.500
Q(4 )

Fig. 10. Polarized neutron diffraction data for a Gd-Y superlattice in which the
ferromagnetic Gd slabs or layers are antiferromagnetically coupled across the
intervening nonmagnetic Y. The odd-integer superlattice satellite peaks occur at
positions which correspond to a doubled chemical superlattice unit cell and are
the result of spin-flip scattering only. The lower part of the figure is a schematic
of the instrumental configuration where HSLR(111) denotes the reflecting
planes of the Cu2MnAl Heusler polarizing crystals (after Ref. [42]).
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Er-Y, and Gd-Dy (for reviews of this work see
Refs. [42] and [43]). In addition to the effects of
the imposed composition modulation and finite
layer thickness, the epitaxial strain due to lattice
mismatch at the interface between two dissimilar
elements can, through the magnetoelastic energy,
play an important role in determining what mag-
netic order develops [44].

4. Grazing Angle Diffraction

There are a number of methods for studying
surface and interfacial phenomena with neutrons
and X rays that involve diffraction from ordered
crystalline structures (as opposed to the purely
refractive effects used in specular reflectivity
experiments). Zeilinger and Beatty [45] carried out
measurements using asymmetric scattering
geometries that yield information about the surface
structures of perfect crystals. Al Usta, Dosch, and
Peisl [46] have investigated the possibility of
measuring the diffuse tails of bulk Bragg peaks
("truncation-rod scattering") with neutrons but
find also that low intensity limits the applicability
of the method to nearly perfect crystals. The most
promising application of crystalline diffraction to
surface neutron studies is the grazing-angle diffrac-
tion geometry because it possesses the potential to
observe imperfect crystals.

Grazing-angle diffraction is an application of
specular reflectivity that allows one to study the in-
plane structure of near-surface and interfacial lay-
ers. The theory of this diffraction geometry, the
distorted-wave approximation, has been worked
out in a number of papers [47-49]. For grazing-
angle diffraction, one uses the amplitude of the
evanescent transmitted wave of the specular reflec-
tion process as the illuminating field for Bragg dif-
fraction. In Fig. 11, the incident beam k( strikes the
sample surface near the total reflectivity threshold
and excites a specularly reflected beam kit, with the
sample being oriented such that a reciprocal lattice
vector G satisfies the Bragg condition with the
components of wavevectors k( and koG in the plane
of the sample surface: Q11 = (k(G -ko)ll = G. The out-
of-plane components control the depth of illumina-
tion,

k= 4k2 - 4wNIb + \k GZ- -4wN b1, (6)

where N1 is the atomic density of the scatterers in
the crystal and b, their average scattering length.
The characteristic depth probed is simply given by
the inverse of the imaginary part of Q1, and typi-
cally is of order 5-10 nm at the lowest angles of

incidence and exit. Taking into account these
refractive corrections, one proceeds with the calcu-
lation of the diffracted intensity according to con-
ventional kinematical theory (50). The resulting
grazing-angle diffracted intensity is

I(Q) =

eiQIZMlal - 112
I( It1(k(o)12

Itl(koGz )l2 IF,(Q,1)1
2 eiQizal -1 I (Qii -G)

(7)

where the exponential terms result from the sum-
mation over crystal planes normal to the surface,
with Ml being the number of atomic layers and a,
their lattice spacing. The delta function expresses
the Bragg condition with the in-plane wavevector
components and F, is the structure factor for the
reflection. The terms t are simply the Fresnel trans-
mitted amplitudes of the incident and diffracted
waves,

tl (k ) = k -2k (8)

Just as is the case for reflectivity, the above formu-
lae can be derived for an arbitrary number of dif-
fracting layers [51, 52].

Fig. 11. Grazing-angle diffraction geometry. Simultaneously
with the specular reflectivity process (k11 ), a sample is oriented
such that the components of ko and kOc in the surface plane sat-
isfy the Bragg condition with reciprocal lattice vector G.

The primary obstacle to the development and
application of grazing-angle neutron diffraction
techniques is the relatively low flux of even the most
powerful research nuclear reactors currently in ex-
istence (compared with x-ray synchrotron sources).
Consequently, the first attempts to implement this
diffraction scheme included various compromises
intended to increase the neutron count rate at the
detector [14, 53]. The easiest way to increase the
count rate is to relax the collimations of the Bragg
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angle 0 and the diffracted-beam grazing angle O'G

(see Fig. 11). Relaxation of the Bragg angle colli-
mation (60-2°) degrades the in-plane resolution
of the instrument, but presents no problem for iso-
lated Bragg peaks, while Eq. (6) shows that as long
as one provides good collimation on the incident
beam (80 0.015'), one can relax the diffracted-
beam collimation (&fG - 1.5°) and still retain some
depth sensitivity. Figure 12 shows a plot of the first
polarized-beam grazing-angle diffraction measure-
ments [51], which were performed using this
scheme. The intensity of the reflected-diffracted
beam is plotted vs.the incident wavevector compo-
nent normal to the surface (k(o = 2lrsin O/A) for the
(1120) in-plane Bragg reflection of an epitaxially
grown film consisting of 15 nm Y(0001) on
Gd(0001) measured at T = 150 K. As the incident
angle increases, the neutrons penetrate through
the magnetically dead Y layer into the ferromag-
netically ordered Gd which, because of this order-
ing, has a different structure factor and penetration
depth dependence for spin-up and spin-down
neutrons. This sensitivity to magnetic order allows
one in principle to determine the depth depen-
dence of the magnetization in the sample.

There are a number of improvements which can
and have been made to the instrumentation and in
the data analysis that should in the near future es-
tablish the grazing-angle neutron technique as an
important probe in interface science. Al Usta,
Dosch, Lied, and Peisl [54] have demonstrated the
importance of using a position-sensitive detector to
record the data as a function of exit diffraction an-
gle (PG. This angular differentiation is necessary for
two reasons: first, one would like to have more pre-
cise control of the scattering depth and, second,
since the neutron absorption cross section is negli-
gible for most materials there exist a number of
spurious refracted beams coming off the sample
which must be taken into account before one can
see the true surface scattering (this effect is fortu-
itously not as large in the polarized-beam measure-
ment described above, due to the large absorption
cross section of Gd). They have demonstrated that
one can obtain adequate intensity with this ar-
rangement, albeit at the cost of greater effort ex-
pended in alignment. With the implementation of
the appropriate hardware for these measurements
comes the need for an adequate formalism to treat
the data. The authors have described a formalism
for a multi-layer treatment of grazing-angle diffrac-
tion [51,52] which is quite similar to the methods
used in reflectivity analysis and plan to discuss both
reflectivity and grazing-angle modeling in an up-
coming paper. With these tools in place, grazing-

angle diffraction is poised to become an important
new probe of magnetic and hydrogen-bearing ma-
terials, substances to which neutrons are uniquely
sensitive.
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Fig. 12. Polarized neutron grazing-angle diffraction from
(1120) reflection of an Y(0001)/Gd(0001) film. The solid circles
were measured with neutrons polarized parallel to the sample
magnetization and the open circles anti-parallel. The points rep-
resent values for fixed incident k(0 , integrated over a broad range
in k0o, and over a 2.2 circ width in diffraction angle 0.

5. Summary

The effectively simple description of the scatter-
ing of neutrons by condensed matter and the neu-
tron's sensitivity to magnetic moments and light
isotopes, particularly hydrogen and deuterium, of-
ten outweigh the neutron's relatively weak interac-
tion strength and limited source intensities in pro-
bing surfaces and interfaces. There exist numerous
examples, several of which have been given in this
brief article, of how neutron reflectivity, superlat-
tice diffraction, and grazing angle diffraction meth-
ods can be applied to study surface and interfacial
phenomena in thin films of magnetic materials,
polymers, superconductors, metal hydrides, and
electrodes. As thin film and multilayer preparation
techniques progress, neutron scattering studies
should continue to play an important role in the
characterization of the properties of these novel
synthetic materials.
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1. Introduction

The triple axis spectrometer is the most widely
used instrument in the study of materials with
neutron scattering. No steady state source of
neutrons (nuclear reactors) intended for use as a
research tool with neutron scattering can be said to
be complete without at least one such instrument
installed. The concept and initial construction of
this type of instrument is due to B. N. Brockhouse
[1] who in the early 1950s installed the first model
on the reactor located at Chalk River, Canada.
This instrument was used to determine in detail for
the first time the phonon properties of many differ-
ent types of simple materials. Its control was primi-
tive compared to that available today with the
technology of robotics. Many improvements and
expanded capabilities have been incorporated since
the first prototype, producing a versatile instru-
ment which has been used in the study of a wide

variety of materials. The instrument was intended
for the study of elementary excitations in
condensed matter. Changes in the energy and
momentum of the neutrons upon scattering by the
sample are measured in a straight forward manner.
These changes are due to the interaction of the
neutron with the excitations which are supported
by the sample under investigation and constitute a
direct measure of the character of the excitations.

The CNRF instruments provide moderate
resolution (0.01-1.0 meV) with sufficient intensity
for use in a wide range of problems. They are
ideally suited for the study of phonon dispersion
curves in single crystals, tunneling modes of ener-
gies greater than =0.025 meV, quasielastic scatter-
ing studies of rotational and nonlocal diffusion in
the time regime of picoseconds, vibrations of
surfaces or molecules adsorbed on surfaces and
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phonon density of states for that large class of
materials which contain hydrogen. Specific
mention of the applicability of neutron scattering
to the study of hydrogeneous materials should be
emphasized here. The hydrogen nucleus has the
largest cross section (scattering interaction) for
neutron scattering and is predominantly incoher-
ent. Hydrogen vibrations have been detected in
samples containing as little as 0.01 mol total
hydrogen in the sample. Because the instrument is
energy sensitive, it can also be used to measure
purely elastic scattering whether it be due to coher-
ent (nuclear or magnetic) or incoherent events.
Information on the time-averaged structure of the
atomic and molecular constituents of the sample is
therefore accessible. Finally, the ability of produc-
ing and analyzing polarized neutrons allows more
detailed measurement of the magnetic properties
of the sample. These magnetic properties can be
static, i.e., a structural description of the magnetic
moments, or dynamic such as magnons.

The range of energies (0.025-14 meV) of excita-
tions accessible to these instruments is substantially
larger (although with poorer resolution) than avail-
able with the spin-echo and backscatter spectrome-
ters. Independent control of the momentum (Q)
and energy transfer (E) is routine if required as
opposed to the time of flight spectrometer in which
Q and E are related by the instrumental configura-
tion.

The theory of operation, including consider-
ations such as the factors which determine the
resolution, various neutron filters available, and
other innovations which enhance the usefulness of
the instrument will be described in the next
section. That section will include a description of
the two instruments installed on neutron guides at
the CNRF. The last section presents results
of several measurements with a triple axis spec-
trometer.

centered at a wavelength A defined by Bragg's law
for the diffraction of radiation by a crystal which is:

nA =2dsin(6) (1)

where d is the lattice spacing of the monochromator
crystal, 20 is the angle through which the neutrons
are scattered, and n is a positive integer (n = 1 is the
first order, n =2 the second, etc.). This angle is
defined by the two collimators located on either
side of the monochromator crystal which, along
with the mosaic angular spread of the monochroma-
tor crystal, determine the width (in wavelength) of
the spectrum of neutrons exiting from the second
collimator and illuminating the sample. The second
axis of rotation passes through the sample and
allows for the investigation of the neutron scatter-
ing properties of the sample as a function of the
scattering angle 0. The third axis passes through
the analyzer crystal. The function of this latter part
of the instrument is to determine the center and
width of the band of neutron wavelengths to which
the detector will respond. The principle by which
this is accomplished is completely analogous to that
used in the case of the monochromator. The band
width will be determined here by the angular diver-
gence of the last two collimators and the character-
istics of the analyzer.

neutron .L rnonochromator
source

samnple

detector

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram of the triple axis spectrometer.

2. Fundamentals of the Technique
2.1 The Triple Axis Spectrometer

In Fig. 1 is exhibited a schematic drawing of a
triple axis spectrometer. The derivation of the
name "Triple Axis Spectrometer" becomes clear
from an inspection of this figure. There are three
vertical axes about which parts of the machine
rotate. The first, labeled monochromator, allows a
narrow band of neutron wavelengths to be chosen
from the much broader spectrum which is provided
by the neutron source. The spectrum of this band is

The magnitude of the wave vector k of the
neutron (or of any radiation which is characterized
by a wavelength A) is defined as

k =2v/A, (2)

with the direction of the vector k being that in which
the neutron travels. In terms of k the energy of the
neutron is

E = A2 kk2/2m. (3)
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It can be seen that the triple axis spectrometer is
capable of defining ko (and therefore Eo) of the
neutrons incident on the sample, k (and E) of the
neutrons scattered by the sample, the wave vector
transfer Q

Q =ko-k (4)

whose magnitude is, from the law of cosines

Q 2 =k 0
2+k 2 -2kokcosOU (5)

and the energy transfer hw)

hoi =Eo-E. (6)

The great power of this spectrometer is that it
allows choosing arbitrarily these two quantities, Q
and hco (subject to kinematic constraints), in terms
of which the most detailed properties of the
scattering law of the sample depend. In turn, the
properties of the sample which are reflected in the
scattering law will be revealed through its determi-
nation [2]. The scattering law of the sample could
be dependent on its orientation relative to the
wave vector transfer Q. This is certainly true in the
case in which the sample consists of a single crystal.
Other examples include one dimensional orienta-
tion of polymers and two dimensional order pro-
duced by epitaxial growth. The instrument is
capable of independently producing any desired
relative orientation of sample and Q.

2.2 Resolution

The resolution of the instrument will determine
its utility for a given measurement. A general rule
with this instrument, as with most, is that resolu-
tion is purchased at the expense of intensity. This
should be kept in mind when configuring the
instrument for a given measurement. The parame-
ters which govern the resolution are the angular
divergence of the four collimators (A.l, o.2, a -

3
, 0,4

see Fig. 1), the mosaic divergence 7
jm and 77a of the

monochromator and analyzer crystals, and the
Bragg angles Om and Oa of the monochromator and
analyzer, respectively. The mosaic divergence of a
crystal is usually not available for change since it is

a physical characteristic of that crystal. A change of
this parameter would require a change of the crys-
tal. Most crystals when first grown have a mosaic
which is much too perfect (= 1 min) to be useful as
monochromators. The integrated reflectivity is a
function of the mosaic of the crystal, being smaller
for smaller mosaic. In general, monochromators
are used with mosaic divergence of 15-30 min of
arc. Techniques for treating virgin crystals to pro-
duce such a mosaic have been successfully applied
to many different (but not all) crystals including
Cu, Si, Zn, and Ge. The value of the divergence of
a collimator is determined by the spacing d be-
tween the vertical blades and the length 1 of the
blades (to a very good approximation o =d /li rad).
It is standard practice to have available several col-
limators (=4) varying in values of the divergence
from 5-80 min of arc for each of the four positions.
The scattering angles from the monochromator
and analyzer are continuously variable. The value
of each is dictated by the lattice spacing of the crys-
tal and the neutron energy required from it [see
Eqs. (1-3)]. The relationship of the resolution to
these parameters has been well investigated and
the results confirmed experimentally [3]. Computer
codes which allow the calculation of both the
energy and momentum resolution as functions of
all the relevant parameters are available for the
efficient planning of any given measurement. Typi-
cal values of the energy resolution are a few
percent of the energy transfer.

A straightforward differentiation of Eq. (1) leads
to the expression

AA/A = cotO A0, (7)

which relates the effect on the wavelength band
width of the scattering angle from both monochro-
mator and detector. A simple method to obtain
better resolution would seem to be to increase the
monochromator and analyzer scattering angle to as
large a value as possible. From Eq. (1), it is seen
that this process would produce neutrons of long
wavelength (low energy). In order to use this effect
productively, there must exist in the spectrum of
neutrons incident on the monochromator a suffi-
cient number of low energy (cold) neutrons. Thus
the present effort. In Fig. 2 is presented the result
of a calculation of the resolution of a triple axis
spectrometer as a function of the monochromator
scattering angle for the conditions given in the cap-
tion. The effect is dramatic.
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gies for which the transmission of the filter is
reasonable (=0.7 for a length of 50mm) with a
rejection of 104 for the second order energies. An
alternate method of obtaining a "clean" beam is to
use a monochromator whose properties are such
that the second order reflection, for example, is
forbidden. Several planes of Si, which has the
diamond structure, satisfy this requirement. The
technology for treating virgin Si crystals, which are
usually too perfect (having very small mosaic
= 1 min of arc resulting in a very small reflectivity),

is only now becoming available. It is always true
that care must be exercised to ensure that a

110 130 1 50 measured resonance is due to a property of the
sample and not some instrumental effect due to a

Fig. 2. The calculated resolution of a triple axis spectrometer as
a function of the monochromator scattering angle 2 0

m. The
collimation widths are 40, 20, 20, and 20 min of arc for the
collimators before and after the monochromator and before and
after the analyzer, respectively. The monochromator and
analyzer crystals are both PG (002). The resolution is for elastic
scattering (E =Eo).

2.3 Filters

Recall from Eq. (1) that a crystal with a given
lattice spacing reflects neutrons of several wave-
lengths, viz. the several orders. The higher order
neutrons being of shorter wavelength, viz. A /2, A /3,
etc., are of higher energy, 4E, 9E, etc. It is usual to
place a filter either in the beam incident on the
sample or in that scattered from the sample in
order to reduce the "contamination" of these or-
ders so that a clean measurement is possible. Two
of the most widely used filter materials for this
application are beryllium (Be) and pyrolitic
graphite (PG). The mechanisms by which filtering
is produced will not be discussed here but only the
resulting properties. Polycrystalline Be is an
extremely effective low-pass filter. The cutoff
energy is =5 meV. The rejection ratio for neutrons
of energies larger than the cutoff to those smaller
than the cutoff is a function of the length and
temperature of the filter. As an example, for a
filter of 100mm length at a temperature of 78 K
(liquid nitrogen), the rejection ratio is 3 x 105 with
a transmission of the low energy neutrons of 0.95.
More effective rejection can be obtained if re-
quired by a particular experiment at a small cost of
transmitted low energy neutrons by using a longer
cooled filter. There is, unfortunately, no universal
filter for energies larger than 5 meV. The most use-
ful filter in this energy region is PG for energies of
13.7, 14.8, 28., 30.5, and 40.3 meV. These are ener-

;llardaULerSLIC 01 tne monocnromator or analyzer.

2.4 Polarized Neutrons

Because the neutron possess a nuclear magnetic
moment, the scattering from a sample which
exhibits magnetism will be sensitive to the proper-
ties of the sample. The scattering is, of course, still
also a function of the nuclear positions and
motions. If the resonance produced by the mag-
netic properties of the sample is well separated
from that produced by the nuclear scattering, no
further effort is required. If however there is
required unambiguous identification of the reso-
nances as arising from a magnetic source, one can
increase the sensitivity of the scattering to the mag-
netic properties, over those which depend only on
the position and motions of the nuclei, by using a
beam of space polarized neutrons. The scattering
law can then be measured as a function of whether
the spin of the neutrons is reversed or not in the
scattering. Such a spin flip can only be produced by
magnetic interactions. This type of measurement is
therefore capable of distinguishing that part of the
scattering which is due to the magnetic properties
of the sample from that which is not. Technologies
capable of producing polarized neutrons and
effecting their spin flip are required for such
measurements.

The production of polarized neutrons has been
effected by using magnetic monochromator crystals
whose scattering is strongly dependent on the rela-
tive orientation of the neutron magnetic moment
and a magnetic field (the guide field) extending
from the monochromator to the sample (or the
sample to the analyzer). The three most widely
used materials for this purpose are single crystals
of CoFe, Fe57 , and Heusler alloy. The first two are
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used for neutrons of wavelengths 0.05-0.15 nm
(0.5-1.5 A) and the last for wavelengths of
0.1-0.4 nm (1-4 A). For neutrons of wavelengths
longer than 0.4 nm (4 A), such as those available at
the cold neutron facility, devices constructed of
bilayers, a few nanometers (tens of A) thick, alter-
nately of a magnetic and non-magnetic material,
have been constructed with the desired properties
(these devices are known as polarizing super-
mirrors). The efficiency of neutron polarization of
these devices is on the order of 98 percent or
better. The additional sensitivity to magnetic
scattering obtained in this manner is of course not
without cost in overall sensitivity in that at most 1/2
of the neutrons incident on the polarizing devices
will be scattered by them and available for the
measurement. The trade off in most cases is how-
ever well worth the effort. In addition to the ability
to produce and be sensitive to a particular polar-
ization of the neutron, one must be able to effect a
rotation of the polarization of the neutron beam
either before or after scattering from the sample.
This can be accomplished by passing the neutrons
through a magnetic field (the flipping field)
directed perpendicular to the plane defined by the
neutron wavevector k and the guide field. The
mechanism operative in this device is that of
matching the Larmor frequency of the neutron in
the flipping field to the flight time of the neutron
in this field to produce an arbitrary (usually 1800)
rotation of the magnetic moment. A second coil is
placed between the guide field and the flipping
field whose function is to cancel the guide field
from the region of space occupied by the flipping
field. These devices are well understood and
readily available.

2.5 Focusing

In the main, the measured quantities of interest
are ko and k and these depend on the vertical colli-
mation only in second order. This allows the use of
devices capable of vertical focusing to increase the
signal without unduly affecting the resolution. One
such device is a monochromator which consists of
several crystals mounted so that each can be
rotated about an axis parallel to the scattering
surface of the crystals. The crystals are arranged so
as to approximate a cylindrical scattering surface
with the normal to the surface along the scattered
neutron direction and with radius of curvature R.
The relation between the neutron wavelength, the
curvature radius, and the distance between neutron
source-monochromator and monochromator-

sample is obtained from simple optical consider-
ations [4]. Such a device is capable of producing an
increase in the neutron flux on the sample by a
factor of -2.

2.6 Spin Polarized Inelastic Neutron
Scattering (SPINS)

In 1962 G. M. Drabkin [5] proposed a scheme by
which a beam of polarized neutrons could be pro-
duced whose energy is determined by the state of a
magnetic field through which it passes rather than
by the angle through which it is scattered from a
crystal. This method is in principle capable of mod-
ifying one of the characteristics of a conventional
triple-axis spectrometer. In the standard spectrom-
eter, the energy resolution and the momentum
(wave vector Q) resolution, both of which are
dictated by the characteristics of the crystals and
collimations used, are strongly coupled. In many
applications, this is not a particular disadvantage in
that a well-defined resolution function is very use-
ful. There would in many instances be an advan-
tage in signal if the momentum resolution could be
substantially relaxed with respect to the energy
resolution by decoupling the two. Examples of such
situations include dispersionless optic modes in
crystals and single particle vibrations of hydrogen.
The method which Drabkin has proposed produces
just such a decoupling.

The device can be understood by consulting
Fig. 3. An unpolarized beam with a relatively broad
energy bandwidth is first polarized by a super-
mirror. The beam next traverses a current carrying
foil which is folded in such a manner as to produce
a small, spatially oscillating magnetic field Ho
which is normal to both the propagation direction
of the beam and to a larger uniform magnetic field
Ho that is superimposed over the full extent of the
foil. These two fields are related according to
HL = 2HoIM where "M" is the number of spaces
between adjacent current sheets through which the
neutrons pass. The resultant magnetic field acts
as a velocity or energy selective resonance flipper.
Only those neutrons with velocities near vo =a yHo/ ir
(where y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron
and "a" is the spacing between adjacent sheets of
the foil) will undergo a spin-flip with a high proba-
bility. The probability distribution as a function of
velocity is centered at velocity vo and has a width
proportional to 1/M. Those neutrons which are not
flipped are subsequently not reflected by a second
supermirror in which the magnetization direction
is opposite to that of the first. Thus, the pair of
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Fig. 3. A schematic diagram of the Drabkin neutron spin-flipper device.

supermirrors and the flipper act as an energy-
dependent filter whose characteristics are con-
trolled electrically. Table 1 compares the relative
intensity to be expected for a given energy resolu-
tion obtained with a spin flip analyzer compared to
the conventional triple axis configuration. Note
that as the energy resolution is increased, the ad-
vantage of the spin flip method is substantial even
if the polarized nature of the neutrons is not used.

Table 1. Relative intensity I and energy resolution AE obtained
with a single spin flipper and 80 min collimation compared with
that obtained with a conventional triple-axis spectrometer using
PG(002) crystals and various collimations

Spin flipper Triple-Axis

804 404 204 104

Rel AE Rel AE Rel AE Rel AE Rel tE
M I (meV) I (meV) I (meV) I (meV) I (meV)
50 1 0.320 1 0.308

100 1/2 0.160 1/10 0.154
200 1/4 0.080 1/33 0.077
400 1/8 0.040 1/2000 0.039

A spectrometer can be constructed such that one
has the option of using the spin flipper as
monochromator or analyzer or both in place of the
conventional crystal monochromator. In any case, a
vertically bent PG crystal will be used to pre-mono-
chromate the beam. Either a Be or PG filter is
used to remove order contamination. The spec-
trometer will be capable of incident energies from
15 to 2 meV with resolutions from 1 meV to almost
10 peV with adjustable resolution parameters. It
should be noted that although the energy-depen-
dent analyzer makes use of the neutron spin, the
sample scattering need not be spin dependent.

3. Applications
3.1 Phonons

The triple-axis spectrometer was originally
designed specifically for the purpose of measuring
the phonons which a crystalline substance can
sustain. A phonon is characterized by a quantized
energy h w, (q), momentum hq and eigenvector
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es (q). Here s numbers the various normal modes.
This quasi-particle is used as a description of vibra-

tions of the atoms and molecules which constitute
the crystal. The energy hws is easily understood as
the vibrational energy of the "normal mode," the
momentum hq, relates the phase of the motions of
the atoms whose vibrations constitute the phonon.
Two atoms whose spatial position is determined
only by the distance R (h,kl) between the
crystalline unit cell in which they exist vibrate
temporally with a phase difference of qs * R(h,k,l),
(h,kl) being the cell indices of one cell with
respect to the other. The eigenvector es, of
dimension 3N, N being the number of atoms in the
unit cell of the crystal, describes in detail the
spatial character of the vibrational mode. One con-
sequence of such a description of the mechanical
vibrations of the atoms and molecules is that os
and es are functions of q. The detailed dependence
is governed by the interactions between the atoms
and molecules of the crystal. An important reason
for the experimental determination of the values of
ws(q) as functions of q (termed the dispersion
curves) is the investigation of these interactions. A
neutron when scattered by a substance can interact
with these phonons if the requirements of energy

==

F,

I 2, I -X01
r 2 = _ _ _

and momentum are satisfied. That is, the neutron
energy and momentum change must equal the
phonon energy and momentum if a scattering reso-
nance is to occur. This requires that

E -Eo= +hw5i(q), (8)

and

hQ =h(q +r), (9)

AT being a reciprocal lattice vector of the crystal
[2]. The fact that these two quantities can be read-
ily controlled by the triple axis spectrometer makes
it the obvious choice as the instrument for their
determination. Many substances have yielded to
such measurements. The more complicated the
unit cell (in number of atoms or molecules), the
more complicated is the pattern of dispersion
curves. An example of a rather complete measure-
ment of the dispersion curves of a moderately
complex crystal is presented in Fig. 4. The crystal is
of deuterated anthracene [6] (C14D o). There are
two molecules in the primitive cell giving rise to 12
external modes, 3 translational and 3 rotational for
each molecule. There are symmetry-imposed
requirements on the properties of the phonons.

160 A, r ~ 160
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A140

'120-12

100 3r100

80 . F, 80.
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. . . I I . . . . . . fi - 0_ 0- . . .
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Phonon wavevector

0.4
A

Fig. 4. Measured dispersion curves for the 12 external and the 4 lowest internal modes in anthracne at 12

K for the [tO0], [OtO] and [00] directions. The presentation is given in the extended zone scheme such that

branches must not cross. Some dispersion curves in the [0.5, A, 0] direction are also shown [6].
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For those values of q for which these restrictions
are greatest, a consequence is that substantial
degeneracy occurs in the values of the eigenfre-
quencies of several normal modes thus restricting
the number of independent oscillators to be mea-
sured. This is reflected in the data presented in
Fig. 4. Even with these restrictions, there still
remain a substantial number of energy levels
hws(q) for each q. In practice an approximate
knowledge of the eigenvector e((q) is extremely
useful in planning a strategy for the measurement
and increasing confidence in the correct identifica-
tion of the observed resonances. Equation (51) of
Berk's [2] article gives the cross-section depen-
dence on these quantities. These eigenvectors are
usually obtained from a first approximation of a
model describing the crystalline interaction. There
are also model independent group theoretical sum
rules [7] for the structure factor which have proved
very useful in the past [8].

3.2 Rotational Diffusion

Diffusional motion of atoms whether they be
local, such as rotational, or non-local, translational,
are detectable in neutron scattering through the
quasielastic spectrum which they produce. The
energy width of the broadened line centered at
ho = 0, and the Q dependence of its intensity with
respect to the unbroadened elastic line contain
information of both the structural and dynamical
character of the motion [2]. The time scale of the
motion available in neutron spectroscopy is
inversely proportional to the energy resolution of
the instrument, hence the motivation for CNRF
triple axis spectrometer. The most extensively stud-
ied motions are those involving the hydrogen atoms
both because it has the largest incoherent scatter-
ing cross section for neutrons and because its light
mass produces motions of the appropriate time
scale. Motions of other light atoms are not
excluded and have indeed been investigated. The
example used here is that of the rotational dynam-
ics of the ammonia molecule in Ni(NH 3 )6 I2 [8]. In
the fcc phase of this material, the ammonia
molecules are coordinated with the Ni such that
the threefold axis of the molecule is directed
toward it. This allows for rotation of the molecule
about this threefold axis. In Fig. 6 is presented the
temperature dependence of the quasielastic scat-
tering spectrum from this substance. Several
features are to be noted. The existence of both an
elastic and quasielastic component is characteristic

of localized diffusional motion. As the temperature
increases, the energy width of the quasielastic
increases reflecting a shortening of the rotational
diffusion time of the molecule. At 5 K, this time is
so long that the quasielastic peak is too narrow to
be resolved, and at 120 K the time is so short, lead-
ing to such a broad quasielastic peak as to be
almost unobservable. The temperature and Q
dependence of the spectrum yields quantitative
results for the structural model, residence times
and thermal activation energy of this motion.
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Fig. S. Temperature dependence of the quasielastic scattering
spectrum from NI(NH 3 )6 I2 (after Ref. [9]).

3.3 Incoherent Inelastic Scattering

These are studies of motions of hydrogen atoms
in materials for reasons of cross section given
above. Because of its light mass, hydrogen often
finds itself in environments in which measurable
quantum mechanical tunneling occurs. Many such
situations occur for systems in which hydrogenous
molecular groups (CH3, NH 3, CH 4.... ) produce
quantum tunneling in the presence of a reorienta-
tional potential [10]. We use here an example of H
trapped at an interstitial oxygen impurity site in
Nb(OH), [11]. The tunneling spectrum of H is
presented in Fig. 6 as a function of concentration.
At very low concentrations there is only one
narrow peak suggesting a small number of equiva-
lent sites between which the H tunnels. As the
concentration increases, the tunneling peak broad-
ens substantially. This has been interpreted as
reflecting interaction between defects, even for
these low concentrations, producing a distribution
of local potentials. The properties of tunneling
modes are extremely sensitive to the environment
making their measurement a very useful probe.
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Fig. 6. Tunneling spectrum measured at three concentrations
for Nb(OH), at 1.5 K (after Ref. [11]).

3.4 Polarized Neutron Scattering

As mentioned above, the use of polarized neu-
tron analysis of the scattering allows the separation
of the scattering due to nuclear from that due to
magnetic interactions. This powerful method of
analysis and the fact that the neutron efficiently
couples to the magnetic properties have resulted in
very extensive applications of neutron scattering
from magnetic materials. A most dramatic demon-
stration of the usefulness of this technique is repre-

sented by its use in detecting spin wave excitations
of energy equal to longitudinal fluctuations of the
atoms in amorphous ferromagnetic Fe 86 B 14 [12].
This material belongs to the Invar system of ferro-
magnets. Magnets belonging to this system of
materials are exceptional as ferromagnets in that
they seem not to conform to all the results of linear
spin wave theory. An explanation of this behavior
requires that there exist non-magnetic fluctuations
which couple with the magnetic excitations. These
"hidden" fluctuations should exist with very similar
energy and form as the magnetic ones. Figure 7
presents a measurement of this effect. The scatter-
ing labeled (± +) is measured with the magnetic
fields arranged so that non spin flip neutrons are
detected and labeled (- +) so that only those
neutrons whose polarization direction is reversed
by the scattering are detected. The spin flip is
caused by magnetic scattering whereas the non spin
flip by non-magnetic scattering by the nuclei. It is
clear from these data that there exists excitations
of both kinds at very similar energies. The
authors strongly suggest this as having demon-
strated the source of the "Invar anomaly." It is also
clear that only by polarized neutron scattering
could such a result have been obtained.
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Energy (meV)
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Fig. 7. Observed scattering for q = 0.009 nm-' (0.09 A-l) and
465 K in the vertical field configuration (P Q). The spin-flip
scattering exhibits the usual spin wave excitationns, while the
non-spin-flip scattering also reveals longitudinal excitations near

the spin wave energies (after Ref. [12]).
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4. The CNRF Instruments

Figure 8 presents a schematic diagram of the
instruments under construction at NIST for installa-
tion on guide tubes at the CNRF. The configura-
tion as presented includes the crystal analyzer
which can easily be removed if the Drabkin flipper
is used in its place. Both instruments will be con-
structed from the same design in order to minimize
design and construction costs. Their function will
depend on easily changed configurations. At
present, the monochromator consists of vertically
focused PG crystals followed by interchangeable
(at the push of a button) PG filter, cooled Be filter,
open hole or opaque beam stop. The collimator
between monochromator and sample is carried
within a movable shield attached to the monochro-
mator to sample arm. This shield is constructed in

MOVING

ANALYZER

SAMPLE

the form of a "bicycle chain" which continuously
covers the gap in the fixed monochromator shield.
The position of the sample table is continuously
variable along the line to the monochromator on
accurate guides with a total travel of 670 mm. This
feature allows the placement of polarizers, addi-
tional filters or energy-dependent filters before the
sample. The analyzer table is also movable along
the line to the sample allowing such devices to be
placed between the sample and analyzer. The
structure which carries the sample and analyzer
tables is supported by two steel wheels rolling on
flat steel plates. The analyzer and detector are
supported on an arm which rotates about the
sample and are counter balanced. This configura-
tion was chosen to minimize the floor contact of
the spectrometer. The analyzer crystal will consist
either of a flat PG crystal or a horizontally focused

MONOCHROMATOR

NEUTRON GUIDE

Fig. 8. A schematic diagram of the CNRF triple axis spectrometer. The instrument is shown without the SPINS device.
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PG crystal -the two being easily interchanged. The
horizontally focused analyzer will provide energy
focusing in those situations where the collimators
on either side of the analyzer can be removed
because of relaxed Q resolution. All of the motions
of the spectrometer are produced with stepping
motors which are in turn controlled by a computer.
A versatile code allows the scheduling of the func-
tion of the spectrometer and the storage of the
data. The computer which performs the real time
control function is connected by a network to a
larger, faster multipurpose computer. Data trans-
fers between the two computers are readily accom-
plished. A substantial package of software exists on
the larger computer for use in the analysis and
reduction of the raw data.
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1. Introduction

The neutron time-of-flight technique has a long
and distinguished history. In 1935, only 3 years
after the discovery of the neutron, a pair of rotat-
ing disks was used to "prove by direct measure-
ment that many of the slow neutrons [from a mod-
erated Rn-Be source] are in the thermal velocity
range" [1]. With the advent of the nuclear reactor
(in 1942), more difficult measurements became
possible, and a very different type of chopper was
used by Enrico Fermi and his collaborators to de-
termine the energy dependence of the absorption
cross section of boron [2]. By 1960 relatively so-
phisticated phased chopper machines were being
used to measure the scattering properties of mate-
rials such as water and polyethylene [3]. Much of
the motivation for these experiments reflected the
need for "scattering law" data for numerical calcu-
lations of the behavior of neutrons within nuclear
reactors. Since the mid-sixties the emphasis has
steadily shifted to the study of more and more com-
plicated materials, and several kinds of time-of-
flight instruments have been developed in order to
make possible many different types of experiments
[4,5].

The time-of-flight (TOF) method complements
the triple-axis spectrometer (TAS) technique
which is discussed elsewhere in this volume [6].
The TAS is ideally (but by no means only) suited
to the study of excitations in oriented samples at
specific points in (Quw) phase space. On the other
hand TOF instruments may be used to explore
rather large regions of phase space because many
detectors simultaneously collect neutrons over a
wide range of values of the scattered energy. The
price paid for the much larger phase space volume
is that the intensity on the sample is significantly
reduced because the incident beam is pulsed. In
another respect the TOF method complements the
very high resolution backscattering and neutron
spin echo techniques [7].

In Sec. 2 we present the basic principle of a
time-of-flight measurement at a reactor-based
spectrometer. We then illustrate several uses of the
technique, describing a variety of applications in
different fields of research. In Secs. 4 and 5 we
describe the more important features of the TOF
instruments at the CNRF, aspects of their
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anticipated performance, the concept of accessible
regions in (Q,w) space, and resolution and inten-
sity considerations. In Appendix A we present
important relationships between the wave- and
particle-like properties of a thermal neutron. In
Appendix B we discuss the functions of the various
choppers in a multiple disk chopper TOF spec-
trometer.

2. The Time-of-Flight Technique
A simple time-of-flight spectrometer is illus-

trated in Fig. 1. Neutrons from the reactor strike a
crystal monochromator which is oriented at angle
OM to the initial beam direction. Those with wave-
length

Ao=2dM sinOM,

measurements are made for the sample of interest
and an "empty container," and in some cases addi-
tional runs must be performed in order to establish
calibration constants for the data analysis. The con-
version of the raw data to a differential scattering
cross section is straightforward, but corrections for
instrumental resolution, and for effects [4] such as
multiple scattering, sometimes complicate the data
reduction procedure. The final result is the scatter-
ing function S(Q,o) (cf. Ref. [8]) within the region
of (Qu,) phase space accessed in the experiment.
The latter concept is discussed in Sec. 5.1.

D

(1)

where dM is the spacing between reflecting planes in
the monochromator, are Bragg reflected in the di-
rection of the sample. The monochromatic beam,
characterized by its energy Eo and wave vector ko, is
then pulsed by a chopper placed at a known dis-
tance Lcs from the sample. An array of detectors is
arranged at a known fixed distance LSD from the
sample, and scattered neutrons arrive at the detec-
tors at times determined by their scattered energies
E. The time-of-flight of a neutron from the chopper
to one of the detectors is simply

tCD tcs + tSD = To Lcs + TLSD. (2)

Here tcs and tSD are the times-of-flight of the neu-
tron from chopper to sample and from sample to
detector, respectively, and To and T are the recipro-
cal velocities of the neutron before and after scat-
tering, respectively; relationships between A, T, k,
and E are given in Appendix A. From Eq. (2) it is
clear that T, E, and the energy transfer

hwo =Eo-E, (3)

may be determined from tCD if Ao is known. Given
the angle between the incident and scattered neu-
tron wave-vectors, i.e., the scattering angle 4, the
wave-vector transfer

Q=ko-k (4)
is readily calculated. The vast majority of samples
studied by TOF spectroscopy have no preferred ori-
entation, so that all that generally matters is the
magnitude of Q. We shall ignore the vector charac-
ter of Q in the remainder of this paper.

The basic quantity which is measured in a TOF
experiment is a set of intensities I(O),tj) for nD de-
tectors located at scattering angles A. (i =1,2..nD),

in n, time channels centered at times tj = 1,2,. .n,)

relative to an appropriate start time. Typically,

- l11CS . L'*<.,

Fig. 1. Schematic plan view of a simple time-of-flight spectrom-
eter. The letters R, M, C, S, and D denote the reactor,
monochromator, chopper, sample and detectors, respectively.
Important distances are indicated. In practice, the slots in the
(Fermi) chopper are curved in order to optimize its transmission.

3. Applications

The utility of TOF spectroscopy stems from its
ability to access a region of (Q,w)) phase space
which is at the same time important to an under-
standing of the chemical physics of condensed
phase materials, yet difficult to explore by other
spectroscopic techniques. Applications of TOF
spectroscopy are diverse and numerous (see, e.g.,
Refs. [4] and [9]). They include investigations of (i)
vibrational and magnetic excitations by inelastic
scattering, (ii) intermolecular potentials by tunnel-
ing spectroscopy, and (iii) translational and reorien-
tational dynamics by quasielastic neutron scattering
(QENS). The theoretical framework behind such
investigations is summarized elsewhere in this issue
[7,8]. The following examples elaborate on these ar-
eas and provide a flavor of the benefits of TOF
spectroscopy.

3.1 Inelastic Scattering

The TOF technique is useful as a low energy vi-
brational spectroscopic probe of condensed phase
materials, particularly those in which hydrogen mo-
tions are important, due to the relatively high inco-
herent scattering cross section of hydrogen [4,8,10].
The energy range accessible in TOF measurements
makes the technique complementary to other vibra-
tional probes which access both higher and lower
energy ranges. For example, Fig. 2 shows TOF
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spectra for trimethylsilyl [(CH3)3Si-, TMS] adsor-
bates bonded to silica via surface oxygens [11]. An
energy loss feature at -2.5 meV at 4 K shows up
as both energy loss and energy gain features at 10
K due to increasing population of the 2.5 meV
level above the ground state as the temperature is
raised. This low energy feature is assigned to the
torsional vibration of the entire trimethylsilyl group
around the O-Si axis, since the relatively large mo-
ment of inertia of this group places the torsional
mode in this energy range. The -2.5 meV vibra-
tional feature is outside the higher energy (15-250
meV) window of a triple-axis/Be-filter spectrome-
ter [10] which was used to measure the other TMS
normal-mode vibrational energies.

The complementarity of TOF measurements
with other vibrational probes is further illustrated
in an investigation of the vibrational dynamics of
fractal silica aerogels by neutron TOF, backscatter-
ing, and spin-echo techniques in conjunction with
Raman spectroscopy [12]. Real fractal solids con-
sist of particles, of typical size a, distributed in
fractal fashion up to a correlation length 6, beyond
which the materials are homogeneous. Three
regimes can be identified for vibrations of charac-
teristic length e, namely phonons (e> eac), fractons
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Fig. 2. Low-energy (Eo= 13.8 meV) inelastic TOF spectra for

trimethylsilyl adsorbates on silica at 4 and 10 K. Positive energy
transfers correspond to neutron energy loss [11].

( > e >a), and particle modes (a > e), where tar

is the acoustical correlation length. Figure 3

1 10 100 1000 10000

FREQUENCY (GHz)

Fig. 3. The density of states (DOS) of a silica aerogel synthesized by hydrolysis

of tetramethoxysilane without the addition of ammonia to the reaction water. The

open circles are TOF measurements at 160 K using 8 A incident neutrons. The

dotted curve indicates the DOS that fits neutron spin-echo data. The solid line is

a fit to neutron backscattering data and is extrapolated as shown by the dashes

throughout the high-frequency fracton region. The dashed lines indicate the

asymptotic phonon as well as the independent bend and stretch contributions

[12].
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displays the density of states of a silica aerogel
synthesized by hydrolysis of tetramethoxysilane
without the addition of ammonia to the reaction
water. The TOF data, which cover the high fre-
quency region, were derived from the purely inco-
herent contribution using the difference between
signals measured on two samples: one with protons
attached to the silica network and the other with
the protons substituted by deuterons. The combi-
nation of different neutron scattering measure-
ments illustrates the three regimes (note that 1
GHz=4.1357 peV): phonons at low frequencies,
( < 0.7 GHz), fractons at medium frequencies (0.7-
250 GHz), and particle modes at higher frequen-
cies ( > 250 GHz). In addition, the data suggest two
distinct elastic r6gimes in the fracton range as pre-
viously predicted [13], associated with bending at
smaller scales and stretching at larger scales.
Greatly different Debye-Waller factors were found
in the two regimes, enabling them to be unambigu-
ously distinguished in the neutron spectra.

Time-of-flight instruments, unlike crystal spec-
trometers [6], do not readily lend themselves to in-
vestigations at constant wave-vector transfer Q. On
the other hand the broad Q range available at a
given energy transfer, using a multidetector TOF
spectrometer, is well-suited to the study of disper-
sionless phenomena such as crystal-field excitations
[14]. This is exemplified in Fig. 4, which illustrates
the crystal field transitions (at 3.52 and 6.65 meV at
10 K) of the rare earth ion Ho"+ in the cubic
Heusler alloy HoPd2 Sn. The neutron energy loss in-
tensity for each transition decreases with increasing
temperature as expected due to the depopulation of
the crystal-field ground state. At elevated tempera-
tures, when the higher energy crystal-field levels be-
come thermally populated (e.g., at T = 23 and
40 K), an additional transition at - 3.5 meV on the
neutron energy gain side is also evident. At each
temperature, no variation of the excitation energies
was observed from detector to detector indicating
that the transitions were indeed dispersionless. This
permitted an improvement of the statistics by sum-
ming many detectors over a broad Q range.

Figure 5 illustrates the dispersionless, first ex-
cited level, magnetic-pair scattering energy
(ENN = 8.19 ± 0.05 meV) in both energy loss (at
17 K) and energy gain (at 100 K) for nearest-neigh-
bor (NN) Co2" ions in the II-VI diluted magnetic
semiconductor ZnO.94 Co0.6S [15]. The interaction
between the two NN Co2" ions can be treated, to a
first approximation, as a Heisenberg-type exchange
for a pair of Si= Si= 3/2 spins described by the
Hamiltonian H = 2JNNSi 'Sj. Thus ENN becomes a

direct measure of the antiferromagnetic exchange
constant JNN (where ENN = 2

JNN), yielding a value of
JNN = 4.10 ± 0.03 meV, in good agreement with the
result obtained from magnetic susceptibility studies
[16]. In this alloy, the magnetic Co2" ions are ran-
domly distributed over a face-centered-cubic cation
sublattice. Hence, 48% of the ions are singlets,
24% are members of NN pairs, 4% belong to tri-
ads, and the remainder to larger clusters. Since the
singlet Co2" ions only possess excited state levels
with much higher transition energies outside the
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Fig. 4. Elastic and inelastic scattering observed in a powder
sample of HoPd2 Sn using the TOF technique with incident en-
ergy 13.8 meV. To improve the statistics, the spectra shown
were obtained by summing over data acquired in 60 detectors
spanning a Q range from 0.48 to 3.85 A-'. At 23 and 40 K,
transitions from higher-energy to lower-energy levels are also
evident in neutron-energy-gain (E <0) [14].
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Fig. 5. Examples of inelastic TOF spectra (Eo= 13.8 meV) for ZnO.94CoO.(6S. The right
panel shows the neutron energy-loss side of the spectrum obtained at 17 K with a fitted
Gaussian line shape. The left panel shows energy-gain spectra at 100 K obtained by sum-
ming the counts from all detectors, from the "high-Q" detectors, and from the "low-Q"
detectors. The curves are guides to the eye [15].

relevant measurement range, Co-Co pair scattering
is the dominant magnetic inelastic effect in this al-
loy composition region. Yet its intensity is expected
to be relatively weak because the pairs constitute
only a small fraction of the total number of atoms
in the sample. Since pair scattering energies are
dispersionless, the ability to analyze the 100 K TOF
spectra as a function of the Q range is useful in
order to corroborate evidence that the broad fea-
ture at -11 meV is due to Q 2-dependent phonon
scattering, rather than to magnetic-pair scattering.

3.2 Tunneling Spectroscopy

Time-of-flight spectroscopy is a useful probe of
intermolecular potentials through characterization
of tunneling transitions in condensed-phase materi-
als. For example, Fig. 6 is a TOF spectrum illustrat-
ing the rotational tunnel splitting of the librational

ground state of molecular hydrogen adsorbed in the
cavities of partially cobalt-exchanged type A zeolite
(Co4 .UNa3 .M-A) [17]. The assignment of the 3.8 meV
neutron energy gain and energy loss features to the
librational ground-state splitting (i.e., between the
J = 0 (para H2) and J=1 (ortho H2) rotational
states) is unambiguous since the expected intensity
ratio between energy gain and energy loss processes
would be about 1:40 at 12 K for a translational exci-
tation. This assignment, in conjunction with excita-
tion data at higher energy transfer determined
using a triple-axis spectrometer, is in good agree-
ment with a model for the H2 molecules in a twofold
cosine potential with two degrees of rotational free-
dom. The model implies that the H2 molecules are
bound end-on to the cobalt cations, and perform
1800 reorientations with a barrier of 55-68 meV.
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Fig. 6. TOF spectrum (Eo= 14.8 meV) of 0.5 molecules of
hydrogen per supercage adsorbed on Co4.,Na3 .8-A zeolite at 12
K. The spectrum of the dehydrated zeolite has been subtracted
from the data. Positive energy represents neutron energy loss
[17].

The advent of high resolution TOF (and
backscattering [7]) spectrometers, over the past two
decades, has provided the ability to measure much
lower energy tunneling transitions of condensed
molecules and atoms. This is exemplified by the
study of quantum states, transitions and interac-
tions in the solid methanes [18]. Figure 7 illustrates
TOF tunneling spectra for phase II CH4 at low tem-
peratures. In this cubic phase (space group Fm3c),
two of the eight molecules in the unit cell are essen-
tially freely rotating, while the other six molecules
are in sites of (42m) symmetry, are orientationally
ordered, and undergo tunneling. There are three
corresponding tunneling states for a tetrahedral
molecule or group experiencing a hindering poten-
tial in a tetrahedral site symmetry: a singlet ground
state (A) and triply and doubly degenerate levels (T
and E). Neutron induced transitions from A to E
states are not observed since this requires a nuclear
spin change from I = 2 to I = 0, which cannot be
caused by a spin 1/2 particle. The 0.2 K spectrum
shows an almost complete occupation of the A
ground state species, which allows observation of
A - T transitions only. As the temperature is raised

Neutron Energy Gain (peV)

(b)

15

A-T

C

1 0

-05

0 -.

-200 -100 0 100 200
Neutron Energy Gain (peV)

Fig. 7. TOF spectra for 13 A neutrons scattered by CH4 (phase
II) at sample and spin temperatures of (a) <0.2 K and (b) 5
K. The A-T and E-T transitions are labelled in (b) [18].

both T and E states become populated, allowing
observation of A-T and E-T transitions by both
neutron energy loss and energy gain scattering. An
excellent fit to the observed temperature-
dependent widths and energies of these transitions
(Fig. 8) assumes a continuously changing local po-
tential, reflecting the changing mixture of spin
states with temperature. The highest A-T energy
(163.5 pteV) observed at the lowest temperatures
( <0.5 K) reflects the potential for A level species
surrounded by like species. Decreasing frequencies
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(and concomitant increasing linewidths), observed
with increasing temperature, indicate an increasing
admixture of T and E species, increasing the aver-
age barrier height of the ordered CH4 molecules in
the unit cell.

2 1
-- Temperature (K)

Fig. 8. Energy of the A-T transition peak as a function of the
concentration of the A spin species. The straight line represents
a fit with the model of inhomogeneous broadening due to a
changing mixture of spin states [18].

3.3 Quasielastic Neutron Scattering (QENS)

Time-of-flight spectroscopy is well-suited to
probing the translational and reorientational
dynamics of atoms and molecules in condensed
phase materials, particularly those with important
hydrogen motions, via the Q - and T-dependence of
the associated quasielastic neutron scattering. For
instance, the localized motion of hydrogen in an
a-ScHo.16 solid solution has been investigated by
QENS using TOF techniques [19]. The hydrogen
atoms in this system are restricted to pairs of
nearest-neighbor tetrahedral (t) sites between
metal atoms along the c-axis. All scattering spectra
were fit with an empirical two-component function
comprising an elastic term described by the
resolution function of the spectrometer and a reso-
lution-broadened Lorentzian quasielastic term.
Throughout the measurements, the invariance of
the quasielastic linewidth F with Q corroborated
the localized nature of the hopping motions. A

hopping distance of 0.10 nm (1 A) was abstracted
from the data on the elastic incoherent structure
factor (EISF) as a function of Q, consistent with
the known nearest-neighbor t-t distance in this
material. Figure 9 illustrates quasielastic scattering
spectra for a-ScHo.16 at several temperatures; Fig.
10 is a plot of F vs T. The data show hydrogen
hopping rates between t sites exceeding -7 x 1010
s- at all temperatures, indicating very rapid
motion compared with the bulk diffusion rate in
these systems. The apparent hopping rate increases
to 1012 s-' at 10 K after passing through a minimum
at - 100 K. This remarkable upturn of F below the
minimum is approximately proportional to T` in
the range shown and is explained in terms of
Kondo's [20] prediction of nonadiabatic effects of
the coupling of the metal conduction electrons to
the protons.
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Fig. 9. Quasielastic neutron scattering spectra for a-ScH 1.16 at
several temperatures at 70 pLeV FWHM elastic energy resolu-
tion. The solid lines are the results of least-squares fits to the
data; the dotted lines represent the Lorentzian quasielastic
component. The increase in the quasielastic linewidth at low
temperature is illustrated in the 50 K spectrum, where the
length of the horizontal bar is equal to the width of the 70 K
Lorentzian component [19].
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1 10 100

slower for methane in the zeolite than in phy-
sisorbed layers or in the solid phase.

1000
T (K)

Fig. 10. Fitted Lorentzian linewidths (FWHM) for a-ScH0 1 6.
The solid line is the fit to the data below 100 K, assuming elec-
tronically induced linewidth broadening with decreasing tem-
perature as described in the text [19].

A similar Kondo effect was observed below -70
K in the quasielastic scattering from hydrogen
trapped by oxygen impurities in Nb (i.e., Nb(OH).,
1.5 x 10-4<x 1.1 x 10-2) [21,22]. In particular, the
hydrogens are trapped at weakly distorted tetrahe-
dral sites in the body-centered-cubic lattice gener-
ated by the presence of oxygen defects at octahedral
interstitial sites. Local diffusion of hydrogen occurs
between at least two nearest-neighbor tetrahedral
trap sites. Above -70 K, the diffusion is dominated
by the interaction with phonons. Below 5 K, well-
defined tunneling eigenstates exist due to delocal-
ization of the H between trap sites. Figure 11 shows
a narrow inelastic tunneling transition at the lowest
measured hydrogen concentration (x = 1.5 x10-4),
which changes into a broad peak at higher concen-
trations due to increasingly strong interactions be-
tween defects.

The ability of TOF techniques to probe molecu-
lar dynamics on an atomic scale is further exempli-
fied by QENS investigations of the translational
and rotational motions of hydrocarbons adsorbed in
zeolites, namely benzene in Na-mordenite [23] and
methane in Na-ZSM-5 [24]. Figure 12 compares the
EISF data for benzene in Na-mordenite with vari-
ous theoretical models for the benzene reorienta-
tion. The data suggest that the benzene molecules,
likely adsorbed by the Na cations via cation interac-
tion with the 7r-electrons, undergo discrete uniaxial
rotational jumps of 2ir/6. In contrast, methane in
Na-ZSM-5 is found to undergo isotropic rotational
diffusion. In this model, methane molecules are as-
sumed to perform continuous small-angle rotations
and therefore have no preferred orientation in
space. This rotational motion is found to be much

W
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-0.5
Energy transfer (meV)

Fig. 11. TOF tunneling spectra measured (in neutron energy
loss) at three OH concentrations in Nb(OH). at 1.5 K Elastic
energy resolution was 55 pLeV FWHM [21].
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LI 

0.5

0 0.5 1.0 1.5

Fig. 12. Elastic incoherent structure factors (EISFs) of ben-
zene adsorbed in Na-mordenite zeolite as a function of scatter-
ing vector Q. Open circles represent the experimental data.
Theoretical EISFs are shown for rotational diffusion (broken
line), for uniaxial rotations of 27r/6 (full line) and for uniaxial
rotations of 27r/3 (dotted line) [23].

The translational diffusion behavior also differs
between the two hydrocarbon/zeolite systems. For
benzene in Na-mordenite, the benzene-Na bonding
is weak, and the elastic peak width possesses a Q-
dependence, implying that the benzene molecules
follow Fick's law of continuous translational diffu-
sion, characteristic of diffusion in a liquid, rather
than a jump diffusion mechanism. The translational
diffusion coefficient was found to be 6.7 x 10' cm2

s'- at 300 K. In contrast, for methane in Na-ZSM-5,
the broadening of the elastic peak versus Q2 devi-
ates from a straight line (see Fig. 13) so that, on an
atomic scale, the motion of methane is not simply
Fickian. Instead the data agree with a model for
translational diffusion which assumes jump diffu-
sion with a Gaussian distribution of jump lengths.
The physical interpretation of the model is that
methane can perform small jumps inside the zeolite
channels, but larger jump distances across the chan-
nel intersections are also possible. After a large
number of jumps, Fickian diffusion can be ob-
served. The diffusion coefficients for long range
translational motion (2.7 x 10- and 5.5 x 10- cm2

s at 200 and 250 K, respectively), determined
from asymptotic values of the broadening at low Q,
do not vary much with methane loading.
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Fig. 13. Broadening of the elastic peak as a function of Q2 for
methane in ZSM-5 zeolite at 250 K: (a) 1.5 molecules and (b) 2.8
molecules per unit cell [24].

4. Time-of-Flight Instruments at the Cold
Neutron Research Facility

Two time-of-flight spectrometers are planned for
the guide hall of the CNRF. The first of these in-
struments, which is primarily designed for medium
resolution applications, is a modified version of the
type of instrument depicted in Fig. 1; it is located on
guide NG-6, as shown in Fig. 7 of Ref. [25]. We call
it the Fermi Chopper Spectrometer (FCS).

The second instrument, to be located at guide
NG-4, uses a number of disk choppers to
monochromate and pulse the incident beam; it is in-
tended for high resolution measurements but may
also be operated with relaxed resolution when re-
quired. We call it the Disk Chopper Spectrometer
(DCS).
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4.1. The Fermi Chopper Spectrometer

The Fermi Chopper Spectrometer is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 14. Detailed specifications are
listed in Table 1. The incident beam wavelength
(0.23-0.61 nm) is determined using a double
monochromator. The principle of this device is
similar to that of a single monochromator, but an
important advantage is that the selected neutron
wavelength can be changed without having to ro-
tate virtually the entire spectrometer about the
monochromator axis. This significantly simplifies
the design of the instrument. The monochromators
are made of individually aligned pyrolytic graphite
(PG(002)) crystals. A 60' Soller collimator is lo-
cated between the monochromators. The first
monochromator is flat, whereas the second
monochromator is vertically curved in order to
focus intensity at the sample position. Vertical
focussing is optimized when the vertical mosaic
spread is minimized, yet this same mosaic spread in
the horizontal direction would lead to an unneces-
sarily small wavelength spread and a consequent
decreased intensity on the sample. Hence each
monochromator is made of two layers of crystals,
each layer possessing a 25' mosaic, but staggered
horizontally with 25' angular offset. This effectively
yields a more desirable anisotropic mosaic distribu-
tion, 25' vertically and 50' horizontally.

The neutron beam leaving the second monochro-
mator is filtered, using pyrolytic graphite or liquid
nitrogen-cooled beryllium (see Table 1), in order to
remove Bragg (A/n) (where n is an integer >1)
order contamination (cf. [6]), as well as epithermal
neutrons. It is then pulsed using a "Fermi chop-
per" [2]. This is a device which spins about a verti-
cal axis (normal to the direction of the beam), and
is fitted with a set of curved slots. The curvature of
the slots and the speed of the chopper determine
the optimum transmitted wavelength of the chop-
per [5]. Two slot packages are available, corre-
sponding to optimum transmitted wavelengths of
0.4 and 0.15 nm, respectively, at close to the maxi-
mum chopper speed.

The sample chamber can accommodate a wide
variety of cryostats and furnaces. An oscillating ra-
dial collimator between the sample and the detec-
tors blocks most of the scattering from material
components which surround the sample (e.g., heat
shields of cryostats). The evacuated sample-to-
detector flight path contains an array of 'He
neutron detectors covering a scattering range of
5°-4400. Signals from the detectors are amplified,
shaped and filtered, and then fed to a time-of-
flight encoder and CAMAC-based histogramming
memory. The contents of this module are periodi-
cally transferred to a microVax computer for sub-
sequent analysis.

G

Fig. 14. Simplified plan view of the Fermi chopper spectrometer. The letters G, F, C, S,
and D denote the guide, filter, chopper, sample and detectors respectively; Ml and M2 are
the monochromator crystals and RC is the (oscillating) radial collimator. Incident wave-
lengths between 0.23 and 0.61 nm are obtained by modifying the Bragg diffraction angle of
the double monochromator, as suggested by the dashed lines in the figure. The guide is
continued to additional instruments downstream.
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Table 1. Specifications and anticipated performance
details are given in the text

Specifications
Guide cross section (height x width):
Maximum beam size (height x width):
Monochromators (double):
1st Monochromator (height X width/type):
2nd Monochromator (height x width/type):
Monochromator mosaic (vertical/horizontal):
Intermonochromator collimation:
Beam filters (thickness/type/temperature):

Fermi chopper details (2 slit packages)
Blade curvature radius:
Rotor radius:
Slot width:
Beam window (height x width):
Optimum chopper speed:
Sample -detector distance:
Scattering angle range:

Post-Sample radial collimation (oscillating)
Blade separation:
Inner/Outer radius:

Detectors (cylindrical, 3He-filled)
Fill pressure:
Diameter:
Angular separation:
Quantity/Active height:

Incident wavelength range:
Incident energy range:
Elastic momentum transfer range:

Anticipated performance
Fluence rate on sample:

Elastic energy resolution:

Q Resolution:

of the Fermi Chopper Spectrometer. Additional

150 x 60 mm
100 x 25 mm
Pyrolytic graphite PG(002)
160 x 100 mm/flat
184 x 100 mm/vertically focussing
25'/50'
60'
152 mm/Be/77 K for A > 0.4 nm
38 mm/PG/296 K for select A < 0.4 nm

Package 1 Package 2
389.0 mm 581.4 mm
26.9 mm 25.6 mm
0.635 mm 0.635 mm
100 x 25 mm 100 x 25 mm
80.93/A(nm)Hz 54.15/A(nm) Hz
2.286 m
50<4 <1400

30
203/305 mm

0.4 MPa
25 mm
1.273°
12/229 mm for 50< 20 < 200
88/457 mm for 200<20<1400
0.23 < AO < 0.61 nm ( + 2 for PG(004))
15.5 >E 0 >2.2 meV (x4 for PG(004))
1 <Q <50 nm-I ( x 2 for PG(004))

- 1 X 108 n/m2/s at A = 0.24 nm
- 1.2 x 108 n/m2/s at A = 0.40 nm
40 geV at A =0.60 nm
150 ,ueV at A = 0.40 nm
600 ,eV at A =0.24 nm
AQ/Q < 3%

4.2 Disk Chopper Spectrometer

The Disk Chopper Spectrometer is illustrated
schematically in Fig. 15. The "front end" comprises
a novel neutron filter followed by a total of seven
disk choppers which collectively produce a clean,
usable, pulsed, monochromatic neutron beam at the
sample position. The purpose of each of these chop-
pers is explained in Appendix B. The multichopper
design (Fig. 16) allows the user a wide and continu-
ous choice of wavelengths, basically constrained by
the available spectrum of neutrons in the guide; a
change in wavelength is achieved by changing the
phase relationship between the disks.

In general the instrumental resolution may be
varied (at fixed wavelength) either by changing the
speed of the choppers or by changing the width of
the beam. It is actually preferable, for reasons dis-
cussed in Appendix B, to change the width of the
beam keeping the choppers spinning as fast as pos-
sible consistent with the desired resolution and with
safe operating procedures. To optimize perfor-
mance this implies changes both in the widths of the
slots in the disks and in the width of the guide [26].
The practical realization of this option requires
some explanation.
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Fig. 15. Simplified plan view of the disk chopper spectrometer.
The upper diagram shows the overall setup of the instrument
including cold source (CS), filter (F), and guide (G). The lower
diagram shows the choppers, the sample position (S), and the
detectors (D); PC, ORC, FRC, and MC denote pulsing, order
removal, frame removal, and monochromating choppers,
respectively. The width of the guide, the separation between
closely spaced choppers, and the angle between initial and final
guide sections, have been exaggerated for clarity. The filter is a
tapered section of guide, -7 m long, that redirects slow neu-
trons (through 0.25°) whereas fast neutrons and y rays are
removed from the beam because they are not reflected. It is
located within the wall between the reactor confinement build-
ing and the guide hall.

Monochromating Choppers

Pulsing Choppers

Fig. 16. Simplified view of the choppers and guide for the disk
chopper spectrometer. Note that the pulsing and monochromat-
ing chopper disks each have three slots (of different sizes for
different resolution modes of the instrument) and that the guide
is divided into five channels.

Each of the disks in the pulsing and monochro-
mating chopper pairs is equipped with three slots of
different width, as shown in Fig. 16. The slots in
each counter-rotating pair are located such that the
width of the slot presented to the neutron beam can
be changed by grossly changing the relative phasing
of the disks. The choice of slot positions is compli-
cated because of effects resulting from the small
separation between the members of a counter-
rotating pair [27,28].

The neutron guide for the DCS is of rectangular
cross section, 150 mm high and 60 mm wide, until it
reaches the filter; thereafter it is 30 mm wide. After
the first chopper it is best described as a channeled
guide, fitted with internal reflecting plates as shown
in the insets to Figs. 15 and 16. Beam-defining
masks limit the number of channels which transmit
neutrons, effectively changing the width of the
guide. The widths of the channels, and the widths of
the slots in the disks, have been chosen to optimize
intensity on the sample under each of three distinct
resolution conditions at a given wavelength and
chopper speed [26]. Typically the overall resolution
width doubles, and the intensity on the sample in-
creases by about an order of magnitude, in going
from high to medium resolution or from medium to
low resolution. The capability to change resolution
at fixed wavelength and fixed chopper speed is only
possible because we use counter-rotating choppers
with multiple slots [29].

After the final chopper the layout of the instru-
ment is not unlike that of the Fermi Chopper Spec-
trometer, described in the previous subsection. The
sample chamber is comparable in size and will be
evacuated. On the other hand, the flight path be-
tween sample and detector will be filled with an in-
ert gas in order to reduce scattering, and the
detectors will be mounted externally. An important
difference is that the distance LSD is significantly
larger (4000 mm), in order to achieve the desired
energy resolution. For the same reason, the detec-
tors will be very thin (-10 mm) in the direction
travelled by the neutrons, but relatively wide (-32
mm) in order to capture as many neutrons as possi-
ble. They will be rectangular 'He tubes, typically
400 mm long, and there will be three detector banks
spanning a wide range of scattering angles. The
data acquisition system will be an expanded and
somewhat more elaborate version of the system
used in the FCS.

Certain specifications of the DCS are listed in
Table 2; some of the numbers may be modified as
the design progresses. Figures for the anticipated
intensity on the sample are somewhat speculative,
and the reader is cautioned not to take these inten-
sities at face value. The Q resolution of the instru-
ment will depend on how the detectors are
grouped; the best achievable resolution can be esti-
mated from the anticipated resolution in Ao (which
depends on Ao itself, the speed of the choppers, and
the resolution mode of the choppers), the diver-
gence of the incident beam (which depends on Ao),
and the angle subtended by a single detector at the
sample position.
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Table 2. Specifications and anticipated performance of the disk chopper spectrometer. Sets of three

quantities within braces refer to the three resolution modes of operation of the instrument, {low,
medium, high}, respectively

Specifications
Beam height at guide exit:
Beam width at guide exit:

Disk chopper details:
Outside radius:
Maximum operating speed:
Maximum tip velocity:
Pulsing chopper slot widths:
Monochromating chopper slot widths:
Order removal chopper slot widths:
Frame removal chopper slot width:
Sample-Detector distance:
Anticipated maximum scattering angle:

Detectors (rectangular cross-section, 3He-filled)
Fill pressure:
Width:
Thickness:
Active length:
Arrangement:
Approximate incident wavelength range:
Approximate incident energy range:
Corresponding elastic Q range:

Anticipated performance
(assuming a chopper speed of 20,000 rpm)
Fluence rate on sample (Ao = 0.2 nm):

(Ao = 0.4 nm):
(Ao=0.6 nm):
(Ao = 0.8 nm):

Elastic energy resolution (Ao = 0.2 nm):
" " " (Ao= 0.4 nm):

"" (Ao= 0.6 nm):
(Ao=0.8 nm):

100 mm
{30 mm, 15 mm, 5 mm}

290 mm
333 Hz (20,000 rpm)
607 m/s
{12°, 6.50, 2.6°}
{8°, 350, 1.35°}
200, 180
200
4 m
1400

0.6 MPa
-32 mm
-10 mm
400 mm
3 banks
0.2 < A, < 1.5 nm
20>Eo>0.36 meV
0.5<Q <60 nm '

{45, 10, 2} x 106 n/m2/s

{450, 100, 20) x 106 n/m2/s
{220, 50, 10) x 106 n/m2/s
{100, 20, 5} x 106 n/m2/s
{1300, 650, 270} p1eV
{160, 80, 35) peV
{50, 25, 12} pLeV
{21, 11, 6} peV

5. Experimental Considerations

When planning a time-of-flight experiment the
interplay of resolution and intensity requirements
is an important concern. Generally speaking, in-
strumental resolution improves dramatically with
increasing wavelength; for example the energy
width of the elastic scattering approximately varies
as the n th power of Eo, where n is about 3. On the
other hand the intensity at the sample position
tends to decrease as the incident wavelength is in-
creased; for instruments on guide tubes the inten-
sity varies as A at long wavelengths. It is
therefore necessary to strike a compromise be-
tween the conflicting requirements of high intensity
and good resolution.

A further disadvantage of long wavelengths is
that an increase in wavelength also reduces the ac-
cessible region in (Q,w) space. Generally speaking
the best policy is to use the shortest wavelength
consistent with the desired instrumental resolution,
in order to be able to access as large a region of
(Q,ws) space as possible.

5.1 Accessible Regions in (Q,w) Space

In TOF experiments the accessible region
depends on the choice of incident energy and on
the placement of the detectors. The cosine rule,
applied to the vectors Q, ko and k [(cf. Eq. (4)],
yields the result
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Q2 = ko2 + k2 - 2kokcos(). (5)

Converting wave-vectors to energies (see Appendix
A), and using Eq. (3), Eq. (5) may be rewritten as
follows:

h 2Q 2/2m =2EM- h -2VEo(Eo-hw) cos(qS). (6)

In Fig. 17 we show accessible regions for two
choices of the incident energy. Detectors are as-
sumed to fill the angular range from 50 to 140°.

The accessible region gets smaller as Eo is de-
creased. In particular the accessible range of Q for
elastic scattering (hw = 0) is reduced since in this
case Eq. (6) simplifies to the well-known (Bragg)
relationship

Q =2ko sin(k/2). (7)

and the chopper. The chopper contribution is inde-
pendent of distance but the wavelength spread from
the monochromator translates into a time spread
which increases with distance. The net result is that
the width of the time distribution in the unscattered
beam, at a point distantx from the chopper, may be
written as follows:

(8)

where or, measures the burst time of the chopper
and A, is the spread in the reciprocal velocity distri-
bution of neutrons in the beam.

The time distribution for a two-chopper spec-
trometer may be similarly written [30]. In this case
the time spread is an appropriate average of the
burst times a, and o2 for the two choppers:

A decrease in Eo also means a proportionate reduc-
tion in the maximum possible energy transfer in
neutron energy loss. The improved resolution that
results as Eo is decreased, i.e., as Au is increased, is
a direct consequence of the contraction in accessi-
ble (Q,w) space.

-6 -4 -2 0 2 (meV)

Fig. 17. Plots of the accessible region in (Q,co) space for
neutrons of wavelength 5 and 10 A (energy 3.272 and 0.818 meV,
respectively). The minimum and maximum scattering angles are
50 and 1400. There is no (theoretical) limit to the energy transfer
in neutron energy gain.

5.2 Resolution and Intensity

An important contribution to the overall energy
resolution of a TOF spectrometer arises from the
spread in the time distribution of neutrons in the
incident beam.

In the FCS there are two independent sources of
incident beam time spread: the monochromator

2 = 2 O22/(O,2 + (72). (9)

The reciprocal velocity spread o,. is given by

=(a2 = + 0J2)/L, 22 (10)

where L12 is the distance between the two choppers,
and the distance x is measured from an "effective
chopping point" which is located between the chop-
pers at a distance

L1o=L 12 £72/(a72+ £22) (11)

from the first chopper. These expressions may be
used to calculate the time distribution in the inci-
dent beam of the DCS.

Important additional contributions to the overall
energy resolution of a TOF spectrometer stem from
flight path uncertainties due to the size of the sam-
ple and the geometry of the detectors [5].

The count-rate in a TOF experiment is deter-
mined by the intensity of neutrons at the sample po-
sition, the scattering properties of the sample, and
the detecting efficiency of the array of detectors. To
some extent the individual experimenter can select
the scattering properties of the sample such as its
size and shape, and how it is contained. The effi-
ciency of the detector array can generally be in-
creased, without degrading resolution, simply by
purchasing more detectors; thus it largely depends
on the available budget..The principal challenge in
designing a TOF spectrometer is therefore to opti-
mize the "front end" of the instrument, and indeed
considerable efforts have been devoted to this task
for both of the CNRF spectrometers.
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6. Concluding Remarks
The time-of-flight spectrometers at the CNRF

are the only instruments of their type on the North
American continent. Once operational, we expect
that they will fill a significant gap in the arsenal of
neutron inelastic scattering instruments available
to the scientific community. We look forward to a
variety of collaborations and interactions with sci-
entists wishing to use these instruments.

7. Appendix A

A thermal neutron has energy E, wave-vector k,
wavelength A, velocity v, and reciprocal velocity T.

These quantities are related as follows:

E (meV) = (h 2/8ir2m )k2 =0.020721 [k (nm 1)]2 (Al)

=h 2/2mA2 _0.81804/[A (nm)] 2

=mv 2 /2=5.2270[v(mm us'L)]2

=m/2T 2 =5.2270/[k(ps mm-')] 2 .

energies. These neutrons have different speeds and
therefore arrive at the monochromating chopper at
many different times. The phasing of the mono-
chromating chopper is chosen to transmit neutrons
of the desired energy. The operation of this system
can be represented in a distance-time (xft) diagram
as shown in Fig. 19(a).

4

(a)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)
(b)

Furthermore

A(nm)=h/mv= 0.39560/[v(mm ps-')],

and

(AM)

(c)

k(nm-') = 2mnv/h =15.8825[v(mm pus')]. (A6)

In these equations m is the mass of the neutron
and h is Planck's constant; values of m and h are
taken from Ref. [31].

Useful conversion factors relating different units
of energy may also be found in Ref. [31]. Two of
the most commonly employed conversions are the
following:

1 meV=8.0655 cm-'

=0.2418 x 1012 Hz.

8. Appendix B

In the disk chopper spectrometer the functions
of pulser and monochromator are assumed by a set
of disk choppers which rotate about a common axis
parallel to (and some distance above) the direction
of the beam. The essential concept can be under-
stood by considering the two chopper arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 18(a). The pulsing chopper pro-
duces short bursts of neutrons of many different

(d)

Fig. 18. Various chopper arrangements of increasing complex-
ity. At (a) is shown the bare minimum two chopper arrange-
ment. At (b) is shown a system with two counter-rotating
choppers. Order removal choppers have been added at (c), and
a slow-moving frame removal chopper is included at (d). The
symbols 1, 2, 3, and 4 label choppers and chopper pairs.

Each of the principal choppers in the DCS is
actually a counter-rotating pair of disks, as shown
in Fig. 18(b). The effective chopping speed for such
a device is double that of a single disk which ro-
tates at the same speed as one of the members of
the counter-rotating pair [32]. It follows that the
intensity per pulse is doubled at constant resolu-
tion. This can be understood by considering sys-
tems such as the one shown in Fig. 20(a). The burst
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time of the illustrated system is simply At= (w/u)
whereas the transmitted intensity per pulse, Ip, is
proportional to (w2Iu), where w is the width of the

- -- - - -slot and the guide, and u is the chopping speed; the
time dependence of the intensity is illustrated in
Fig. 20(b). Clearly
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Fig. 19. A series of simplified (xt) timing diagrams. In each
case time is plotted horizontally and distance along the beam
direction is plotted vertically; the slope of an inclined line is
proportional to the velocity of the corresponding neutrons. The
symbols 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent the positions of choppers or
chopper pairs; S and D represent the sample position and the
detector position, respectively. Breaks in horizontal lines repre-
sent time periods when choppers are open to the passage of
neutrons. At (a) is shown an idealized timing diagram for a
system of two choppers. A more realistic timing diagram for the
same system (with counter-rotating choppers) is shown at (b).
Several different neutron wavelengths are transmitted and some
of those associated with one of the bursts are shown as heavy
lines. To stop the unwanted wavelengths order removal chop-
pers are added, as shown at (c). Ambiguities in the analysis of
time-of-flight data can arise if the number of bursts at the sam-
ple position is too high. This is illustrated at (d); one set of
neutrons which arrives at the detector at the same time is shown
as heavy lines. A frame removal chopper is used to resolve the
problem, as shown at (e); in this example every third burst is
transmitted.

so the intensity per pulse, at constant burst time, is
proportional to the chopping speed of the system. A
further advantage of the counter-rotating chopper
pair concept, the possibility of using slots of differ-
ent widths to enhance the resolution capabilities of
the instrument [29], is discussed in Sec. 4.2. The
timing diagram for two counter-rotating chopper
pairs is essentially of the type illustrated in Fig.
19(a).

Up to now we have glossed over the fact that neu-
trons of more than one wavelength can be transmit-
ted by systems such as those shown in Figs. 18(a)
and 18(b); this possibility is illustrated in Fig. 19(b).
Neutrons of the desired wavelength (Ao) take a
certain time (which is proportional to Ao) to travel
the distance between the choppers. Neutrons which
take an integral number of chopper periods longer
(or shorter) than this time to travel the same
distance stand an equal chance of being transmit-
ted. To suppress such neutrons we have determined

(a) W

U -_

I(t)

( b) /1_-W

-w w
U U

Fig. 20. A linear chopping device is illustrated at (a); the
widths of the slot and the guide are both w and the chopping
speed is u. The time dependence of the transmitted intensity is
shown at (b). The burst time is (w/u) whereas the transmitted
intensity is proportional to (w 2 /u).
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that two additional "order removal" choppers are
required. These choppers are placed at intermedi-
ate locations between the pulsing and monochro-
mating choppers as shown in Figs. 18(c) and 19(c);
their exact positions are critical in order to remove
all orders with intensity above background, under
all conceivable operating conditions of the instru-
ment.

The six choppers so far described collectively pro-
duce sharp bursts of neutrons of a single well de-
fined energy at the sample position, as in Fig. 19(c).
From our previous discussion we have seen that
these choppers should be operated at the highest
acceptable speed in order to achieve the highest
possible intensity per pulse, but unfortunately the
shortness of the time between pulses can introduce
ambiguities into the analysis of a TOF measure-
ment. This is illustrated in Fig. 19(d). We see that
neutrons which arrive at the detector at a given time
can in general be associated with more than one
pulse arrival time at the sample. On physical
grounds it is generally possible to rule out all but a
few possible energy transfers, but ambiguities may
still remain, in which case the appropriate course of
action is to reduce the number of pulses at the sam-
ple. This is achieved using a chopper which rotates
with a period that is an exact multiple of the period
of the other choppers. The net effect is illustrated
in Fig. 19(e). In the DCS the frame overlap chopper
is placed close to the first order removal chopper, as
shown in Fig. 18(d), and in Fig. 15.
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1. Introduction

Neutron scattering has proven to be an ex-
tremely valuable tool for studying a wide variety of
dynamical processes in solids. This is because the
energy of thermal neutrons is comparable to the
energies of many elementary excitations in con-
densed matter while their wavelength is compara-
ble to the interatomic distances. This allows one to
simultaneously obtain information on the time
scale and the geometry of the dynamical process
under study; a feature which is unmatched by any
other technique [1-6]. An important time scale for
the investigation of dynamical phenomena such as
diffusion, molecular reorientations and molecular
tunneling is i0' to 10- s, the regime of ultrahigh
resolution inelastic neutron scattering. The first
neutron scattering instrument to operate in this
range was a backscattering spectrometer built at
the Munich reactor around 1970 which had an en-
ergy resolution of 0.425 peV [7]. In the next section
we describe how this excellent energy resolution is
obtained and give a schematic description of a
backscattering spectrometer. We also describe the

spin-echo spectrometer which was first proposed in
1972 [8]. The following section describes the basic
theory and gives examples of the use of quasielastic
scattering to determine both the time scale and
spatial character of diffusion and molecular reori-
entations. We then go on to discuss rotational tun-
neling and show how neutron scattering
measurements can yield detailed information on
the orientational potential felt by molecules in con-
densed systems. The final section describes the
conceptual design of the backscattering spectrome-
ter to be built in the CNRF at NIST and the basic
design goals for a spin-echo spectrometer.

2. Fundamentals

2.1 Types of Instruments
2.1.1 Backscattering A neutron backscatter-

ing spectrometer is closely related to the triple axis
spectrometer [9] shown schematically in Fig. 1. In
both types of instruments, a "white" beam of neu-
trons impinges on a monochromator crystal which
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not perfectly collimated so that the energy resolu-
tion in backscattering is actually given by [7]

analyzer

8E 8d 1 (2)

sample

Triple axis spectrometer

neutron
source

/ ample I
sample monochromator

Backscattering spectrometer

analyzer

Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams showing the relationship between a
triple-axis spectrometer and a backscattering spectrometer.
Note that the term "backscattering" refers to the scattering
from the monochromator and analyzer crystals and not from the
sample.

selects a given neutron wavelength by Bragg diffrac-
tion. The resulting monochromatic neutrons then
scatter from the sample, possibly gaining or losing
energy in the process. The energies of the scattered
neutrons are determined by Bragg diffraction from
an analyzer crystal. The excellent energy resolution
is obtained by taking the triple-axis instrument to its
extreme limit, i.e., scattering the neutrons through
an angle of 180° at both the monochromator and
analyzer crystals. The energy resolution BE for a
single Bragg reflection can be found by differentiat-
ing Bragg's law. One then obtains

BE5 2 8dE = -- +2cotO8O, (1)

where 8d and d are the spread and value of the d
spacing of the particular lattice planes used for
monochromating or analyzing the neutron energy
E, 0 is 1/2 the scattering angle, and 80 is the angular
spread of the neutrons. For a backscattering instru-
ment the second term is zero since 0 is 90°. Thus the
resolution is determined by Ad/d, which for perfect
crystals is given by the Darwin width which is
roughly on the order of 10'. Of course the beam is

Thus, using the backscattering geometry for both
the monochromator and analyzer, can result in
energy resolutions o0.l ,ueV.

There are obvious technical difficulties inherent
in the backscattering geometry. For instance one
cannot simply scan energy by changing the scatter-
ing angle of the monochromator or analyzer since to
do so would result in moving away from the
backscattering condition. This is overcome by
changing the incident energy, Ei, by either Doppler
shifting the incident neutrons by rapidly moving the
monochromator crystals or by changing the d-
spacing of the monochromator crystal as a function
of time using thermal expansion. There are several
other difficulties including the low intensity and the
geometry of the sample detector-area which will be
discussed later in this article where the plans for the
NIST cold-neutron backscattering instrument are
described in detail.

2.1.2 The Neutron Spin Echo The NSE tech-
nique [8] uses the Larmor precession of the neutron
spin to measure the change in the energy of the
neutron upon scattering from some dynamical pro-
cess in condensed matter. The idea is to make po-
larized neutrons precess in "very" uniform opposite
magnetic fields before and after the sample so that
those having slightly different wavelengths end up
with the same spin orientation at the analyzer posi-
tion. This allows the realization of excellent energy
resolutions (•51 pLeV) using typical (i.e., broad)
neutron wavelength distributions. As indicated in
Fig. 2, cold neutrons are first polarized, then made
to precess in very uniform magnetic fields in one di-
rection before the sample and in the other direction
after the sample and finally their spin orientations
are analyzed to obtain the angular shift introduced
by the sample on the spin orientation. This angular
shift ca is proportional to the applied magnetic field
H, to the precession length L and to the energy shift
during scattering hX =Ef -Ei:

a = [yh 2 (/m)" 2 ] hA 3HL, (3)

where y, m, h and A are the gyromagnetic constant,
the neutron mass, Planck's constant, and the neu-
tron wavelength, respectively. The analyzer picks up
the projection of the magnetic moment along a well
defined direction so that the detected neutron
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Precession u Correction
Coils Coils

Coils

Precession
Coils

positionr at time t. Thus when devising a model of
a diffusional process, it is only necessary to con-
sider the motion of a single atom and not how the
motion of that atom is correlated with the motions
of other atoms in the system. Another important
way of expressing Sinc(Q, t) is in terms of the inter-
mediate scattering function I(Q, t)

Sinc(Q, oj) = f I(Q, t)ei-dt,

Detector

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a spin-echo spectrometer.

intensity is proportional to cos(a) properly weight-
ed over the normal modes distribution S(Qo).
The measured intensity is therefore given by the
cosine Fourier transform of the dynamic structure
factor S (Q, w) [6]:

where I(Q,t) is the space Fourier transform of
G#(r,t) and is the quantity measured by the spin-
echo technique.

In order to understand qualitatively how diffu-
sion is manifested in a neutron scattering experi-
ment, we will consider some simple models which
display all of the basic features of more complex
models. (For a more detailed discussion of the
models presented here and for a far wider assort-
ment of models see [5]). First consider simple dif-
fusion which is governed by Fick's law

I(Q,t)=fdo)S(Q, w) cos(a), (4)

where the Fourier variable is t =[yh3 /2(rn )112]

A3 HL. In order to scan time, the magnetic field H
is varied.

The main components of an NSE instrument
[10,11] (see Fig. 2) are the supermirrors to polarize
and analyze the neutron spin direction, the coils to
create very uniform magnetic fields (8H/H - 10-5)
and other conventional neutron scattering compo-
nents (velocity selector to monochromate, slits to
collimate and a detector to count scattered neu-
trons). Flippers are used to prepare the neutron
spin direction before, and after the two precession
coils by rotating its direction.

2.2 Quasielastic Neutron Scattering
2.2.1 Basic Theory In this section we first out-

line basic features of quasielastic neutron scatter-
ing and then proceed to illustrate these points with
various experimental applications. To date, most
quasielastic neutron scattering experiments have
been performed using incoherent scattering [6],
due to the simpler interpretation in terms of
specific microscopic models. This is because the in-
coherent scattering function Sinc(Q, c,) measured by
the backscattering spectrometer is the space and
time Fourier transform of the self-correlation func-
tion Gs(r,t) which represents the probability that a
particle which was at the origin at time t = 0 is at

ap(r't) =DV2 p(rt),
at (6)

where p(r,t) is the particle density at position r at
time t and D is the diffusion constant. A solution of
this equation is given by a self-correlation function
of the form

G , t) = exp( -r 2 /4Dt )
G5(rt)= (47rDt) 31 2 '

(7)

where we have assumed that the times of interest
are long enough that the motion is truly diffusive,
i.e., much longer than the time between collisions.
Then the space Fourier transform of Eq. (6) yields
the intermediate scattering function

I(Qt)= exp(-Q2 Dt)

shown in Fig. 3a.
Since this represents an

time, the time Fourier
Lorentzian lineshape

(8)

exponential decay in
transform yields a

Si 0(Q, ) 1 DQ2
(9)

which is shown in Fig. 3b. Note that this expression
peaks at X = 0 and has an energy width (FWHM) r
which is given by
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long-range diffusion

time

0
Energy

Fig. 3. a) Intermediate scattering function of time at a particu-
lar value of the scattering vector Q.b) Scattering function for
long-range translational diffusion as a function of energy at a
particular Q. This is the Fourier transform of the intermediate
scattering function.

F=2DQ2 .

0 2 4 6 8

Q

Fig. 4. Full width at half maximum (FWHM) for Fickian (con-
tinuous) diffusion (dotted line) and for the Chudley-Elliott
model of translational jump diffusion for 1 A jumps (solid line).
Note that they are identical at low Q which means that the
macroscopic diffusion constants are identical.

can be used to represent the particle's motion. Here
p(r,t) is the probability of finding the particle at
position r at time, t, X is the time between jumps and
the sum is taken over the nearest neighbor sites
at distances d. Using the boundary condition
p(r,O)=&(r) makes p(rt) and G#(r,t) equivalent,
and then the Fourier transform of the previous
equation yields

aI(Qt) - _(Qt) 1
Olt - n (i1~eQr (12)

As for the case of pure diffusive motion, this has an
exponential solution of the form

(10)

The width of the peak is thus proportional to both
the diffusion constant and the square of the scatter-
ing vector as shown in Fig. 4.

Chudley and Elliott [12] generalized this picture
to describe jump diffusion in solids by assuming that
the jump motion is random, that the jumps can be
considered instantaneous, and that the available
lattice sites form a Bravais lattice. Then the simple
rate equation

I(Qt) = exp( JQt ), (13)

where

(14)AMQ = n 2 sin2 

Thus the scattering function again has
lineshape given by

ap(rtt) 1 I n
at > [p (r + i,t) -p(r, t)], (11) Sinc(Q, CO) = f(Q)/+TV17 (f(Q/)IT + CO"
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which has an energy width of

F=2f(Q). (16)

The most important thing to note is that r oscil-
lates in Q with the periodicity determined by the
inverse of the jump vectors d. Thus it is possible to
determine the microscopic diffusion mechanism via
the dependence of the width of the quasielastic
scattering on the scattering vector. Another inter-
esting feature is that for small values of Q, rX Q21
r. One can then connect this expression to the
macroscopic diffusion constant since D oX 1/T and
F=2DQ 2 for Fickian diffusion. Fig. 4 compares
F(Q) for a powder averaged Chudley-Elliott model
assuming 1 A jumps with that of Fickian diffusion
for identical values of the diffusion constant. The
possibility of extracting the macroscopic diffusion
constant from the small Q region makes it possible
to compare quasielastic neutron scattering results
with those obtained using other methods and to
discern the activation energy Eo via the Arrhenius
law

D =Do exp ( k-E). (17)

For rotational motions, one is typically con-
cerned with molecules or ions which contain more
than one hydrogen atom. Thus it should be reiter-
ated that to describe the motion, only a single atom
need be considered for an incoherent scatterer,
since the motions of other atoms are irrelevant
even if they are coupled to that of the first [6]. The
formalism for rotational motions is thus the same
as for diffusion in which a single particle is con-
fined to a limited region of space. First let us turn
our attention to the case in which an atom under-
goes jump diffusion on a limited number of sites
which lie on a circle of diameter R. Consider func-
tions fi(t) which represent the probability that a
particular atom is at site i at time t. These func-
tions may be obtained using a rate equation similar
to Eq. (10)

1Q) 1 1fi(t)+' Do,
dt Ir Ir jo1

(19)

(20)f2 =2 (1-exp-2),

where use has been made of the relations fi(0) = 1,
f2(0) = 0 and fi +f2= 1. The intermediate scattering
function is then given by

I(Q, t) = exp( t 

[1-exp (iQ R)] +2 [1 + exp (iQ -R)], (21)

where R is the vector between positions 0 and 1.
Note that this equation has been divided into two
parts. The first decays exponentially in time and
thus leads to a Lorentzian component in the
quasielastic scattering while the second is indepen-
dent of time and, therefore, gives a 8-function in
energy. This lineshape is displayed in Fig. 5. After
performing a three-dimensional powder average
and a Fourier transform, one obtains the scattering
function

Sin:(Q, )) =J [ (1 + sin(QR)>( ) +

( 1 QR ) (2)2+(2WTo)2]

3
0/
Cd

(18)

where X is the time between jumps and the sum is
taken over all orientations from which the
molecule can rotate directly to orientation i. For
simplicity we will consider the case of two possible
equivalent molecular orientations corresponding,
for example, to a water molecule undergoing
twofold jumps about its C2 symmetry axis. Then Eq.
(17) has the solutions

(22)

0
Energy

Fig. 5. Scattering function as a function of energy at a particu-
lar Q for diffusion confined to a particular region of space (e.g.,
rotational jump diffusion). Note the narrow component indica-
tive of a process in which the atom has a finite probability of be-
ing at its initial position at infinite time.
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Note that for rotational jump diffusion, the
Lorentzian component has a linewidth which is
constant in Q, but that the intensity oscillates with
the inverse periodicity of the jump length. The in-
tensity of the 8-function component, termed the
elastic incoherent structure factor or EISF, oscil-
lates with the same period but out of phase with
respect to the intensity of the Lorentzian compo-
nent. Thus, characteristic differences exist in the
scattering from rotational jump diffusion compared
to translational jump diffusion where the lineshape
is a single Lorentzian. It is worth pointing out that
the 8-function component arises from the fact that
at infinite time, the particle has a finite probability
of being in its original position. Thus this 8-func-
tion component is a characteristic feature of any
diffusion process which is confined to a specific re-
gion of space.

The microscopic rotational mechanism need not
be as well-characterized as it was for this simple
example. For instance, if the static potential fluctu-
ates due to phonons, the idea of a single jump fre-
quency needs to be replaced by a distribution of
residence times. This situation is called rotational
diffusion since the self-correlation function obeys
the diffusion equation if the residence time is
short. Then for uniaxial rotational diffusion, it can
be shown that

S nc (Q,W) =jO2 (QR sinO)B(,iw)+

2 L.] 2 sin F1+wQri 2
i=l

(23)

fore the EISF only drops to 1/2, but for the rota-
tional diffusion model the EISF eventually drops to
zero since there are infinitely many possible sites
on a circle. In principle it is possible to tell if a
particle is undergoing rotational jumps or continu-
ous rotational diffusion on this basis alone. In prac-
tice one usually cannot reach Q's which are high
enough to distinguish continuous diffusion from
discrete many-fold jumps.

=X0.6 2

0.2 * 

0.0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 12.5
QR

Fig. 6. The elastic incoherent structure factor (EISF) for uni-
axial twofold rotational jumps (solid line) and for uniaxial rota-
tional diffusion (dotted line) as a function of QR where R is the
diameter of the circle on which the motion occurs.

In polymer research the intermediate scattering
function I(Qt) is often expressed as the density-
density correlation between monomers:

Np N
I(Q~t)=(1INpN2) I I

aP i

(24)

where R is the diameter of circle on which the dif-
fusion is occurring, 0 is the angle between the axis
of rotation and Q and [i =i2 DR with DR represent-
ing the rotational diffusion constant. Thus, the
scattering function can still be divided into a com-
pletely elastic component and a broadened compo-
nent. However, in this case, the broadened
component is a sum of many different Lorentzians
of varying widths. Therefore, the total width of this
component may vary somewhat in Q due to the
trade-off in intensity between the various Lorentzi-
ans. The EISF's of the two models discussed here
are displayed in Fig. 6. Note that for the case of
twofold jumps, the EISF decays to 1/2 at large
values of Q. This is simply a manifestation of the
fact that the EISF represents the Fourier trans-
form of the self-correlation function for infinite
times. For a two-site model the probability is 0.5
that the particle has its original orientation, there-

where rpj (t) is the position of monomerj in polymer
,1 at time t, Np and N are the total number of poly-
mers and the number of monomers per polymer
chain respectively. Its initial value is the elastic (also
called static) structure factor: S (Q,0) =I(Q, t = 0).
Fig. 7 shows a typical set of neutron spin echo
(NSE) data taken by Ewen [13] from polydimethyl-
siloxane (PMDS) in a dilute solution of deuterated
bromobenzene at the Theta temperature (84 0C).
Note that these curves exhibit the simple exponen-
tial behaviour displayed schematically in Fig. 3a.
Furthermore, Eq. (8) shows that the decay of I(Qt)
increases with Q2 which is also observed in Fig. 7.

The initial slope of I(Qt) is called the first cumu-
lant:

r(Q) = Lim [aI (Q,t)/at]IS (Q, 0),
t-~0

(25)
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Fig. 7. Neutron spin echo spectra from polydimethylsiloxane in
a dilute solution of deuterated bromobenzene at the theta tem-
perature (84 0C) [13].

which is identical to the energy width of S(Q,C))
and which can readily be modelled for various
polymer systems. Many approaches are used: the
Kirkwood-Riseman (KR) equation for polymer so-
lutions, the dynamic Random Phase Approxima-
tion [14] (RPA) for polymer melts, scaling concepts
and renormalization group ideas for both, etc.

The precision of extracting F(Q) is greatly im-
proved by introducing a shape function [15, 16]

f(QIr)=I(Qt)/S(Q, 0),

where the product is taken over the various rota-
tional and translational motions and

ivib(Qat) = exp( -Q < pLl >) (28)

is simply the Debye-Waller factor. This results in a
scattering function which is simply the convolution
of the scattering functions of the individual mo-
tions. Thus if the motions occur on somewhat dif-
ferent time scales, the various components can
often be separated simply because they have differ-
ent widths (Fig. 8). This is possible because mo-
tions which are slow on the scale of the resolution
will appear as an elastic component and those
which are fast compared to the resolution will ap-
pear as an essentially flat background. In order to
observe motions occurring on different time scales
usually means using different instruments with dif-
ferent dynamical windows or at least adjusting the
resolution on a given instrument. Thus it is often
important to have a wide dynamical range available
in order to completely characterize a diffusional
process.

1

(26) ;

where time is rescaled by defining a dimensionless
variable T=F(Q)t. This function depends only on
QRg or Qa in the small or high Q regions (where Rg
is the radius of gyration and a is the statistical seg-
ment length). Moreover, it is independent of Q in
the intermediate Q region which means that the
scattering function follows a universal shape (the
intermediate Q region is defined as lIRg < Q < 1/a ).
An iterative procedure using the shape function
f(Q,T) yields values for F(Q) that are more precise
than the direct method based on simply extracting
F(Q) as the slope of I(Q.t) at zero time.

Many times a system will display more than one
type of diffusive motion; then if the various mo-
tions are uncoupled, the intermediate scattering
function is given by the product of the individual
intermediate scattering functions

I (Q,t)= I vi(Q,t) LI(Qt), (27)

Background

Quasielastic

Elastic

1/kT

Fig. 8. Schematic Arrhenius plots showing that a motion
occurring on a particular time scale can give rise to scattering
which appears elastic if the instrumental resolution is too
coarse, while it may appear as a flat background if the resolu-
tion is too fine. This indicates that motions which occur on
different time scales can be separated simply by using instru-
ments having different dynamical ranges or by changing the
resolution on a given instrument.
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2.2.2 Applications Li Difiifsion in LiC 6 . LiC6
is a stage 1 graphite intercalation compound in
which the Li atoms undergo a transition from an
ordered, commensurate x/3 x x/3 R30' phase to a
disordered, commensurate lattice gas at a tempera-
ture of 715 K [17]. Measurements of the quasielas-
tic scattering due to Li diffusion were made by
Magerl, Zabel, and Anderson [18] using a cold
neutron backscattering spectrometer below the
transition and a time of flight instrument above it.
Figure 9 shows the quasielastic widths as a function
of Q at 660 and 720 K. These energy widths were
determined by fitting the data taken at a particular
value of the scattering vector to a Lorenztian con-
voluted with the instrumental resolution. The solid
line in Fig. 9a is a fit to a model which assumes that
the diffusion occurs by instantaneous jumps be-
tween the nearest Li sites on the ordered sublattice
as shown by the vector e2 in the insert. For the
much more rapid Li diffusion in the lattice gas
phase, the data can be fit assuming that the jumps
occur between the nearest neighbor commensurate
sites shown by vector el in the insert. In addition to
the diffusional mechanism these fits yield values of
the diffusion constant of 1 x 10-' mm2/s and
24 x 10- mm2 /s at 660 and 720 K, respectively.
From the temperature dependence of the diffusion
constant in the ordered phase one obtains an acti-
vation energy of (1.0 + 0.3)eV. These results
demonstrate the ability to "tune in" different diffu-
sional processes with different neutron scattering
spectrometers which operate in different dynamical
ranges.

Self-Diffusion in bcc 1-Titanium. When plotted
as a function of TI/T, (where T5, is the melting
temperature) self diffusion in the group IVb metals
(Ti, Zr, and Hf) is orders of magnitude faster than
for other bcc metals. In order to determine the
diffusional mechanism Vogl et al. [19,20] have per-
formed an exquisite measurement of the quasielas-
tic scattering due to self diffusion in a single crystal
of bcc Ti. A typical spectrum, along with a fit as-
suming a single Lorentzian convoluted with the ex-
perimental resolution is shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11
shows the Q dependence of the widths for two tem-
peratures and several different crystal orientations.
The solid lines represent fits to an encounter model
of 1/2[111]NN jumps. In a model of this type only
the jump vector between the original and final sites
is relevant. The details of what happens in between
are forgotten. The dashed lines in Fig. 11 represent

an encounter model description of [100]NN jumps,
while the dotted and dashed lines represent stan-
dard descriptions of tetrahedral and octahedral in-
terstitial jumps respectively. Clearly this data
reveals that the self diffusion of Ti in 13-Ti is domi-
nated by 1/2[111] jumps into nearest neighbor va-
cancies, however a small additional fraction of
jumps into second nearest neighbor positions is also
consistent with the data.
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Fig. 9. Linewidths (FWHM) of the quasielastic neutron spectra
measured for LiC6. a) 660 K (below the Li sublattice melting
temperature). b) 720 K (above the Li sublattice melting temper-
ature). The inset shows the jump vectors used to calculate the
solid lines in both plots. Above the transition, Li jumps to
nearest neighbor sites while below jumps occur to sites form the
\/3 x \/3 R30° sublattice [18].
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Fig. 10. Quasielastic spectra from bcc Ti at Q = 1.6 A-' and

T = 1530 'C. The solid line is a fit to a single Lorentzian convo-

luted with the instrumental resolution. The dashed line repre-

sents the measured resolution [19,20].

Reorientations of Benzene. The previous two

examples described systems in which the diffusing
atoms (Li or Ti) undergo long-range translational
motion so that the scattering law consists of a single
Lorentzian component. As shown earlier, if the

quasielastic scattering is due to rotational jumps,

the scattering law is the sum of a 8-function and one

or more Lorentzians. An interesting example of this

type of system is crystalline benzene which has re-

cently been studied using cold neutron backscatter-
ing methods by Fujara et al. [21]. The EISF

determined at 210 K by fitting the data to a model

of random 60° jumps is shown in Fig. 12. The solid

line is a calculation of the EISF assuming sixfold ro-

tational jumps and that the radius of the ring of H

atoms is 2.479 A. The small disagreement at low Q

can be attributed to multiple scattering effects. At-

tempts were also made to fit the data to a model

which allowed for 120° and 1800 jumps in addition

to 60° jumps with equal probabilities. However, the

EISF determined using this model was consistently
larger than expected for sixfold rotations. Thus,

these data show that benzene rotates principally by
60° jumps with a correlation time of approximately
30 ns at 210 K. In addition the temperature depen-

dence of the correlation time was found to be con-

sistent with an activation energy of 182 meV

determined using NMR.

Fig. 11. Linewidths at the quasielastic neutron spectra of bcc Ti

at 1460 'C (left) and 1530 'C (right) as a function of Q. Left:

scattering plane parallel to the (001) crystal plane. Right: scat-

tering plane parallel to the (012) crystal plane. a denotes'a rota-

tion of the sample around an axis perpendicular to the scattering

plane and is defined as the angle between the incident neutrons

and the < 100> crystal direction. The model calculations are:

solid line, 1/2[111] nearest neighbor jumps; dashed line, [100]

2nd nearest neighbor jumps; dotted line, tetrahedral interstitial

jumps [19,20].

Dilute and Semidilute Polymer Solutions. In dilute

(monodisperse) polymer solutions, and at the small

Q limit (QELS), F(Q) shows a characteristic Q2

dependence seen in Eq. [9]:

Lim I(Q) = Q2 D, (29)

which describes the overall diffusion of the whole
polymer chain with a diffusion coefficient D. At in-

termediate values of Q (where scattering is probing
length scales smaller than the chain but larger than

the monomer size), a Q3 dependence of F(Q) char-

acterizes the Zimm (internal) Brownian diffusive

modes [15,22]:
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Fig. 12. The elastic incoherent structure factor obtained by a
model in which the benzene molecule undergoes rotational
jumps of 600 (top) and by a model in which 600, 120°, and 180°
jumps are equally probable (bottom). The neutron scattering
data clearly demonstrates that 600 jumps are the predominant
rotational mechanism. The disagreement between the data and
the model at small Q's is due to multiple scattering effects [21].

two characteristic relaxation times are observed
[27,28]: a slow mode representing cooperative dif-
fusion and a fast mode representing inter-diffusion.
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Fig. 13. Quasielastic light scattering from polystyrene in vari-
ous solvents showing the crossover from the Q 2 to the Q 3 scal-
ing law (small to intermediate Q for the first cumulant) [16.]

1 0

r(Q) = C (kBT/77()Q 3, (30)

where kBT is the solution temperature in energy
units, 77o is the solvent viscosity and C is a numeri-
cal constant that depends on solvent quality and
preaveraging of the hydrodynamic interaction (for
Theta solvents, C = 1/67r or C = 1/16 depending on
whether hydrodynamic interactions are preaver-
aged or not). The Q2 to Q3 transition has been
observed [16] for polystyrene in various solvents
(see Fig. 13). Moreover, at high Q, diffusion of a
single monomer dominates and the Q2 law is recov-
ered again. This last transition (Q 3 to Q 2 ) involves
scattering vectors that can be reached only with
NSE [23,24] as shown in Fig. 14.

In semidilute solutions (where individual poly-
mer chains start overlapping each other) hydrody-
namic interactions between monomers start being
screened so that a Rouse description [25] of poly-
mer dynamics is more appropriate. Moreover, ex-
cluded volume effects remain important only
between entanglement points so that monomers
that are topologically farther apart do not feel each
other even if they belong to the same chain. Scaling
ideas based on concentration and temperature
"blobs" [26] have been successful in describing
both static and dynamic properties of polymer solu-
tions. In the case of a three-component polymer
system (two polymers and a solvent for example),

to

co

L-4

O.1 .
0.1

qa
10

Fig. 14. Neutron spin echo spectra from polystyrene in CS2
showing the crossover from the Q 3 to the Q 2 scaling law (inter-
mediate to high Q) for the first cumulant.

Concentrated Polymer Solutions and Melts. In
contrast to the case of dilute solutions, concen-
trated polymer solutions and polymer melt dynam-
ics are dominated by interchain correlations. At a
length scale smaller than the average distance be-
tween two entanglement points, the Rouse model
(which neglects hydrodynamic interactions)
describes chain dynamics well. The Q3 power law
dependence of F(Q) in the intermediate Q region
becomes a Q4 dependence [29]. However, at longer
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scale lengths, entanglements constrain the chain
motion to occur in a "tube" created by surrounding
chains. This is the reptation idea [30,31] whereby
polymer chains perform a snake like diffusive mo-
tion by which they renew their configurations. Rep-
tation corresponds to the slow mode (that was
mentioned for semidilute solutions) at high Q. In
crosslinked gels, for example, this slow mode disap-
pears so that only fast modes describing local
monomer motions remain. Tests of the reptation
idea have brought about a better understanding of
the viscoelastic behavior of polymer systems.

A dynamic Random Phase Approximation
(RPA) approach [32,33] has been used to under-
stand the effect of monomer interactions on the
various diffusive normal modes in polymer multi-
component melts. Within this framework, the in-
termediate scattering function I(Qt) and its initial
slope F(Q) can be related to their bare (i.e., when
no interactions are present) counterparts. This ap-
proach has permitted the sorting out of the various
diffusion coefficients (self, mutual, inter-, coopera-
tive, etc.) that are measured by various techniques
in various experimental (concentration, molecular
weight) conditions. Self and mutual diffusion coef-
ficients are measured in dilute polymer solutions
and correspond to the diffusion of a single chain
and to that of many chains respectively. Inter-diffu-
sion and cooperative diffusion characterize ternary
polymer systems comprising, for example, concen-
trated solutions of two polymers A and B and cor-
respond to the fast and slow modes when taken at
the proper limits. The interdiffusion coefficient
represents the diffusion of A relative to B while the
cooperative diffusion coefficient describes the dif-
fusion of the polymers (both of A and B) in the
solvent. Interdiffusion for instance is the dominant
mode in phase decomposing blends. It is interest-
ing to note [28] that for the case of a diblock co-
polymer in solution, the first cumulant for the
interdiffusion mode remains finite at the Q --0
limit (contrary to the definition of a diffusive
mode). This is reminiscent of the "optical mode" in
multilayer crystalline solids keeping in mind, of
course, that the interdiffusion mode is nonpropa-
gating.

Effects of temperature, concentration, molecular
weight and chain stiffness on the dynamics of poly-
mer solutions have been investigated. The molecu-
lar weight dependence of the mutual diffusion
coefficient changes from N -/2 with hydrodynamic
interactions (dilute solutions) to N-' in concen-
trated solutions of short chains in long chains
(Rouse dynamics) to N 2 for melts of long chains

(where reptation dominates). Recall that N is the
number of monomers per polymer chain. The NSE
technique is also particularly useful in observing
polymer chain stiffness [23,34] and its effects on
diffusion at intermediate and high Q values.

Equilibrating Polymer Blends. The previous sec-
tions described the dynamics of polymer systems
that are in thermal equilibrium. The observed
(Zimm, Rouse Reptation) modes are due to Brow-
nian diffusion in solutions and in melts. This sec-
tion, however, briefly describes "real time"
dynamics of polymer systems following gradients in
temperature [35] (such as across phase transitions)
or in concentrations [36] (two films are superposed
face-to-face and allowed to diffuse into each other
upon heating). In the first case, the crossing of the
phase boundary could be towards equilibration
(from two-phase into the miscible region) or to-
wards growth (the other way around). The time
scales involved are ideally suited for investigation
by quasielastic scattering methods.

The intermediate scattering function I(Q.t)
described in the previous sections involves time
correlations of the fluctuating density p(Qt) (in
Fourier space):

I(Q, t) = (1INpN2) <p( - Q, O)p(Q,t)>. (31)

For equilibration/growth processes, what is mea-
sured instead is the time evolution of p(Qt):

S, (Q)= (1NpN 2) <I p(Q,t)1 2 >. (32)

The Cahn-Hilliard-Cook theory [37,38] describes
small deviations from equilibrium (early stage of
spinodal decomposition) and can predict decay
rates R (Q) of the time dependent structure factor:

S,(Q) = [S(,(Q) -S(Q)]exp[-2R(Q)t]+

S(Q). (33)

Here, SO(Q) and S.(Q) are the initial and final
(Virtual) values of the structure factor S. (Q).
When the concentration fluctuations are small,
R (Q) can be simply expressed in terms of the mo-
bility M, the interfacial free energy coefficient K
and the inter-diffusion coefficient Dint:

R(Q)=Q2 Dint-2Q4MK- (34)

These temperature jump experiments [35] are ac-
tually a means to measure Din,. Two main theories
describe the molecular weight dependence of Din,:
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a "slow mode" theory [39,40] based on the incom-
pressibility assumption and a "fast mode" theory
[41] assuming vacancies present in the relaxing
blend. The fast mode theory predicts an additive
superposition of the mobilities of each component
while the slow mode theory predicts an additivity
law for the inverse of the mobilities. This is a new
area of research (with ongoing controversies)
where quasielastic scattering methods are the main
research tools.

2.3 Tunneling Spectroscopy
2.3.1 Basic Theory Perhaps the phenomena

most studied using cold neutron backscattering is
the rotational tunneling of small molecules and
polyatomic ions in solids. In order to understand
the origin of this effect consider a molecule in an
m-fold potential 'm(0) given by

(35)

capable of yielding extremely detailed information
on interatomic potentials in solids.

100

75

Q)

til

where V0 is the height of the barrier and 0 is the
rotational angle. The Schr6dinger equation is then
given by

[-.B o2 + Vm (0)] in =En./in

50

25

(36)

where B = h/2 (I is the moment of inertia), 41,, is
the wavefunction, and En are the energy, levels. Fig-
ure 15 shows the energy levels which are solutions
to this equation as a function of the barrier height
V0 assuming a threefold potential and that the ro-
tating species is a methyl (CH3) group. Here the
solid lines represent singly degenerate levels having
A symmetry while the dashed lines correspond to
doubly degenerate solutions of E symmetry. Basi-
cally there are three regimes. The first is where the
barrier is zero which corresponds to free quantum
rotors characterized by doubly degenerate levels
having energies Ej oXj2 where j is the rotational
quantum number. The second is the limit of large
barriers where the molecule or ion undergoes har-
monic librations which are characterized by triply
degenerate levels with En x (n + 1/2). Here n is the
librational quantum number. Perhaps the most in-
teresting region is that between these two extremes
which is characterized by the tunnel splitting of the
librational ground state and of the excited states
resulting from the overlap of the wavefunctions
shown schematically in Fig. 16. This splitting is
quite sensitive to V0 since the overlap of the wave-
functions depends exponentially on the barrier.
This approximate exponential dependence of the
ground state tunnel splitting is shown for both CH3
and CD3 in Fig. 17. Thus, tunneling spectroscopy is

Ok
0 100 200

Barrier (meV)
Fig. 15. Energy levels as a function of 0 the barrier for methyl
groups in a threefold cosine potential. The dashed lines repre-
sent singly degenerate states (A symmetry) while the solid lines
are doubly degenerate states (E symmetry).

2.3.2 Applications Nitromethane. One of the
most interesting applications of tunneling spec-
troscopy is the determination of the rotational
potential felt by the methyl group in solid ni-
tromethane (CH3 NO2). Nitromethane is an ideal
candidate for such studies for several reasons. First
the internal barrier to rotation is very small. Thus in
the solid phase, intermolecular interactions will
dominate the rotational potential. In addition, the
molecule is a simple one and will display only one-
dimensional rotation. Finally, diffraction studies
have shown that the space group of the crystalline
material is P2,2121 which has only one molecule in
the asymmetric unit [42]. Therefore, all methyl
groups have the same environment and there is only
one rotational potential to be determined. Diffrac-
tion studies have also demonstrated that no phase
transitions occur between 4.2 K and the melting
point of 244.7 K [42].

100
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Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of the energy levels in a threefold
cosine potential. V(I is tke barrier and EA is the classical activa-
tion energy. Also shown are schematic wavefunctions in the
ground state and transitions from the first excited state.
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Fig. 17. Semilogarithmic plot of the ground state tunnel split-
ting of a methyl group in a threefold cosine potential versus the
barrier to rotation. The solid line is for a hydrogenated methyl
group while the dotted line is for a deuterated one.

The inelastic neutron scattering measurements of
the transitions between the ground state and the
first excited state obtained by Trevino [43] at 4.2 K
are shown for both CH3 NO2 and CD3NO2 in Fig. 18.
From these spectra and from the temperature de-
pendence of these spectra, the transition to the first
excited state could be assigned to the peaks at 6.7
and 5.3 meV for the hydrogenated and the deuter-
ated compounds respectively. Note that these val-
ues do not simply vary as 1/VI which indicates that
the potential is quite anharmonic. Further measure-
ments also revealed a transition to the second
excited state at 17.5 meV for CH3 NO2 and 10.6 for
CD3 NO2 . The most important results for the
characterization of the potential are the measure-
ments of the ground state tunnel splittings for both
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Fig. 18. Inelastic neutron scattering spectra showing the transi-
tion from the ground state to the first excited state in CH3 NO2

(6.7 meV) and CD3NO2 (5.3 meV) [43].

samples performed by Trevino and co-workers
[44,45] which are shown in Fig. 19. Here one ob-
serves clear transitions at 35 and 1.7 peV for the
hydrogenated and deuterated systems, respectively.
Taken together these spectroscopic results are in-
consistent with a simple threefold potential. How-
ever, it was shown by Cavagnat et al. [46] that a
potential of the form

V(O)=V3 [1-cos(30)]+V 6 [1-cos(60+ a)] (37)

would completely describe all of the spectroscopic
results when V3= 25.5 meV, V6 = - 15.5 meV and
8 =300. This potential is shown in Fig. 20 and the
calculated energy levels are given in Table 1. In ad-
dition, these authors showed that a potential of this
form could be obtained by using a simple Lennard-
Jones model to describe the interactions between
the methyl hydrogens and the surrounding lattice
fixed. These calculations indicated that the origin of
the sixfold term in the potential is the repulsive
H-O interaction and the asymmetric location of the
sixfold term with respect to the threefold term is
due to the asymmetric distribution of the, oxygen
atoms with respect to the- equilibrium -distribution
of the methyl groups.

Recently however, Rice and Trevino [47] have
pointed out that the potential produced by this H-O
interaction -does not reproduce the equilibrium
orientation of the methyl group. Guided by the
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Fig. 19. Measurements of the
CD3 NO2 . [45].
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tunnel splitting for CH 3NO2 and

Lennard-Jones (Fig. 21) potential all aspects of
both the spectroscopy and the structure, could be
reproduced. Thus, through the use of a combina-
tion of thermal neutron spectroscopy and diffrac-
tion and cold-neutron spectroscopy a detailed
description of the H-O interaction in nitromethane
has been determined.
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Fig. 20. Potential determined by Cavagnat et al. [46] which is
consistent with all of the spectroscopic data. The solid lines are
the energy levels for CH3 NO2.

maximum entropy method they were able to show
that by including a small additional wiggle on the

3 4 5 6

R (Angstroms)

Fig. 21. Lennard-Jones H-O potential used by Cavagnat et al.
[47] compared to the Gaussian-corrected Lennard-Jones poten-
tial obtained by Rice and Trevino which reproduces both the
equilibrium orientation of the methyl group and the spec-
troscopy results.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the backscattering spectrometer
being designed for installation in the CNRF

Energy resolution -0.75 [LeV
Maximum energy range - 100 pLeV
Neutron energy 2.08 meV
Q-Range 0.1-1.8 A-
Flux on the sample - 105 neutrons/cm 2 s
Maximum sample size 3 x 3 cm2
Sample-Monochromator distance -2 m
Sample-Analyzer distance -2 m

Methyl Iodide. The pressure dependence of the
tunneling transitions in CH3 I is an excellent demon-
stration of the extreme sensitivity of these excita-
tions to the rotational potential. Like nitromethane,
methyl iodide has only one solid phase with only
one molecule in the asymmetric unit cell. There-
fore, all methyl groups feel the same potential and
only one tunneling line will be observed. The spec-
tra obtained using the backscattering technique are
shown for several different pressures in Fig. 22a
[48,49]. Note that the peaks decrease in energy as
the pressure increases indicating an increase in the
potential barrier. Fig. 22b shows that the ground
state tunnel splitting depends exponentially on the
pressure. This is to be contrasted with the results
obtained for the energy of the transition to the first
excited state shown in Fig. 23. The pressure depen-
dence of this transition is linear and rather weak at
that. Prager and coworkers [48,49] also showed that
these spectra could be described by a potential of
the form

-o
C-

. _

0

3a

3

2

1

0

1 

0
1

0

1

0

-5

V(O) = 2 V3 (1 + cos3O) + 2 V6(1 + cos60), (38)

and that the threefold term accounts for -92
percent of the total barrier, VB = V3 + V6. It is worth
noting that the value of VB determined from these
measurements increases by < 20 percent from am-
bient pressure to 3 kbar while the tunnel splitting
decreases by more than a factor of 2.5 clearly
demonstrating the extreme sensitivity of this tech-
nique to details of the rotational potential.

3. CNRF Instruments

3.1 NIST Backscattering Spectrometer

The cold neutron backscattering spectrometer
(CNBS) which will be located in the CNRF is
shown schematically in Fig. 24, (also see Table 1).
The guide supplying the neutrons will have a cross
sectional area of 6 x 15 cm2 and will have

'V

3

0 5

energy transfer [peV]

2

p [kbar]

Fig. 22. (a) Tunneling spectra in CH3I as a function of

pressure. (b) Semilogarithmic plot of the tunneling energy as a
function of pressure [49].
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Fig. 23. (a) Inelastic neutron scattering spectra of the transi-
tion from the ground state to the first excited state as a function
of pressure. (b) Energy of the transition from the ground state
to the first torsional level as function of pressure [49].

supermirror coatings on the tops and bottoms
while the sides will be coated with 58Ni. The princi-
pal design goal has been to maximize the intensity
of the instrument while maintaining an energy res-
olution of < 1 [ueV. Thus the CNBS will have an
energy resolution more than 10 times better than

that of any instrument which currently exists in the
United States. The first element of the instrument
will be a wavelength selection device, the purpose
of which is to suppress the background. This will
consist of a Be filter, a Bi filter, possibly a velocity
selector similar to that used on the small angle
scattering and possibly a chopper with a duty cycle
of about 1/2 to pulse the beam so that there are no
neutrons striking the phase space chopper (which
will be described in detail below) when neutrons
are being counted in the detector.

The remaining neutrons will then pass through a
converging supermirror guide which will compress
the beam cross section from 6 x 15 cm2 to 3 x 3 cm2.
It is not presently possible to quantify the length or
the angle of convergence of the guide because of
uncertainties in supermirror development; however
it is hoped that an increase in flux of at least a
factor of three will be possible. The neutrons will
then impinge on a phase space transformer [50].
This can result in a substantial increase in neutron
flux at the sample position because there is typi-
cally a substantial mismatch of the angular resolu-
tion of the primary and secondary sides of cold
neutron backscattering instruments. This occurs
because the divergence of the incident beam is lim-
ited by the neutron guide on which the instrument
is installed, while the angular resolution of the sec-
ondary spectrometer is quite low due to the large
area analyzing crystals and the detector geometry.
Therefore it is possible to increase the flux at the
sample position without degrading the energy reso-
lution by increasing the angular divergence of the
incident beam. This will be done to some extent
through the use of the converging supermirror
guide. However, it seems impossible to match the
Q resolution of the primary spectrometer to that of
the secondary spectrometer with current supermir-
ror technology. To overcome this difficulty
Schelten and Alefeld [50] have proposed a neutron
phase space transformation which uses moving mo-
saic crystals to change a well-collimated, white neu-
tron beam into a divergent, nearly monochromatic
one. Physically, this occurs because the slower mov-
ing neutrons are diffracted at higher angles and
therefore, get a "push" from the moving crystal,
while the Bragg condition is satisfied at smaller an-
gles for the faster neutrons causing diffraction to
occur from crystallites moving away from the inci-
dent neutrons thereby reducing their speed.

We have performed Monte Carlo simulations of
this device in order to determine the gain expected
for parameters relevant to the CNBS at NIST. The
beam which emerges from the converging
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NEUTRON BEAM CHOPPER

Fig. 24. Schematic diagram of the CNRF backscattering spectrometer.

supermirror guide will have a divergence 7) approx-
imately twice the critical angle of Ni in the horizon-
tal plane (7h = 20c). For the purposes of this
simulation, the phase space crystal was chosen to
be pyrolytic graphite (d = 3.354 A and Oo= 69.1810)
with a thickness of 5 mm. The incident distribution
of neutrons was taken to be a 65 K Maxwell-
Boltzmann distribution (in accord with measure-
ments of the flux from the cold source) truncated
at 4 A to simulate a Be filter in the incident beam
and at 10 A because wavelengths longer than this
have essentially no probability of being diffracted
by the moving crystal. This distribution was then
multiplied by the square of the incident wavelength
in order to account for the fact that Oc is propor-
tional to the wavelength. The horizontal and verti-
cal mosaics and the velocity of the graphite crystals
were included as input parameters. The reflectivity
of graphite was accounted for with the Bacon-
Lowde equation for diffraction from ideally imper-
fect crystals [51]. This will overestimate the
reflectivity of the deflector crystal resulting in the
simulated gains being somewhat larger than what
one would actually observe. (Note that the reflec-
tivity is a function of the crystal speed. This has
been included.) All of these simulations have been
performed using the assumption that Si (111)

crystals will be used as the monochromator

(A =6.27 A).
Two-dimensional projections of simulated Bragg

reflections from a crystal having an isotropic 10°
mosaic are shown in Fig. 25 for three different
crystal speeds. Here the incident and final k, and ky
values of the diffracted neutrons are represented
by individual dots and the reference values are in-
dicated by the solid lines. Two effects are evident.
The first is that the phase space volume increases
as the crystal velocity increases. This is because the
Bragg reflection takes place at a lower angle in the
Doppler frame. The second effect is that the dif-
fracted beam tilts in phase space as the crystal ve-
locity is changed. This tilt can be optimized so that
the maximum number of neutrons have the correct
energy to be backscattered from a Si (111) crystal.
Note that this does not violate Liouville's theorem
because the orientation, not the volume, of the fi-
nal phase space element has been changed.

The most important information from the stand-
point of increasing the flux of backscattering
instruments is displayed in Fig. 26. Here the peak
intensity (relative to that obtained for a crystal
velocity of zero) is shown as a function of speed for
mosaics of 1°, 30, 50, 10°, and 200. For mosaics of
30 or larger. the relative intensity increases from
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k. (A-')

Fig. 25. (a) Projection of a 3-d simulation of Bragg diffraction
from a stationary crystal with a mosaic of 100. The dots repre-
sent the initial and final wave vectors of the diffracted neutrons.
(b) Same view for a crystal speed of 250 m/s. Note that the
initial phase space volume has expanded and the final volume
has been "tilted" compared to the results obtained for the sta-
tionary crystal. (c) Crystal speed=O 500 m/s.

about 1 to a broad maximum, before decreasing
again. For the parameters chosen here, the maxi-
mum gain is about 6 which occurs for crystals with
a 100 mosaic moving at about 300 m/s. The results
for a 200 crystal show a smaller gain due to the
decrease in the reflectivity. The results for a crystal
having a mosaic of 10 appear somewhat unique.
Here the intensity increases linearly with the crys-
tal speed and has a relative value of only about 1/2
for a speed of 0. This is because a 10 mosaic is too
small when compared to the divergence of the inci-
dent beam.

After deflecting from the phase space trans-
former, the neutrons will travel approximately 2 m

4- "~ A 100 

0 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

/L'. .- 0' 30

0~~~~~1

DIC>

0 200 400 600 800
Crystal speed (m/s)

Fig. 26. Peak intensity relative to that obtained for a stationary
crystal. For a mosaic of 100, the phase space transform leads to
a gain of 6 for a crystal speed of 300 m/s. The dashed lines are
guides to the eye.

to the focussing monochromator crystals which will
be mounted on a Doppler drive. The Doppler
motion is necessary to vary the energy of the neu-
trons which impinge on the sample. The total range
of energies available is determined by the maxi-
mum velocity of the Doppler drive. The NIST in-
strument will have a variable energy range (up to a
maximum of - 100 p.eV). In order to obtain the
maximum flux, the neutrons will be focussed by the
monochromator onto the sample. However, Fig. 24
shows that the sample is slightly displaced from the
phase space transformer. Thus this results in a
small deviation of the backscattering condition. To
match this small worsening of the resolution, the
monochromator will not be perfect Si, but possibly
boron-doped Si. This will result in an increased
value of Ad/d (see Sec. 2) and therefore increased
intensity. A similar result could be achieved by
bowing the individual Si crystals, however this
results in a more Lorentzian resolution function
while the doped crystals result in a more Gaussian
lineshape [52]. Note that the level of boron in the
sample would not result in significant loss of inten-
sity due to absorption. A Geo., Si(.9 monochromator
which displaces the elastic peak by -15 peV will
also be available.

After reflecting from the monochromator, the
neutrons will pass back through the phase space
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transformer. This is possible because only half of
the chopper is covered with graphite while the
other half is transparent to neutrons. Furthermore,
the frequency of the chopper is chosen so that time
required for the neutrons to travel from the trans-
former to the monochromator and return is the
same as that for the crystals to move out of the
beam.

The neutrons are then scattered from the sample
to the large (-9 m2) bank of boron-doped Si ana-
lyzer crystals, which focus the neutrons back to the
detectors. The focussing and boron doping will be
chosen so that the energy resolution of the sec-
ondary spectrometer matches that of the primary
spectrometer. The detectors are electronically
gated so that they are off when neutrons are strik-
ing the sample thereby avoiding direct scattering of
neutrons from the sample to the detector. The en-
ergy transfer is ascertained by measuring the time
of arrival of the neutrons at the detector. Since the
total distance between the monochromator and
sample and the energy of the scattered neutrons
are known, the initial energy and therefore the en-
ergy transferred by the scattering from the sample
can be determined.

Because the detectors are near the incident
beam, the most important potential problem with
this design is background. If this problem cannot
be reduced to acceptable levels by reducing the
spread in incident energies, thereby limiting the
number of neutrons in the incident beam or by
improving the shielding of the detectors, the detec-
tors will have to be moved farther from the guide
by placing a deflector in the guide. This will reduce
the effectiveness of the phase space transformer so
this will only be done as a last resort. However,
contingency plans are in place for such an eventu-
ality.

3.2 CNRF Spin Echo Spectrometer

The main components of the CNRF-NSE instru-
ment which is still at a preliminary design stage
(Fig. 2) are described here. Neutrons are first
monochromated using a velocity selector and then
polarized using a supermirror polarizer. Polariza-
tion in transmission geometry is preferred for colli-
mation reasons (with reflection polarizers the
whole instrument has to be able to rotate around
the polarizer axis) although the transmission ge-
ometry is hampered by low polarization efficien-
cies. Next, the neutron spin direction is rotated
from the horizontal forward axis to a vertical direc-
tion (using a 7r/2 flipper) more suitable for use in

the first precession coil (solenoid) where the neu-
tron magnetic moment precesses in a vertical
plane. After the sample position, another preces-
sion coil makes the neutron spin precess in the
other direction. In order to flip the spin direction,
a 7r flipper is used between the two coils (just
before the sample). Next, another rw/2 flipper is re-
quired to rotate the magnetic moment from the ra-
dial direction to an axial one before reaching a spin
analyzer (array of supermirrors). Finally, neutrons
are detected in a position sensitive area detector.

In order for the NSE technique to work, the
"field integral" (i.e., the integral of the magnetic
field over the neutron path) must remain constant
before and after the sample (therefore creating an
"echo"). In practice, it is difficult to make exactly
identical main coils to be used before and after the
sample, so that besides the main coils, other
smaller "correcting" coils are also used. Correction
coils are added before the sample to optimize the
echo and around the sample to correct for the
earth magnetic field. No steel or magnetic materi-
als can be used in making the coils or close to the
instrument. Moreover, because very stable DC cur-
rent supplies are required, current stabilities of the
order of dI/I- 10-5 have to be achieved.

The CNRF-NSE spectrometer is in the prelimi-
nary design stage; detailed designs are planned to
start soon.

4. Summary

We have presented the operating principles of
two ultrahigh energy resolution neutron scattering
spectrometers, the backscattering spectrometer
and the spin echo spectrometer and have described
types of measurements which can be done with
these instruments at the Cold Neutron Research
Facility at NIST. We have also discussed the basic
design of the cold neutron backscattering spec-
trometer to be built in the CNRF. This information
will assist researchers who are considering ultra-
high energy resolution neutron scattering experi-
ments at NIST.
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for Standards and Science, and detector angle. The improved sen-
sitivity over the current thermal depth

Korea 305-606 profiling instrument has permitted the Accepted: August 18, 1992

1. Introduction

The National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy has operated since 1982 a dedicated NDP facil-
ity [1] using thermal neutrons at the NIST reactor.
This paper describes applications of the NDP tech-
nique, presents a new cold neutron depth profiling
(CNDP) instrument located on the CNRF at the
NIST reactor, and gives in the Appendix an exten-
sive bibliography of NDP publications as of July
1991.

In 1972 Ziegler et al. [2] first reported the devel-
opment of a near-surface technique which has come
to be known as neutron depth profiling (NDP).
NDP is an isotope specific, nondestructive tech-
nique for the measurement of concentration versus
depth distributions in the near-surface region of
solids. This technique uses neutron induced reac-
tions to measure the concentration versus depth
profiles of a number of the light elements. NDP

allows the first few micrometers of nearly any con-
densed material to be probed nondestructively.
Biersack and coworkers [3,4] at the Institut Laue-
Langevin facility in Grenoble subsequently ad-
vanced the technique to much of its present
capabilities.

Since its introduction, over 100 articles have been
published (see Appendix) describing the use of
NDP to investigate materials and effects directly
relating to materials research. The widespread
application of NDP has been limited primarily by
the number of intense neutron sources available-
nuclear research reactors. Besides the NIST facili-
ties, the United States has four other NDP facilities
in use or under development: the University of
Michigan Ford Nuclear Reactor [5,6], Texas A&M
University [7], University of Texas at Austin [8], and
North Carolina State University [9]. This activity,
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much of it recent, indicates that NDP has signifi-
cant potential for materials research, and particu-
larly for semiconductor research.

2. Fundamentals of the Technique

2.1 Physics

Lithium, beryllium, boron, sodium, and a num-
ber of other elements, have an isotope that, upon
capturing a thermal neutron, undergoes an exoer-
gic charged particle reaction. These reactions pro-
duce either a proton or an alpha particle,
depending upon the isotope, and a recoiling nu-
cleus. Each emitted particle has a specific kinetic
energy defined by the Q-value of the reaction
which in turn serves to identify the element. For
the case of lithium, the reaction proceeds as

'Li + n->4 He(2055 keV) + 3H(2727 keV). (1)

Four elements, Li, Be, B, and Na, are particu-
larly well suited for the NDP technique since their
neutron cross sections are quite large relative to
other particle-producing reactions (see Table 1). In
principle, there are essentially no interferences and
profiling is permissible for all host materials. In
practice, however, background contributions arise
from energetic electrons and photons when analyz-
ing materials that contain elements with significant
(n, y) cross sections.

To obtain a depth profile, a well-collimated
beam of low energy neutrons (<10-2 eV) is used
to illuminate a sample volume uniformly. While
most of the neutrons pass through the sample with-
out interacting, those sites containing reactive
atoms capture neutrons in proportion to the cap-
ture cross section of the nuclide and act as an
isotropic source of monoenergetic charged parti-
cles. The particles travel outward in essentially
straight paths and lose energy primarily through
numerous interactions with the electrons of the
matrix. The difference between the well-known ini-
tial energy of the particle and its residual energy
upon emerging from the surface of the sample is
directly related to the depth of origin for the parti-
cles (i.e., the site of the parent atom). The target
chamber is kept under vacuum so that no addi-
tional energy is lost from the emerging particle as it
travels between the sample surface and the detec-
tor. Because the low-energy neutron carries very
little momentum, the reaction center of mass is co-
incident with the site of the parent atom.

Sample damage due to temperature rise is mini-
mal during the analysis. In the worst case, if an
entire 109 n/cm2 s beam is stopped by boron reac-
tions in a sample, the temperature would reach a
steady-state value of only 0.7 K greater than ambi-
ent. This calculation assumes there is no heat
removal other than radiative. Such an extreme ex-
ample would contain the equivalent of a few
millimeters thickness of pure "'B. The amount of

Table 1. Summary of the NDP reaction characteristics and example detection sensitivities for the 20
MW NIST reactor

Elem. Reaction %Abundancc or Energy of emitted Cross section Detection
(atoms/mCi)' particles (barns) limit

(keV) (atoms/cm2 )'

He 3He(n,p) 3 H 0.00014 572 191 5333 1.5 x 1012
Li 6 Li(na) 3H 7.5 2055 2727 940 9.0 x 1012
Be' 7Be(np) 7 Li (2.5 x 10'4) 1438 207 48000 1.7 x 1011
B "'B(na) 7 Li 19.9 1472 840 3837 2.1 x 1012
N '4 N(n,p)' 4 C 99.6 584 42 1.83 4.5 x 10'5
0 '7 0(n,a) 14 C 0.038 1413 404 0.24 3.5 x 106'
Nat' 2 2 Na(np) 22Ne (4.4 x 1015) 2247 103 31000 2.3 x 10"1
S 3 3S(nc x)3 "Si 0.75 3081 411 0.19 6.0x 1016
Cl 3 5Cl(np)35 S 75.8 598 17 0.49 1.7 x 1016
K 4"'K(np)4(Ar 0.012 2231 56 4.4 1.9 x 1015
Ni' 59Ni(ncx)56Fe (1.3 x 102") 4757 340 12.3 7.0 x 1014

'Radioactive species.
bDetection limit based on 0.1 cps, 0.013 Sr detector solid angle, and a neutron intensity of 6x 109 s -.
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target nuclide consumed during a typical analysis is
only a few tens-of-thousands of atoms. Some dam-
age does occur due to knock-on of the outgoing
charged particles with the matrix atoms. Here
again the damage is small compared to nearly any
other "nondestructive" analytical technique.

The depth corresponding to the determined en-
ergy loss for the emitted particle is determined by
using the characteristic stopping power of the mate-
rial, as compiled by Ziegler [10] and others [11] or
by estimating the stopping power for compounds
using Bragg's law [12] (i.e., the linear addition of
the stopping powers of individual elemental con-
stituents). The chemical or electrical state of the
target atoms has an inconsequential effect on the
measured profile in the NDP technique. Only the
concentration of the major elements in the material
is needed to establish the depth scale through the
relationship of stopping power.

Mathematically, the relationship between depth
and residual energy can be expressed as

E()

x= f dE/S(E), (2)
E(x)

where x is the path length traveled by the particle
through the matrix material, E( is the initial energy
of the particle, E(x) is the energy of the emerging
particle, and S (E) represents the stopping power of
the material. Examples of the relationship between
x and E(x) are displayed in Fig. 1 for `'B in silicon
and 22Na in silicon.

2.2 Elemental Detection Limits

The detection limit of the NDP method is directly
proportional to the total neutron fluence and to the
cross section of the reaction of interest. In the low-
energy region, these cross sections are inversely
proportional to the square root of the neutron en-
ergy. The lower the neutron energy, the greater the
reaction rate. In a moderating medium, such as wa-
ter, the neutrons, which start out with a few MeV of
energy, are slowed down by successive collisions ap-
proaching temperature equilibrium with their sur-
roundings. By lowering the temperature of the
moderator, the average energy of the neutrons is
also lowered (more commonly referred to as neu-
trons having a longer wavelength). Figure 2 gives
the neutron distribution as a function of neutron
wavelength for the NIST cold source; a 65 K
Maxwellian distribution of neutrons is given for
comparison. By integrating a reaction cross section
over this distribution, one can obtain a spectrum-
weighted average cross section for this neutron

beam. The neutron beam is filtered with highest
quality single-crystal sapphire so that epithermal
neutrons and gamma radiation are preferentially
scattered from the beam [13]. Although this filter-
ing further reduces the cold source moderated neu-
tron fluence rate by about 30 percent, there will be
less radiation damage induced in sensitive materials
such as polymers used in photoresists or ionic con-
ductors. After taking into account the additional ef-
fect of the 135 mm of sapphire filter in the beam,
the sensitivity of the CNDP instrument is increased
by a factor of 1.7 solely from the effect of having
lowered the energy of the neutrons from a thermal
average distribution.
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Fig. 1. Plots depicting the relationship between the residual en-
ergy of charged particles, and depth of the originating nuclear
reaction. Plot (a) gives the residual alpha particle energy versus
depth for "'B in silicon, and plot (b) gives the relationship of the
residual proton energy versus depth for 22 Na in silicon.

The number of charged particle counts collected
in a data channel, of energy width dE, is directly
proportional to the concentration of target atoms
located within that corresponding depth interval.
Upon calibrating the facility against an accurate iso-
topic standard, concentrations can be measured for
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Fig. 2. A corrected wavelength distribution, measured by time-
of-flight, for the cold source operating at 30 K with 7.5% H20
homogeneously mixed in the D2O. The solid curve is a
Maxwellian spectrum for a temperature of 65 K that gave the
best fit to the data from 3 to 9 A.

that isotope (or other similar reactions) in subse-
quent samples, independent of the matrix, the con-
centration level, or location (within the depth that
induced particles can escape the sample surface
and be detected). Table 1 lists several properties
for target atoms and the detection limits using the
CNDP facility at the NIST reactor. Isotopes with
charged particle cross sections of about a barn or
greater are given. The conservative detection limits
listed were calculated assuming 0.1 cps and a de-
tector acceptance solid angle of 0.1 percent. As-
suming a practical profiling depth of 2 ,.m for the
case of boron in silicon, boron concentrations down
to the ppm (atom %) level can be accurately mea-
sured. The time required for an analysis is a func-

tion of the element and the desired accuracy. A
boron implant of 1 x 10i5 atoms per cm2 typically
takes a few hours to obtain 1 percent precision
(counting statistics) at most points along the profile
curve. Since the background signal is almost negli-
gible, a sample could be counted for tens of hours
to obtain the required definition in the profile
shape.

2.3 Reaction Product Energy Spectra

The charged particle energy spectrum is
collected using a transmission-type silicon surface
barrier detector, electronic amplifiers, an analog-
to-digital converter and a multichannel analyzer
(see Fig. 3). For the NDP system at NIST, a refer-
ence pulse is also fed into the electronics to moni-
tor the stability of the system thus allowing
corrections to be made should electronic drift oc-
cur during the course of the measurement. Other
NDP systems are described more specifically in the
references [1,2,4,6,7,14-21]. By using a computer-
based data acquisition system, the depth profile
can be displayed in real time.

Examples of the detected energy spectra from
three boron containing structures are shown in
Fig. 4. With boron, 94 percent of the neutron reac-
tions are

'`B + n - 4He(1472 keV) + 7Li (840 keV) +

y(478 keV) (3)

and 6 percent of the reactions [22] proceed as

"'B + nA4He(1776 keV) + 7Li(1013 keV). (4)

Fig. 3. Basic diagram of the data acquisition, and analysis electronics for either NDP
facility. Alterations to the upper half of the scheme are necessary for coincidence detec-
tion, and for time of flight detection systems.
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Fig. 4. Energy profiles of particles emitted by the "'B reaction for (a) a

2 nm thick surface deposition, (b) a 740 nm thick borosilicate glass film

on Si, and (c) the depth profile using only the 1472 keV alpha particles

from a borophosphosilicate glass film, 1.2 pLrm thick.
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Figure 4(a) is the energy spectrum of a 2 nm
thick, surface deposit of boron on a nickel sub-
strate. Figure 4(b) shows the energy distribution of
particles from a 740 nm thick borosilicate glass
(BSG) film on a silicon wafer substrate. Both fig-
ures show the fourfold redundancy [see Eqs. (3)
and (4)] of depth profiles for a boron containing
material. The 1472 keV alpha particle or its 840
keV 7Li recoil particle are typically used for the
profile determinations because of their higher in-
tensity, however, the remaining two peaks can
serve to confirm the results. Figure 4(c) shows the
depth spectrum of the 1472 keV alpha for a
borophosphosilicate (BPSG) film with a periodic
concentration variation from the surface down to
the glass-silicon interface. The total thickness of
this film is about 1.2 Am.

2.4 Resolution

The broadening of the signal in Fig. 4(a) is pri-
marily due to the energy resolution of the detector
and associated electronics. In addition to the de-
tector and system resolution, other factors that
contribute to the depth resolution include: i) small-
angle scattering of the charged particles within the
sample, ii) energy straggling of the particles, and
iii) the nonzero acceptance angle of the detector
giving a spread in path lengths for particles from
the same depth. These contributions to the resolu-
*tion are treated by Biersack et al. [23] and by Maki
et al. [24]. Item i) above can be seen as a low-
energy tail on sharp spectral features appearing
some three orders-of-magnitude less in intensity
than the main feature.

Each material has a characteristic stopping
power and, therefore, the resolution and the depth
of profiling will vary in different materials. The
lithium particle from the boron reaction has
greater charge than its alpha counterpart and loses
energy more rapidly allowing greater profile reso-
lution; however, the alpha particles have the
greater range and consequently allow deeper pro-
files to be obtained (typically 1 or 2 p.km). The full
width at half maximum (FWHM) resolution in the
depth profile obtained from the 1472 keV alpha of
a boron reaction in silicon is typically a few tens of
nanometers. On the other hand, protons from the
22 Na(np)22Ne reaction give a resolution on the or-
der of a few hundred nanometers, but can be used
to profile 30 to 40 pAm in depth. Since for thermal
or cold neutrons particle emission is isotropic, the
detector can be placed at an angle with respect to
the normal of the sample surface to view longer

particle path lengths from the same sample depth.
The depth resolution is improved in this fashion
and has been shown to be as well defined as 7 nm
(FWHM) for the case of boron in silicon [23,25].
Small concentration variations in the first nanome-
ter of a sample surface can often be identified by
comparing differentiated spectra of known homo-
geneous standards with that of differentiated spec-
tra of unknown samples. Deconvolution algorithms
used to unfold the system response function from
collected energy spectra [2,24,26-30] have provided
improvement in depth resolution by greatly reduc-
ing system resolution broadening. With some a pn-
on knowledge of the sample, modeling of the
spectrum reveals subtle concentration variations.

Improvements to detection limits for NDP re-
quire either more intense neutron sources or
changes in basic instrumental design. Using larger
detectors for greater solid angles are a more effi-
cient use of the existing neutron fluences, however,
the energy resolution is degraded. As the energy
resolution of charged particle detectors improves
there is a corresponding gain in profile resolution.
Better algorithms for the deconvolution of system
response from the energy spectrum are necessary
as well. Fink et al. [16] have described a charged
particle energy analyzer for NDP using electromag-
netic focusing that should improve the energy reso-
lution, while reducing the photon induced
background levels.

Another approach is the use of a coincidence
technique [31]. If the sample is thin enough to al-
low both the light particle and the recoil nucleus to
escape from opposing surfaces of the sample, two
detectors can be used to detect both particles
simultaneously. By requiring a coincidence be-
tween the two detectors, background interferences
are reduced [32] and the solid angle of collection
can be increased by 10 to 100 fold by bringing the
detector closer to the sample. The depth resolution
is improved because there is no dependency upon
solid angle of acceptance to the detector. Mathe-
matically this is made possible by the fact that the
sum of the energy loss and the residual energy of
the two reaction products must equal the Q-value
of the reaction. The major disadvantages are that
the sample must be thin enough to permit the es-
cape of both reaction products and that only a few
elements are applicable to this method.

Both neutron intensity and gain in spatial resolu-
tion will be possible with a neutron focusing device
currently being developed at NIST [33]. Long
wavelength neutrons are guided to areas of a few
mm square providing locally high neutron fluences.
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This will permit the development of two- and
three-dimensional neutron depth profiling. The use
of position sensitive detectors and ion optics can
further accelerate progress toward three dimen-
sional nondestructive depth profilinp.

3. Applications

The development of the neutron depth profiling
technique has been motivated by the importance of
light elements in optical, polymer, metal alloy and
especially microelectronic materials. Boron is
widely used as a p-type dopant in semiconductor
device fabrication and in the insulating passivation
barriers applied either as an organometallic or a
vapor phase deposition of borosilicate glass. NDP
has both good sensitivity for boron and good spatial
resolution to a depth of a few micrometers. It is
used both as a stand alone technique and in a com-
plementary role with a variety of other analytical
methods [34-37]. Recently NDP has been used to
certify the concentration and confirm the profile of
boron in silicon for a NIST Standard Reference
Material (SRM 2137) primarily for the use of sec-
ondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) calibration.

Applications of NDP are quite diverse as can be
seen by the titles of the articles in the appendix.
Although an exhaustive discussion of all the uses
would be beyond the scope of this paper, a few
examples are given to illustrate its strengths.

3.1 Implantation

Ziegler and coworkers [2,18,38,39] introduced
NDP by determining the range and shape of boron
implantation distributions in doped and intrinsic
silicon wafers. With the resultant profiles, they
were able to calculate diffusion coefficients for
boron in crystalline, amorphous, and arsenic doped
silicon. Since little experimental data existed for
the case of boron to judge the validity of the cur-
rent range theories, the shape of the boron profiles
from NDP were of great interest. NDP and other
techniques have since been able to show that a
Pearson IV model rather than a Gaussian profile
describes more accurately the implant distribution
[24,28,40-42].

In subsequent experiments, Biersack et al. [43]
used the boron (n, a) reaction to show the effect of
pre- and post-irradiation damage on boron implan-
tation profiles. By post-irradiating a boron implant
in silicon with 200 keV H- , a migration of the
boron to the induced damage sites was observed.
In the same paper, diffusion and trapping of
lithium ions in niobium were reported. Using the

lithium (n, a) reaction, irradiation induced crystal
defects were mapped through a depth of several
micrometers for a variety of sample treatment con-
ditions.

Of significant interest is the fact that determina-
tions by NDP induce negligible damage to most
materials. Sample surfaces are neither sputtered,
as observed with SIMS, nor is the sample matrix
altered. The thermal neutrons carry an insignifi-
cant amount of momentum into the material and
induced reactions are of such low intensity that ra-
diation damage is usually negligible. This allows
precisely the same sample volume to be subjected
to different processing conditions and to be exam-
ined by NDP at each stage. The sample may there-
after be passed to another analytical method such
as SIMS, Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS), Pro-
ton Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE), Spreading
Resistence Profiling (SRP), or Atomic Emission
Spectrometry (AES) to obtain complementary data
on the material. Analysis of the same sample by
different methods allows extensive experimental
testing of possible variability between samples or
even across a single sample. As a result, NDP has
been used as a reference technique for other meth-
ods of analysis [34]. If radioactive nuclides are
formed during an analysis, it may not be desirable
to place the sample in a sputtering-type instru-
ment, thus avoiding possible contamination of sen-
sitive detectors. This is certainly not the case for
silicon wafers and most other electronic materials
due to their very small neutron activation cross sec-
tions.

Some of the features observed for an NDP pro-
file are illustrated in Fig. 5. Curve 5(a) is an NDP
profile for a 70 keV "'B implant in silicon at a total
dose of 4 x 10i atoms per cm2. To prevent chan-
nelling of the boron, the implant was made nomi-
nally 70 off normal in silicon cut perpendicular to
the < 111 > surface. Curve 5(b) is the same wafer
after being annealed at 1000 'C for 30 min. The
diffusion broadening bounded by the surface is
clearly apparent. The apparent boron concentra-
tion above the surface is an artifact of the detector
resolution. Of particular interest is the small peak
near the surface. A small unintentional air leak
into the nitrogen back-filled annealing furnace al-
lowed a thin film of SiO 2 to grow on the silicon
wafer surface. The segregation coefficient of boron
between Si and SiO 2 favors movement of the boron
in the direction of the SiO2 . Boron, as a conse-
quence, was extracted from the bulk Si wafer into
the surface SiO2 . In a similar case Downing et al.
[44] have shown that the native oxide (1.0-1.5 nm)
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discontinuity exists at the interface of the two mate-
rials. The same region is shown again after anneal-
ing the sample for 30 min at 1000 0C [34]. At the
mean depth of the original implant, a residual peak

_ remains. The solid solubility of boron in silicon had
been exceeded in the original implant which is sus-
pected [50] to give rise to Si-B compounds. Since

n the diffusivity of boron is much less in silicon diox-
ide than in silicon, the boron on the silicon side of
interface migrates into the bulk silicon while the
boron on the SiO2 side of the interface remains es-
sentially immobile during the annealing. The segre-

0.8 1.0 gation coefficient of boron between Si and SiO2
favors the SiO2 which accounts for the increase in
boron concentration at the interface analogous to

Fig. 5. NDP depth profiles for a 70 keV "B implant in silicon
at a dose of 4 x 10'5 atoms per cm2. Depicted are (a) the as-im-
planted profile, and (b) after a 30 min anneal at 1000 'C., and
indicating air leak during anneal.

that appears on nearly all Si surfaces is contami-
nated with boron at a level of 1012-10"3 atoms/cm2 .

Boron profiles by NDP in mercury cadmium tel-
luride, an infrared detector material, have been
measured by Ryssel et al. [45], Vodopyanov et al.
[46], and Bowman [47]. Cervena et al. [30] have
used NDP to study the implantation profiles of "iB
in several photoresists used in masking operations
and to determine range values for implants in sev-
eral types of grown or deposited SiO2 films.

3.2 Interfacial Profiling

Neutron depth profiling is well suited for mea-
surements across interfacial boundaries. Kvitek et
al. [27] and others [20,21,28,34] have studied pro-
files of boron implanted and diffused across the in-
terfacial region of Si/SiO2. Other NDP experiments
[48,49] have been described for interfaces of silicon,
silicon dioxide or metal on metal, where diffusion
distributions and segregation coefficients were
studied.

Knowledge of stopping powers for the major ele-
mental constituents is the primary requirement to
establish the depth scale. Figure 6 depicts an NDP
profile of boron across an SiO2 - Si interface. Boron
was implanted to a dose of 1 x 1016 atoms per cm2 at
70 keV into a silicon wafer that had 0.2 ,im of ther-
mally grown SiO 2 covering the surface. The 7Li par-
ticle energy spectrum from the "'B(n,a)7 Li reaction
was used for this profile to increase the depth reso-
lution. Notice the smooth transition of the as-
implanted boron concentration across the interfa-
cial region. Although the FWHM depth resolution
is on the order of 10-15 nm, it is clear that no

the effect seen in Fig. 5(b).

1.0I
Oxide Silicon Wafer

cn 0.8-1
(U ~ ~ 1

> 1 Annealed

* .0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
Depth (prn)

Fig. 6. NDP depth profiles for a 70 keV IB implant to a dose
of 1 x 10"6 in an Si wafer that had a 0.2 gum film of thermally
grown SiO2 (a) as deposited, and (b) after a 30 min anneal at
1000 IC.

Matsurnura et al. [19,51] discussed the use of the
NDP method to investigate the diffusivit y of boron
in hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), an
important material in solar cell production. When
using a p- type/intrinsic/n -type (p-i-n ), layered
amorphous silicon structure, the boron from the 60
nm thickp-type layer was observed to diffuse into
the underlying undoped a - SM: layer. From these
measurements, they were able to calculate the acti-
vation energy and diffusion coefficient for boron in
a-SM: (the latter being a dramatic 12 orders of
magnitude larger than for crystalline silicon) and
estimate the deterioration rate of boron-doped
solar cells.

3.3 Channel Blocking

Arrayed-charged particle detectors [40] are used
with the NDP technique to determine both the
energy and lateral position of emitted particles.
Similar to RBS performing channel blocking
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experiments, NDP is used to discern between inter-
stitially or lattice located atoms, but only those iso-
topes which are charged particle emitters. The
minor damage incurred from thermal neutron in-
duced reactions is negligible when compared to
RBS which bombards the sample with highly en-
ergetic charged particles. It therefore seems appro-
priate that one of the first applications of NDP was
to establish the depth and lattice position of do-
pants in single crystal materials [15,52].

Using NDP, Fink et al. [16] have reported varia-
tions in the lattice position of the dopant atoms
with respect to the depth and temperature treat-
ment for boron implants in silicon. One example,
where a boron implant of 1 x 1016 atoms per cm2

was made at 120 keV and annealed at 1000 0C for
1 h, showed that two thirds of the boron atoms
located near the average range of the implant re-
mained unordered. The remaining one third in that
region were shown to be interstitial. The further
from the average range of the implanted atoms,
both above and below the plane, the more nearly
substitutional the boron atoms were in the matrix.
The largest component of the total boron im-
planted in these regions, however, remained ran-
domly located in the lattice.

In the past, researchers [53] have used etchable
acetate foils to map the channel blocking pattern,
analogous to the nuclear track technique (NTT)
method of particle counting. However, quantitative
analysis becomes tedious with this method and lit-
tle depth information is obtained. A review of
channel blocking by NDP for boron in silicon is
presented by Fink et al. [161

3.4 Thin Films and Leaching

Materials for optical waveguides and fiber optics
depend on uniform composition to prevent changes
in the refractive index of the material, which can
reduce the intensity of signal transmissions. Similar
materials are used in thin, insulating overcoats on
electronic devices. The high solubility and mobility
of boron and lithium in these technologically im-
portant materials make them susceptible to leach-
ing during wet processing, annealing at elevated
temperatures, and during the cutting or polishing
of surfaces. Riley et al. [54] have studied some of
the effects that the processing steps can have on
boron in the near surface region of fiber-optic-
grade glasses. Using NDP, SIMS, Nuclear Track
Technique (NTT), and prompt gamma activation
analysis (PGAA) to quantify and map the boron
distribution, they were able to show that a signifi-

cant amount of leaching occurs within the first few
micrometers of the samples when a fine grinding
cut was made in the presence of an aqueous
coolant. The leaching of boron from the near sur-
face is obvious and can be attributed to the action
of the water during the cutting step. In their study,
Riley et al. demonstrated that leaching could be
avoided by substituting a glycol based liquid for the
water coolant during the cut.

For a sufficiently thin film, such as a BSG over-
coat on a silicon wafer, a single NDP spectrum is
capable of revealing the thickness, the boron distri-
bution profile, and the total amount of boron
present. Changes in the film can be quantified sub-
sequent to wafer annealing. This processing is de-
signed to drive out trapped reaction products in
the CVD process and remove trapped voids from
the glass film. Also, the effect of reflowing the glass
film on the original boron profile can be shown,
including boron loss and diffusion into the sub-
strate [55].

4. The CNDP Instrument

The cold neutron source in the NIST research
reactor (called NBSR) is a block of D2 0-H 2 0

(7.5% - H 20) ice cooled to -45 K by recirculating
helium gas. The gas is circulated by a compressor
through a refrigerator capable of removing 1 kW of
heat at 20 K. A lead-bismuth shield removes most
of the gamma heating before it reaches the cryostat
and cold moderator. Figure 7 indicates the layout
of Cold Tube West (CT-W) on which the NDP in-
strument is located. The neutrons are filtered by
135 mm of single crystal sapphire which has the
effect of reducing the slow neutron fluence rate by
1/3, but the fast neutron fluence rate by a factor of
about 500. Collimators are located both within the
biological shield and in the external-to-the-shield
rotating shutter. The shutter is two cylinders,
whose beam tubes fully align in the beam open
configuration and are nonaligned in the beam
closed configuration. The collimator pieces in these
shutters can be accessed in the beam closed config-
uration with the reactor at full power. The diame-
ter and intensity of the neutron beam can then be
modified at any time to suit the needs of a particu-
lar experiment. The measured neutron fluence rate
(capture flux) at the target position with the 16 mm
diameter collimator is 1.2 x 109 cm 2 s-'. A pan-
cake fission chamber mounted on the entrance
port of the NDP chamber provides a run to run
monitor.
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Fig. 7. A schematic layout of Cold Tube-West
sample chamber.

The target chamber was obtained from a com-
mercial vendor using a design developed at NIST.
The entire chamber is stainless steel and uses cop-
per gaskets at all but three sealing surfaces: the
beam entrance and exit windows and the opening
used for changing samples. This last surface can
use either viton 0-rings or copper gaskets. In prac-
tice, the desire to change samples quickly usually
outweighs the need for ultra high vacuum, but that
capability is readily accessible. The chamber itself
is a 610 mm diameter cylinder with access ports in
the top and bottom plates as well as through the
side walls. All flanges conform to standard Conflat'
flange specifications making it possible to add new
features to the chamber. Some of these include in
situ cleaning of samples, time-of-flight measure-
ments, heating and cooling of the sample, and cool-
ing of the surface barrier detectors.

The beam enters and exits through 100 mm di-
ameter ports sealed with thin aluminum windows.
These can be replaced with sapphire windows if a
metal gasket seal is required. The chamber is evac-
uated with a 180 L/s magnetic bearing turbo molec-
ular pump. This pump was chosen to reduce
microphonic effects on the charged particle detec-
tors. The detectors are transmission-type surface
barrier detectors in a ring mount. A rotary base

' Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are
identified in this paper to specify adequately the experimental
procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation
or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment
identified arc necessarily the best available for the purpose.

showing the relative positions of the cold source, sapphire filters, collimators, and the

positions the charged particle detectors about the
axis of the sample. Detectors can be placed at any
angle and detectors can be mounted every 10°.
Currently, there exists electronics to operate four
detectors simultaneously.

Samples (up to 200 mm in diameter) are
mounted on a set of motor driven positioners. A
second rotary base selects the angle of the sample
with respect to the beam. The ability to rotate the
detectors and sample independently allows the de-
tector to be positioned at any angle with respect to
the sample without putting the detector in the
beam. Mounted on top of the sample rotator are x
and y positioners. These have 150 mm of travel
each, allowing a full scan of 150 x 150 mm sample
areas. All four positioning devices are controlled by
a PC compatible microcomputer. Figure 8 is a pho-
tograph of the interior of the CNDP target cham-
ber. A program has been written in BASIC to
enable unattended sample scans. The signals from
the detectors are processed in a standard fashion
and are interfaced with a multiuser minicomputer.
This computer can simultaneously process data
from both the thermal and cold NDP facilities.
Spectra from these computers can then be trans-
ferred to a variety of other computers for data re-
duction, plotting, etc. A comparison of several
characteristics of the two NDP facilities at NIST is
given in Table 2.

Figure 9 is an 7 0(n,a) 4 C profile taken at the
CNDP facility. The sample of Cobalt Nickel Oxide
(enriched to 50% 'O) was prepared by Eastman
Kodak. A surface boron contamination is observed
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. 8. A photograph of the CNDP sample holder/positioning equipment without the vacuum chamber. A 150 mm silicon wafer is
own in sample position for a sense of dimensions. The sample can be independently translated in two-dimensions and rotated. A
nsmission-type surface barrier detector is on the right which is mounted on an independently rotatable base.

the right of the oxygen profile. Because the
attenuated energy of the alpha from the boron
action is higher in energy (1472 keV) than that of
e full energy alpha from the oxygen (1413 keV),
e boron profile appears as an artifact peak
bove" the surface on the oxygen depth scale. Ad-
stment of the depth scale will produce a boron
ncentration profile. To our knowledge, this is the
st nondestructive determination of near surface
ygen made by NDP.

New Capabilities

Several features are planned for the CNDP in-
ument in addition to those discussed in the
ove section on detection limits [221. This in-
ides cooling of the charged particle detectors

which has the effect of reducing the thermal in-
duced electronic noise present in the detector. Ten
or more percent improvement in the detector reso-
lution is to be expected by cooling the detector to
liquid nitrogen temperatures. Another planned
feature of the CNDP system is sputter cleaning by
low energy ion beams of sample surfaces in the
target chamber. This is important for ultra high
vacuum applications, particularly when a time of
flight detector is being used. For both UHV and
normal applications sputtering can be employed to
remove surface layers systematically for profiling
deeper into the material. In situ heating and cool-
ing of samples for diffusion and annealing studies
will also enhance the usefulness of the NDP facil-
ity.
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Depth (micrometers)

Fig. 9. The profile of oxygen-17 obtained using the cold NDP instrument.
The sample was Cobalt-Nickel Oxide enriched with 17O. The small boron
peak is due to a contaminant on the surface of the sample. See text for de-
scription.

Table 2. Comparison of the two NIST facilities used for NDP. The thermal NDP facility is located at beam tube 3 (BT-3),
and has been operational since 1982. The cold NDP facility is a CNRF instrument located at cold tube-west (CT-W), and
has been operational since November 1990

BT-3 (thermal) CT-W (cold)

Thermal equivalent fluence rate
Sapphire filtering
Peak neutron energy
Relative sensitivity
Gamma dose
Maximum sample size
Typical beam diameter at sample position
Number of detectors
Remote sample, and detector rotation
Incremental rotational detector movement
Sample scanning
Incremental rotational sample movement
Incremental translational sample movement (X-Y)
UHV capability

4x10 8 cm- 2 s-'
200 mm

22.5 meV
1

400 mR/h
100 x 100 mm

13 mm
2

Yes
0.001°

No
0.010

Hand positioned
No

1.2 x 109 cm- 2 sol
135 mm
-8 meV

3
o400 mR/h

200 x 200 mm
30 mm

4 (more possible)
Yes

0.025°
Yes

0.025°
3.2 Am

Yes
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6. Summary

NDP provides an isotope specific, nondestructive
technique for the measurement of concentration
versus depth distributions in the near-surface re-
gion of solids. The simplicity of the method and the
interpretation of data have been described. Major
points to be made for NDP as an analytical tech-
nique include: i) it is nondestructive; ii) isotopic

concentrations are determined quantitatively; iii)
profiling measurements can be performed in essen-
tially all solid materials with depth resolution and
depth of analysis being material dependent; iv) it is
capable of profiling across interfacial boundaries;
and v) there are few interferences. The profiles are
generated in real-time, analyzing depths of up to
tens of micrometers. NDP is applied to many areas
of materials research, as discussed here and in the
references given in the Appendix. With the instal-
lation of the CNDP facility the ability to obtain
oxygen profiles as well as those for chlorine or sul-
fur is now possible adding to the elements previ-
ously analyzed at NIST: boron, lithium, nitrogen,
sodium, beryllium, and helium.
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Richard M. Lindstrom A permanent, full-time instrument for thermal-neutron instrument at this re-
prompt-gamma activation analysis is actor. Hydrogen backgrounds of a few

National Institute of Standards nearing completion as part of the Cold micrograms have already been achieved,
and Technology, Neutron Research Facility (CNRF). which promises to be of value in nu-
Gaithersburg, MD 20899 The design of the analytical system has merous applications where quantitativebeen optimized for high gamma detec- nondestructive analysis of small quanti-

tion efficiency and low background, ties of hydrogen in materials is neces-
particularly for hydrogen. Because of sary.
the purity of the neutron beam, shield-
ing requirements are modest and the Key words: activation analysis; cold
scatter-capture background is low. As a neutron beams; elemental analysis; neu-
result of a compact sample-detector ge- tron capture gamma rays; nuclear ana-
ometry, the sensitivity (counting rate lytical methods; prompt gamma-rays.
per gram of analyte) is a factor of four
better than the existing Maryland-NIST Accepted: August 10, 1992

1. Introduction

The nuclei of some elements of a sample placed
in a field of neutrons absorb neutrons and are
transformed to an isotope of higher mass number.
Conventional neutron activation analysis employs
the radiations emitted during the decay of radioac-
tive products for elemental analysis. Some elements
do not produce radioactive capture products, but
do emit prompt gamma rays at the time of neutron
capture. If the sample is placed in an external neu-
tron beam from a reactor and viewed by a high-res-
olution gamma-ray spectrometer, these gamma
rays allow qualitative identification and quantita-
tive analysis of the neutron-capturing elements
present in the sample.

As the simplest example, 'H captures a neutron
to produce an excited nuclear state of deuterium
(Fig. 1). The energy of this state is precisely deter-
mined through the Einstein relation by the differ-

ence between the masses of the separated neutron
and proton and that of the ground state of the
deuteron. For a slow neutron this energy is 2224.6
keV. The only available deexcitation mode of this
compound nucleus is by the emission of a gamma
ray of 2223.23 keV energy, the balance of the reac-
tion energy being carried off as recoil by the
deuteron. The presence of a gamma ray of this en-
ergy in the spectrum of a specimen during neutron
irradiation indicates the presence of hydrogen in
the sample, and the intensity of this gamma ray
relative to a standard is a quantitative measure of
the amount of hydrogen present. This analytical
technique has been given a number of names, most
often neutron-capture prompt-gamma-ray activa-
tion analysis, which we abbreviate as PGAA. Cold
neutrons offer substantially improved analytical
sensitivity over thermal neutron beams.
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1H+ n

Y 2223.23
keV

Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of the A = 2 system.

2. Principles
2.1 Experimental

The apparatus is conceptually simple (Fig. 2): A
collimated beam of neutrons is extracted from the
reactor and the sample inserted into the beam. A
germanium detector, coupled to a multichannel

Neutron
Cold collimator Sample

neutronsfrom filter _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S h u t. a e I 3
Shutter

pulse height analyzer and computer, measures the
energy and intensity of the prompt gamma radia-
tion emitted. The apparatus is completed by a
beam stop to absorb the neutrons which are not
absorbed by the sample, and the shielding neces-
sary to protect the detector and the experimenters
from stray gamma rays and neutrons.

2.2 Applicability

The use of neutron-capture gamma rays as a
method of elemental analysis was introduced many
years ago [1-3]. With the development of large,
high-resolution gamma-ray detectors in the past
decade, PGAA has taken its place as a comple-
mentary technique alongside conventional neutron
activation analysis [4,5]. This method is particularly
useful for determining nondestructively elements
which absorb neutrons but do not produce radioac-
tive products. The PGAA method analyzes the en-
tire sample, including any substrate or container by
which it is supported in the beam. The values of
the nuclear parameters and the abundances of the

Neutron guide and
sample assembly

Beam (side view)
stop

* I

Gamma detector
and lead shield

(top view, cross section)

. 1.Om m

Fig. 2. Schematic of the PGAA apparatus.
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elements in common materials are such that
PGAA finds its greatest applicability in the deter-
mination of nonmetals that form the major and mi-
nor elements of geological and biological materials
(H, C, N, Si, P, S), or trace elements with high
thermal capture cross sections (B, Cd, Gd) that are
not readily determinable by other techniques.

PGAA has been used alone to measure up to 21
elements in standard rocks [6,7], and in combina-
tion with conventional instrumental neutron activa-
tion analysis- (INAA) to measure as many as 48
elements in coal without chemical separation [8].
These two complementary techniques have been
extensively used in the study of natural and man-
made atmospheric aerosols [9]. Two bibliographies
of PGAA applications have been compiled [10,11].

Partly because of the need for continuing access
to a reactor neutron beam, application of PGAA as
a routine method of elemental analysis has been
pursued to date at only a few laboratories on a full-
time basis (for reviews see [12,13]). Because of
lower neutron fluence rate and (usually) lower
gamma-ray detection efficiency, the sensitivity of
the method for most elements is two to three or-
ders of magnitude worse than INAA, which limits
most routine applications to the determination of
the above mentioned elements. Irradiation times of
at least several hours are required for most multi-
element analysis, hence the throughput is low be-
cause only one sample can be irradiated and
measured at a time.

The sensitivity of PGAA for a given element, ex-
pressed in counts s-'g-', is given by

NA I c r Fe (E)M (1)

where

S = sensitivity, counts-s-'g -'

NA =Avogadro's number
I =fractional abundance of the capturing iso-

tope
= neutron capture cross section, cm2

5 =neutron fluence rate, cm 2SI

I =gamma ray yield, photons per capture
e(E) = gamma ray detection efficiency at energy E,

counts/photon
M = atomic weight

The useful detection limit in practice is set by
the sensitivity, the counting precision required, the
blank (signal in the absence of a sample), and the

peaked and continuum background caused by all
components of the sample.

2.3 Sample Considerations

For a successful PGAA measurement, the sam-
ple must be large enough for the analyte to give a
usefully strong signal, and small enough that the
total capture rate is not too high for the detector
and that neutron and gamma-ray scattering and ab-
sorption within the sample gives acceptably small
errors. For many materials the optimum sample
size lies between 0.1 and 10 g. Samples with special
geometry such as entire silicon wafers can be ac-
commodated. Ready access to the sample position
may make feasible the nondestructive analysis at
low temperature of volatile materials such as solid
cometary samples [14].

In the analysis of plant and animal tissue, both
detection limits and accuracy of PGAA measure-
ments are often determined by the amount of hy-
drogen in the sample. The strong hydrogen capture
gamma ray at 2223.2 keV is accompanied by a high
Compton continuum, which makes the detection
limits of other elements below 1995 keV poorer
than they would otherwise be. Active Compton
suppression can reduce this baseline substantially,
but not eliminate it. Because of neutron scattering
in the sample, a high concentration of hydrogen in
the analytical matrix may lead to either larger or
smaller signals per gram of the elements of interest
[15,16]. This source of bias is minimized for spheri-
cal or near-spherical samples [17,18].

3. PGAA at the CNRF
3.1 Cold Neutrons

For chemical analysis, the ideal neutron field has
the largest possible number of activating particles
(slow neutrons) per second per unit area at the
sample, and the smallest possible number of inter-
fering particles (fast neutrons and background
gamma rays) at the detector. A narrow beam is de-
sirable so that the gamma-ray detector can be
moved near the sample and the size of the shield-
ing may be minimized. The beam need not be par-
allel, but its intensity should be uniform across the
target.

A guided beam of cold neutrons meets these re-
quirements very well [19]. Cold neutrons have been
applied to PGAA in only a few laboratories to date
[20-23], though several instruments are under
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construction or active planning [24-26]. As Maier-
Leibnitz pointed out long ago, the reduction in
background by use of a high-quality beam is more
important for analytical purposes than is an in-
crease in the capture rate [19]. Henkelmann and
Born have demonstrated this by collecting spectra
with very low continuum background using a
curved neutron guide at a cold source [23]. Experi-
ence has shown that with purely slow neutrons a
neutron collimator and beam stop can be simple,
lightweight, and compact; merely thin slabs of
metallic 6Li or a 6Li compound without bulky ther-
malizing material or heavy gamma absorbers
[27,21]. In consequence of the low neutron and
gamma-ray background, the gamma detector can
be placed close to the sample where the detection
efficiency is high.

With the high gamma-ray detection efficiency
possible with cold neutron beams, a practical limi-
tation on the analytical usefulness of PGAA will be
the ability to collect data at high counting rates
without distortion. Recent advances in fast ampli-
fier design [28] make it likely that the collection
time for electrons in germanium may become the
rate-limiting process. With large Ge detectors cou-
pled with compact high-Z gating detectors, Ge-Ge
coincidence counting may be done with profit.
Multiparameter counting offers a good solution to
the problem of interfering lines in a crowded spec-
trum.

The capture rate is also higher with cold than
with thermal beams. Since capture cross sections
for most target nuclei are inversely proportional to
the neutron velocity, a neutron at 30 K is three
times as effective as one at 300 K. Multiple reflec-
tions of the neutrons in a straight guide ensure that
the intensity of the beam is more uniform across
the sample than in most thermal irradiation facili-
ties.

3.2 The CNRF Instrument

In the construction of the PGAA instrument at
the CNRF, experience gained with cold neutrons
at the German Nuclear Research Center in Jilich
[21] and with over a decade's operation of the
Maryland-NIST thermal instrument at the NBSR
[6] has been incorporated to give high efficiency,
low background, and facile operation [23]. The
NIST instrument is installed on neutron guide NG-
7 in the CNRF hall (see Fig. 7 of Prask et al., p. 11
this issue). A filter of 152 mm of single-crystal Bi
and 127 mm of Be, both at liquid nitrogen temper-

ature, is installed in the guide 3.1 m upstream from
the PGAA sample position.

The apparatus is shown in Fig. 2. The lower
50 x 45 mm of the 50 x 110 mm NG-7 guide is ex-
tracted into air through a window of magnesium
0.25 mm thick. (The upper 50 x 50 mm beam con-
tinues past the PGAA station another 2 m to the
velocity selector of the 30 m SANS instrument.) A
translating shutter of 6Li glass [30] 15 mm thick just
behind the window admits the neutrons to the sam-
ple. The 10 mm thick glass slab which forms the
bottom of the continuing guide is capped with 15
mm of 'Li glass to avoid background from neutron
scattering and capture. The neutron fluence rate
was measured with 25 lum Au to be 1.5 x 108
cm 2s-' (thermal equivalent: using =omth=9 8.65
b) at a reactor power of 20 MW.

The 1 m section of neutron guide adjacent to the
PGAA station is made of boron-free silicate glass
in order to avoid generating large amounts of "'B
capture gamma radiation from neutron leakage
due to imperfections and misalignment of the
guide. To reduce the neutron background, the out-
side of this guide section is covered with a 6 LiF-
graphite paint [31]. A plate of fused 6Li2CO3 [32]
with a 20 mm aperture, placed just behind the
shutter, collimates the neutron beam to a size not
much larger than a typical sample. A beam stop of
6Li glass is placed behind the sample. Secondary
fast neutrons generated in the collimator and beam
stop by reactions of the fast tritons from 6Li(n,a)3 H
[33] have not yet been troublesome. Hydrogen-con-
taining materials have been avoided to the maxi-
mum extent possible in the vicinity of the sample
and detector. Samples are held in the beam in en-
velopes of 25 pum Teflon' FEP held by taut strings
of 200 pum Teflon PFA between the prongs of a
supporting fork. The volume between the neutron
collimator and the beam stop assembly can be
flooded with He at atmospheric pressure in a
Teflon tent to reduce air scatter and reduce the
hydrogen and nitrogen background.

A Ge gamma-ray detector (27% relative effi-
ciency, 1.7 keV resolution) views the sample
through a 6Li-glass window along an axis at right
angles to the neutron beam. The field of view of
the detector is collimated so as to view chiefly the

' Certain commercial equipment, instruments, or materials are
identified in this paper to specify adequately the experimental
procedure. Such identification does not imply recommendation
or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, nor does it imply that the materials or equipment
identified are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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sample. Environmental gamma radiation is re-
duced by shielding the detector with at least 100
mm of lead in all directions. The lead in turn is
shielded from stray neutrons (which produce 7
MeV Pb capture gamma rays) with sheets of Boral.
The shielded detector is carried on a table, the top
of which is adjustable vertically and parallel to the
beam with leadscrews. The table rolls on a track
perpendicular to the beam to adjust the counting
distance, which can be as close as 200 mm from the
sample to the front face of the detector. Experi-
ments are continually under way to optimize the
shielding in the vicinity of the sample-detector as-
sembly.

Gamma-ray spectra are acquired with a 16384-
channel analog-digital converter (Canberra Nuclear
Data ND581 ADC) coupled to a multichannel
pulse height analyzer (ND556 AIM). The AIM is
controlled over Ethernet by Nuclear Data acquisi-
tion and display software on a VAX-station 3100,
which in turn communicates for data analysis with
a MicroVAX 3400 and numerous other computers
and terminals on the building-wide Ethernet [34].

3.3 Applications

Several measurements have been made in the
short time that this cold-neutron instrument has
been in operation [23]. Sensitivities of a number of
elements were compared with those of the Mary-
land-NIST thermal PGAA instrument. At the same
reactor power, sensitivities for most elements are a
factor of four to six better with the cold-neutron
apparatus. Expected detection limits with the
CNRF instrument are given in Table 1, which are
extrapolated from measured detection limits in bio-
logical and geological materials with the existing
thermal PGAA instrument at NIST [13].

The first measurement with cold neutron PGAA
in the CNRF was the determination of hydrogen in
a sample of C60 fullerene "buckyballs" intended for
neutron scattering studies. Cold-neutron PGAA
found a hydrogen concentration of 0.92 ± 0.09 wt%,
which is too high for satisfactory scattering mea-
surements. After repurification of the material, hy-
drogen was measured again. A 600 mg sample,
contained in the aluminum sample holder intended
for the scattering measurements, was irradiated in
the PGAA beam for 100 min live time while sur-
rounded with a flowing atmosphere of He con-
tained in a Teflon tent. A clear H peak was visible
at more than ten times the intensity of a blank sam-
ple of spectroscopic grade graphite. The sample
was found to contain 0.077 ± 0.014 wt % H, which

Table 1. Expected interference-free detection limits for neu-
tron-capture prompt gamma-ray activation analysisa

Element Det. limit, fig Ev, keV

Hydrogen
Boron
Carbon
Nitrogen
Fluorine
Sodium
Magnesium
Aluminum
Phosphorus
Sulfur
Chlorine
Potassium
Calcium
Titanium
Vanadium
Chromium
Manganese
Iron
Cobalt
Nickel
Copper
Zinc
Arsenic
Selenium
Bromine
Strontium
Molydenum
Silver
Cadmium
Indium
Barium
Neodymium
Samarium
Gadolinium
Gold
Mercury
Lead

2
0.003
4000
400
500
7
200
50
200
30
1
10
60
4
4
15
3
30
1
20
1
70
10
4
10
40
15
3
0.01
0.5
10
1
0.003
0.002
3
0.15
4000

2223
478
1262, 4945
1885, 5298
583, 1634(D)b
472, 869
585, 1809
1779(D), 7724
637, 1072
840, 2379
517, 786
770, 7771
519, 1943
342, 1381
1434(D)
749, 834
847(D), 1811(D)
352, 7631
230, 556
283, 465
159, 278
115, 1077
164
239
195, 244
898, 1836
720,778
192, 236
559, 651
162, 186
627, 818
619, 697
333, 439
182, 1186
215
368
7368

a Assumptions: 24 h irradiation with NBSR at 20 MW.
b (D) signifies a decay gamma ray, not prompt.

was adequately low for the neutron scattering mea-
surements. Numerous samples of pure and substi-
tuted fullerenes have been analyzed (e.g., [35]).

In other work, hydrogen was measured in a
Pr2CuO4 superconductor analog; a 1 h irradiation
gave a concentration of [H] = 0.017 ± 0.010 wt %.
Hydrogen was sought in a 50 nm borophosphosili-
cate glass film on a quarter of a 10 cm silicon wafer;
an upper limit of 2 11g/cm2 was found.

4. Future Plans

Future enhancements to the counting system will
include a redesigned sample positioning and shield-
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ing assembly, a Compton suppressor, an automatic
sample changer, and a second detector system
which will permit y-,y coincidence measurements.
A new cold source under design is predicted to in-
crease the neutron fluence rate by a factor of about
five. The difficulties associated with working adja-
cent to the upper guide-restricted space and Si
capture background-may be ameliorated in the
future by deflecting the PGAA beam away from
the guide. Additional improvement in sensitivity is
possible since neutron optics may be used to focus
cold neutrons onto a small area. Gains of an order
of magnitude in fluence rate may be obtainable by
these techniques [36-38].
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1. Introduction

In most of the experimental facilities at the
CNRF, neutrons are used as probes to study
structures and excitations in condensed matter. By
contrast, the two research stations described in this
article are devoted to the study of the neutron
itself and its interactions. This area of research has
come to be referred to as "fundamental" neutron
physics.

The properties of cold neutron beams at guide
halls are well-suited to fundamental neutron
physics experiments. The slower average speed and
consequent higher density of the neutrons in a cold
beam (as compared to thermal and epithermal
beams) result in improved accuracy in many
measurements due to the longer interaction times
with matter and external fields and the higher
neutron decay activity per unit length. The relative
ease with which cold neutron beams can be polar-
ized and manipulated is very important for a
number of experiments: in particular, it is crucial
for experiments which search for effects due to
parity and time reversal violation. Finally, the rela-
tively quiet environment of a cold neutron guide

hall (as compared to a reactor building) can lead to
enhanced sensitivity in delicate experimental
techniques such as neutron interferometry.

The fundamental neutron physics program at the
NIST cold neutron research facility has two sepa-
rate positions: A) A fixed neutron interferometer
position, and B) an end guide position where
appropriate instruments will be placed as needed
to carry out various fundamental neutron physics
experiments. We will first focus our attention on a
general description of the neutron interferometry
technique. A more detailed description of this
technique can be found in references [1I-[7].

2. Neutron Interferometry
2.1 Background

A neutron interferometer is topologically
analogous to the Mach-Zehnder interferometer of
classical optics and operates on the basis of coher-
ent splitting and recombination of the incident
wave amplitude of a neutron wave through Bragg
reflection in perfect crystals. Various arrangements
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have been realized to obtain interference effects
between spatially separated coherent neutron
beams. One of the most commonly used schemes is
shown in Fig. la. The device consists of three
very flat identical "ears" cut from a monolithic
piece of silicon perfect single crystal leaving the
three ears attached to a common base. The ears
are usually cut perpendicular to strongly reflecting
(220) lattice planes. Such a device is typically 50
to 100 mm in length and ears are typically 1 to
3 mm thick, 30 to 100 mm wide and 10 to 30 mm
high.

Detectors

n-beam ) coonj tor

(a)

paotential
(b)

Fig. 1. Schematic of ILL type neutron interferometer. Such a
device was first tested by Rauch, Treimer, and Bonse in 1974.

In a neutron interferometry experiment the
phase of a neutron wave becomes directly accessi-
ble. In this sense it is very different from other neu-
tron experimental techniques where only the
intensity of a neutron wave is accessible. In a simple
manner the operating principle of such an interfer-
ometer can be understood from Fig. lb. A nomi-
nally monoenergetic incident beam is coherently
split by Bragg reflection in the first crystal ear
(splitter). These two coherent beams are again split
by the second ear (mirror) and finally two of the
beams from the second ear overlap at the third ear
(analyzer). If one of these interfering beams is
phase shifted by an amount 8 with respect to the

other beam due to interaction of some perturbing
potential it can be shown that the expected intensi-
ties in the two detectors C2 and C3 are of the form,

I(C2) = A -B cos,8 (1)

I(C3) = B (1+cosG3), (2)

where A and B are constants depending on the
properties of interferometer crystal and incident
beam flux. The above equations predict that the
sum of the intensities of the outgoing interfering
beams is a constant. As a result the intensity is
"swapped" back and forth between C2 and C3 and
as evident from the above equations shows
sinusoidal patterns. Relevant information about
the interaction between the neutron wave function
and the perturbing potential may be extracted from
the phase, amplitude, and period of the intensity
oscillation pattern.

The transit time of thermal neutrons through
such a device is rather long (typically 30 to 100 ps)
and there are perhaps 109 quantum wavelengths in
each path. To maintain the Bragg condition for a
given wavelength of the neutron beam, the three
ears must remain aligned within better than
106 rad. As a result neutron interferometry ex-
periments are very easily adversely affected by
environmental disturbances. Consequently, very
stringent thermal, vibrational, acoustic, and geo-
metric tolerances are required for successful opera-
tion of a neutron interferometer.

Research in neutron interferometry is primarily
focused on three broad areas: the measurement
of fundamental properties and interactions of
neutrons, tests of fundamental propositions of
quantum mechanics, and development of new
measurement techniques. Since the first neutron
interferometry experiment carried out by Rauch,
Triemer, and Bonse in 1974, a large number of
beautiful experiments have been performed to
probe certain aspects of quantum mechanics which
were previously either untested or indirectly
inferred. The verification of the principle of equiv-
alence in the quantum limit, the spinoral nature of
fermions, and the Aharonov-Casher effect are
some examples. A list of important neutron inter-
ferometry experiments in the last decade and a half
is listed in Table 1. A list of proposed initial exper-
iments for the CNRF interferometer is given in
Table 2.
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Table 1. Neutron Interferometry (1974-1990)

1. First test of Si-crystal interferometer.
Vienna (1974).

2. Sign change of fermion wave function during 27r precession.
ILL,a MURRb (1975, 1976).

3. Gravitationally induced quantum interference.
Ann Arbor, MURR (1975, 1980, 1985, 1986).

4. Neutron Sagnac effect.
Earth's rotation. MURR (1979).
Turntable MIT' (1984).

5. Neutron Fizeau effect.
Moving boundaries. ILL (1981, 1985).
Stationary boundaries, MURR (1985, 1988).

6. Search for non-linear terms in the Schr6dinger equation.
LL interferometer. MIT (1981).
Long wavelength fresnel diffraction. ILL (1981).

7. Search for Aharonov-Bohm effect for neutrons.
MIT (1981).

8. Measurement of neutron longitudinal coherence length.
MURR (1983).

9. Coherent superposition of spin states.
("Wigner phenomena") ILL (1983).

10. Search for quaternions in quantum mechanics.
MURR (1984).

11. Quantum interference in accelerated frames.
ILL (1983).

12. Search for new gauge fields.
MIT (1983).

13. Precision measurement of scattering lengths.
I4 95m, - 5U, 3 He, 3 H (four body nuclear reaction).
ILL, MURR (1975-1985).

14. Observation of the Aharonov-Casher effect.
MURR (1989).

15. Stochastic vs. deterministic attenuation of neutrons.
ILL (1987).

16. Neutron spin-pendellosung resonance.
MIT (1988).

b MURR-Unversity of Missouri Research Reactor.
c MIT -Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
a ILL -Institut Laue-Langevin.

Table 2. Initial scientific programs

End position Interferometer position

1. Determination of neutron 1. Michelson-Morley experi-
lifetime. ment.

2. Time reversal in neutron- 2. Wheeler delayed choice
decay. experiment.

3. Parity violation in neutron- 3. Precision Aharonov-Casher
nuclear scattering. experiment.

4. Measurement of funda- 4. Search for Mahshoon
mental constants of neutron. effect.

5. Determination of neutron- 5. Large-scale interferometer
decay coefficient. development: Cavendish

6. Studies of polarized neutron experiment.
interaction with polarized
nuclei.

2.2 The NIST Interferometer

2.2.1 Interferometer Position This position is
situated in neutron guide number 7 (NG-7). The
neutron interferometer experimental facility will
consist of two major parts: (1) a double crystal
monochromator assembly for extracting neutrons
from the neutron guide, and (2) an environmen-
tally controlled enclosure for experiments. These
are discussed in the next few sections. In addition,
a special interferometer mounting, neutron de-
tection, and beam manipulation and analyzing
setup will be built. A complementary x-ray setup
will also be constructed for experiments and crystal
diagnostics.

2.2.2 Monochromator System A variable-
energy, monochromatic beam is provided by a
double-crystal monochromator assembly. A sche-
matic drawing of the overall layout of the
interferometer station is shown in Fig. 2; a diagram
of the double-crystal monochromator is shown in
Fig. 3. This double-crystal arrangement allows the
neutron beam to remain unidirectional at all
attainable wavelengths. The range of 26 angles is
400 to 900, providing neutrons with energy range
of 15.6 to 3.64 meV from pyrolytic graphite (002)
and 47.7 to 11.2 meV from pressed silicon (220)
monochromator crystals. The reflectivity of pyro-
lytic graphite (002) crystals in the range of wave-
lengths specified is 80% to 90%, while for pressed
Si(220) it is expected to be 60% to 70%. Higher-
order beam contaminants may be filtered-out with
pyrolytic graphite or Be. The beam paths are nec-
essarily rather long in this assembly. Therefore, to
reduce attenuation due to air scattering and diver-
gence, He-filled guide tubes will be employed.
Each monochromator crystal is mounted on small
high-precision rotary tables and positioned in
angle, translation, and tilt by computer-driven
stepping motors. This entire monochromator
assembly is situated up-stream from the enclosure
housing the interferometer vibration isolation plat-
form discussed in the next section. The first
monochromator crystal is mounted inside the neu-
tron guide. This provides a significant reduction in
background as the primary neutron beam does not
pass through any windows or suffer air scattering
between the primary guide sections. A novel
monochromator support has been devised (Fig. 4)
which allows manipulation of the horizontal tilt as
well as the axial position of the crystal within the
guide. The monochromator inside the guide has
been installed recently. All its components have
been tested and work well. A preliminary measur-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the NIST interferometer setup.

ment shows a neutron flux of - 1.0 x 106
neutron * cm 2 * sol at nominal 14.8 meV neutron
energy. To the best of our knowledge this is the
first and only monochromator operating inside a
neutron guide.

2.2.3 Environmental Control Perfect crystal
neutron interferometers are extraordinarily sensi-
tive to environmental perturbations. Temperature
gradients of millidegrees, displacements of fractions
of an nm, velocities of pum/s, rotational velocities of
prad/s, and vibrational amplitudes of nm are suffi-
cient to seriously interfere with experiments. Obvi-
ously, these problems are more severe for the large,
split-component (two or more pieces) interferome-
ters. The major design goal for the interferometer
station is to attain the best practical level of ther-
mal, vibrational, acoustic, and seismic isolation. In
the following we describe the environmental system
designed to minimize environmental noise. The philos-
ophy of the overall environmental system is based
on the notion of. "nested" isolation sub-systems.
Experience has shown that it is difficult to obtain
suitable isolation in a single "step". An implemen-
tation of this philosophy is outlined in Fig. 2.

2.2.4 Thermal Isolation At least three levels
of thermal control are envisioned. In each, a tem-
perature control servo will be used to stabilize the
ambient temperature: the first environment will
consist of a large (-6 x 8 x 3 m) concrete block
house. The temperature of this large house will be
thermostatically controlled by adjusting the flow of
chilled water through radiators mounted on the in-
terior house walls. Within this larger enclosure
there is a smaller, acoustically isolated, quasi-her-
metic room containing a monolithic granite surface
plate with mass of -3000 kg. This enclosure has
been designed and built. The temperature of this
plate will be controlled by a heater fed back
through an autotuning PID controller. By judicious
selection of time constants, it will be possible to
avoid coupled instabilities between these two
nested servo loops. The third sub-environment will
consist of a relatively small isothermal Aluminum
Box whose temperature will also be controlled by a
PID controlled Peltier heater/cooler.
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Fig. 3. Diagram showing the double crystal monochromator layout for the NIST interferometer setup. The design of this monochroma-
tor system provides a unidirectional beam for the interferometer at all accessible incident neutron energies.

2.2.5 Vibrational and Seismic Isolation If the
interferometer were rigidly attached to the floor of
the guide hall, it would be subjected to very signifi-
cant accelerations (even micro "g" accelerations
are significant). Therefore, major steps must be
taken to decouple the interferometer from floor-
born disturbances. Once again a system of nested
isolation techniques has been employed. The first
stage of isolation has already been provided for in
the design of the guide hall building. The interfer-
ometer position is located on an independent
foundation which is coupled to the rest of the
building only through compliant joints (Fig. 2).
Thus, the very significant amount of vibration asso-
ciated with a reactor based experimental environ-
ment, which would normally be conducted along
the path provided by continuous reinforced con-
crete, has been eliminated. It should be noted that
no neutron interferometry experiments carried out
thus far have had the benefit of such an indepen-
dent foundation slab. In all other installations the
interferometer position was located on a common
foundation with reactor pumps, cranes, and heavy
equipment. This feature of the proposed facility

promises a very significant improvement over all
previous installations. The second stage of vibra-
tion isolation is a pneumatically supported rein-
forced concrete slab of dimensions -5 x 4 x 1 m.
This slab, with a mass of approximately -37000 kg
rests on commercial pneumatic airspring supports.
Such mass/spring systems can be conveniently mod-
eled as damped harmonic oscillators. In this case
the resonant frequency will be about 2 Hz. The
response of such resonant systems to external
driving forces at frequencies above the resonant
frequency decreases logarithmically at about 6 dB/
octave. Thus, such a system acts as a "low pass"
filter for vibrational noise. High frequency vibra-
tions will therefore be significantly reduced. In
such a system it is important to insure that any
internal resonances of the isolated mass have
frequencies far higher than the characteristic mass/
spring resonance of the isolator. If these criteria
are not met, there may be significant coupling
between the internal modes of the isolated mass
and the "rigid body" excitations. The internal
modes of the primary mass were estimated using
dynamic finite element analysis. It has been
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Fig. 4. Diagram of the monochromator assembly which would allow rotation as
well as tilting of a monochromator inside the guide.

determined that the lowest modes of the concrete
slab lie in the range 80-100 Hz which is safely
above the 2 Hz rigid body frequency. This second
stage of vibration isolation has been installed re-
cently. All its components and control system have
been tested and this stage of vibration isolation has
become operational. To further reduce vibration
coupling to the interferometer, a second pneumati-
cally supported granite table will be placed on top
of the floating floor slab. This table has a mass of
about 3000 kg and will be supported with a
resonant frequency of about 0.5 Hz in the vertical
and about 0.1 Hz in the horizontal directions.
Because both the frequency and mass of this
second suspended object are an order of magni-
tude less than the floating floor slab, coupled
motions between the two coupled resonators will
be small. In such a regime the overall isolation
above the resonances will be multiplicative. Thus

about 12 dB/octave roll-off in the high frequency
regime can be expected. A practical problem asso-
ciated with all pneumatic isolators arises from the
intrinsic long term "softness" of such supports. A
platform mounted on totally passive isolators (i.e.,
ones that are sealed) will exhibit long term posi-
tional drifts due to changes in ambient tempera-
ture, barometric pressure, or due to isolator leaks.
Using a long time-constant electro-pneumatic servo
mechanism (Ref. [7]), long-term positional stability
of < 10 grad will be maintained.

2.2.6 Acoustical Isolation Unwanted instru-
mental vibrations can result not only from
floor-born seismic noise, but also from airborne
acoustic noise. To minimize coupling, both enclo-
sures have been designed with careful attention to
acoustic isolation. In addition they are lined with
highly absorbing anechoic foam panels. Such
panels are very effective in reducing reverberation
times.
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3. Fundamental Neutron Physics
End-Guide Station

3.1 General

The end position on the NG-6 beam line at the
CNRF is devoted to experiments in the field of
fundamental neutron physics. The unique proper-
ties of the neutron which make it an ideal probe for
a broad range of scattering experiments also make
it an ideal system with which to address a number
of important questions in nuclear physics, particle
physics, and astrophysics. Typical experiments in
the field include measurements of the static prop-
erties of the neutron, tests of fundamental sym-
metry principles, and investigations of neutron beta
decay. The reader is referred to the proceedings of
a recent conference in Ref. [5] to get a fuller view
of the field.

In contrast to the neutron interferometry facility
described in this paper, there is no permanently
installed instrumentation or specific technique to
be described. The properties of the beam must be
matched to the requirements of each experiment
individually. Aside from the beam shutter and a
beam stop, the only other permanent equipment on
the beamline is a filter cryostat to remove fast neu-
trons and gamma rays. A variety of collimators,
polarizers, spin flippers, and transport tubes can be
made available for individual experiments. The
capture flux at the end of the 15 x 6 cm NG-6 guide
has been measured to be about 4.0 x 10+8 neutrons/
(cm2s), which is about a factor of nine lower than
the 3 x 5 cm SN-7 guide at the ILL. This flux will
increase significantly after the installation of the
hydrogen cold source.

A measurement of the lifetime of the neutron is
currently underway at NG-6. Testing of a prototype
detector and polarizer system designed to search
for time reversal invariance violation in neutron
beta decay has been performed at NG-6. Other
experiments in the near future may include
searches for parity violation in neutron-nucleus
scattering and studies of polarized neutron interac-
tions with polarized nuclei.

3.1.1 The Neutron Lifetime Measurement We
will describe the neutron lifetime experiment in
some detail. This experiment developed from an
earlier collaboration between NIST, the University
of Sussex, and the Scottish Universities Research
and Reactor Center, with related work on
advanced methods of neutron flux measurements
performed by NIST, the Central Bureau for
Nuclear Measurements, the Scottish Universities
Research and Reactor Center, Harvard University,
and Los Alamos National Laboratory. A more
detailed description than that given here can be
found in Ref. [5].

A free neutron decays into a proton, an electron,
and an electron antineutrino with a lifetime on the
order of 900 s. There are a number of areas of
physics for which a more accurate value for the
neutron lifetime, Tn, is important. Within the con-
text of the V-A theory of weak interactions a more
accurate value for T, in combination with neutron
decay asymmetry measurements, can provide accu-
rate values for the weak vector and axial vector
coupling constants gA and gv. In an astrophysical
context, the rate of energy generation in the sun is
proportional to gA', and a reduction in the accepted
value of the neutron lifetime could contribute to an
understanding of the solar neutrino problem. The
neutron lifetime also has an important effect on
the rate of helium production in the early universe
(an important test of big bang nucleosynthesis) and
on nucleosynthesis-derived limits on the number of
light neutrino species, which constrain the number
of generations in the present-day Standard Model
of particle physics. The importance of these issues,
coupled with the well-known inconsistencies in
many earlier measurements, provide strong motiva-
tion for more accurate measurements of Tn.

The strategy of our experiment is to measure the
neutron decay rate Ndecay and the mean number of
neutrons Nn within a well-defined volume traversed
by a cold neutron beam. The decay rate is related
to these quantities by the differential form of the ex-
ponential decay law Ndecay =Nnfn '. Figure 5 shows a
schematic outline of the method. Ndecay is measured
in our experiment by trapping the protons produced
in the decay with a Penning trap and counting the
trapped protons. Nn is measured by requiring
the neutrons leaving the decay volume to pass
through an accurately calibrated neutron monitor.

r FIDUCIAL VOL ULE V

V 
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Ndcay -= V T--1
V

Fig. 5. Illustration of the idea for the neutron lifetime measure-
ment.
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The response of the neutron monitor is propor-
tional to the beam flux weighted by the reciprocal
of the velocity, in the absence of low energy reso-
nances, the absorption cross section for neutrons is
proportional to 1/v. Since N. is simply the beam
flux integrated over the decay volume weighted by
the reciprocal of the velocity (slower neutrons
spend more time in the decay volume), the re-
sponse of the beam monitor is proportional to N0.
No detailed knowledge of the velocity distribution
of the beam is necessary: however, it is necessary
to measure the efficiency Eo of the neutron monitor
at a single neutron velocity vo. In terms of experi-
mental quantities, the expression for the neutron
lifetime becomes

N 0xLep
Tn = N.Lep ~~~(3)

NpeoVo(

where N. is the count rate of the alpha particles
produced by neutron absorption in the monitor, L
is the length of the decay volume, and Np and ep
are, respectively, the count rate and the efficiency
for the detection of the decay protons.

Figure 6 illustrates our realization of the strategy
described above. The collimated neutron beam
passes into the vacuum region and through the
Penning trap, which is coaxial with the beam. The
Penning trap consists of an axial magnetic field of
approximately 5 T produced by a superconducting
magnet along with an electrostatic potential well
approximately 1 kV deep produced by a set of 16
isolated electrodes. The segmented electrode struc-
ture allows the decay volume to be varied electron-
ically so that the ratio Np/L can be measured

CC a -detector
g S precision aperture

.108 deposit

mn nC

-1 kV
"Mirror"
electrode

precisely: this procedure eliminates uncertainties
in the size of the trapping volume due to unknown
electric field end effects. Protons produced in the
trap from neutron decay are confined radially in
cyclotron orbits around the magnetic field lines.
Since the maximum kinetic energy of the recoiling
protons is 750.7 eV, the 1 kV electrode potentials
confine the protons in the axial direction.

In order to count the protons, one end of the trap
is opened by reducing the potential on an end
electrode and producing a ramp in the potential
with the middle electrodes. The protons then exit
the trap and are guided along the magnetic field
lines. A gentle 9° bend in the field lines guides the
protons out of the neutron beam and toward a
surface barrier detector held at a high negative
potential (15-40kV). The energy of the protons
striking the surface barrier detector is high enough
to produce a signal which is well separated from the
electronic noise. The signal to noise ratio is further
increased by gating the proton detector only while
the trap is open.

The neutrons which pass through the trap strike
the neutron monitor. The monitor consists of a thin
silicon wafer with a thin deposit of '0 B. Neutrons
absorbed in the boron produce alpha particles
which are detected by four surface barrier detec-
tors.

The first experiment using this apparatus, per-
formed at the ILL, measured a neutron lifetime of
893.6 s with a lo error of 5.3 s. This result is in
excellent agreement with other recent direct mea-
surements of the neutron lifetime using completely
different techniques. In the next experiment, to be
conducted at the NIST CNRF, we hope to reduce
the loerror to 1.5 s. Table 3 shows the error budget

B z 5 Tesla
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NEUTRON FLUX MONITOR NEUTRON DECAY DETECTOR

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of the neutron lifetime apparatus.
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for the ILL experiment (phase 1) and the antici-
pated error budget for the NIST CNRF experi-
ment (phase 2). Most of the improvement in the
anticipated error comes from better counting
statistics and improvements in the calibration of
the neutron monitor detector efficiency.

Table 3. Error estimation

Source of Error Phase 1 (s) Phase 2 (s)

Statistics of decay detection 3.8 <10
0 B-foil mean mass per 2.8 NA

unit area (IDMS)
10B cross section 1.4 NA
'0B-foil central shape correction 0.4 NA
"'B-foil central shape x beam profile 0.4 <0.1
"'B-foil absorption 0.7 0.1
Si-backing absorption 0.2 0.1
Si-backing incoherent scattering 0.5 0.2
a-detector solid angle ( 1.0 NA
a-detector oa2 due to beam profile 0.3 0.1
p backscattering from Au 1.0 0.2
Near normal forward scattering 0.1 0.1

of protons
Si-p backscattering 0.5 0.2
Trap length 20'C 0.5 0.2
Timing of mirror electrode 0.5 0.3
Trapable background <0.1 <0.1
Trap thermal contraction <0.1 < 0.1
Si-backing Bragg Scattering <0.1 <0.1
D (B) modification of trajectory <0.1 <0.1
Neutron trajectory in trap <0.1 <0.1
Trap alignment <0.1 <0.1
Diffusion loss of protons <0.1 <0.1
Neutron beam centroid <0.1 <0.1

misalignment
Trap end effect and beam <0.1 <0.1

divergence
Calibration of neutron monitor NAa 1.0

Total error 5.3 -1.5

a Not Applicable.

In the ILL experiment, the neutron monitor effi-
ciency was calculated using measurements of the
detector solid angle, the cross section for neutron
absorption in 1̀B, and the mass per unit area of the
boron deposit. For the NIST measurement, we
intend to determine ec by calibrating the monitor in
a monochromatic beam with accurately known
velocity vo against two totally absorbing ("black")
neutron detectors. One of the black detectors is a
cryogenically cooled neutron calorimeter which can
determine the neutron flux by measuring the heat
produced by neutron capture in a totally absorbing
6 LiPb target. The other instrument is a totally
absorbing capture gamma detector, whose effi-

ciency is determined directly by alpha-gamma coin-
cidence counting and indirectly by comparison with
standard alpha sources. Each of the methods has a
potential accuracy at the 0.1% level. If the uncer-
tainty in eo can be reduced by calibration with the
black detectors, the neutron lifetime measurement
at the NIST CNRF may turn out to be the most
accurate measurement of the neutron lifetime.

3.1.2 Time Reversal Symmetry Violation in
Neutron Decay A prototype detector and polar-
izer system designed to search for time reversal vio-
lation in neutron decay was tested in spring 1992.
The prototype has been constructed as a collabora-
tive effort by Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Harvard University, Argonne National Laboratory,
the University of Michigan, the University of
California, and NIST. The goal of the measure-
ment is to improve by an order of magnitude the
sensitivity to T violation in neutron decay through a
possible term in the decay probability which is
proportional, in the nonrelativistic limit, to the
triple correlation oa [p xpJ]. This possible time
reversal violating term in neutron decay is known
as the D coefficient.

The only experimental evidence for time reversal
violation found to date lies in the dynamics of the
neutral K-meson system. Although the standard
model of particle physics with three generations of
quarks and leptons can accommodate the possibil-
ity of time reversal violation in the K-meson
system, it is still not known whether or not theory
and experiment are in quantitative agreement. The
observation of time reversal violation in any other
system would be a result of fundamental impor-
tance. The observation of a non-zero value for D in
the 10-3-10-4 range, which should be within the
sensitivity of this experiment, would almost
certainly indicate the presence of physics beyond
the standard model.

The actual T violation measurement concerns
the correlation between the neutron spin (on) and
the decay proton and electron momenta (pppe).
The triple correlation involving the neutrino mo-
mentum pv can be inferred from this measurement.
The experimental apparatus consists of two major
components: a neutron polarizer to fix on and a
coincidence detector capable of simultaneously
determining p p and Pe-

The experiment will employ a novel method of
neutron polarization based on transmission of neu-
trons through spin polarized 3He. The neutron
cross section for 3 He is very spin dependent: for
thermal neutrons the cross sections are 5327 b for
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antiparallel spins and only a few b for parallel
spins. The 3He will be polarized by spin exchange
with optically pumped rubidium in a vapor cell.
Such a polarizer is ideally suited for polarized neu-
tron decay experiments. It will produce much less
background due to absorption in the "wrong" spin
state than more conventional polarizers and there-
fore a much lower rate of false coincidences in the
decay detector. In addition, such a 3He polarizer
will not significantly increase the divergence of the
neutron beam, in contrast to conventional mag-
netic mirror devices.

The coincidence detector will consist of alternat-
ing electron and proton detector panels arranged
in an octagonal array surrounding the neutron
beam. The electron detectors will be plastic scintil-
lators. The proton detector panels will consist of an
array of silicon detectors biased at 30-40 kV with
electrostatic lenses for focusing. The proton detec-
tor will provide directional information only: from
extensive Monte Carlo simulations it has been de-
termined that the absence of proton tracking only
minimally reduces the sensitivity of the experiment.
This detector arrangement was successfully tested
in spring 1992.

4. Conclusions

The NIST CNRF will provide new opportunity to
researchers in traditional areas of materials, struc-
tural, and dynamic applications. However, the spec-
trum of research will not be limited only to these
areas, but will also expand to experimental inquiry
in which low energy neutrons will be used for the
investigation of fundamental interactions. The
proper development of these fundamental physics
research stations will be vitally important for the
growth and successful continuation of the programs
in this field. We envision that when fully developed,
the experimental facilities provided by these two
stations will be comparable or better than similar
facilities elsewhere. It is hoped that the research
facilities at these two positions will enhance and
stimulate further research work in topics of funda-
mental interest such as parity and time reversal
symmetry violation, baryon nonconservation, weak
interactions, fundamental constants, charge conser-
vation, and various other quantum mechanical
phenomena. Results of these works will have im-
portant implications in particle and nuclear physics,
astrophysics and cosmology, and fundamental
quantum theory.

The end position has recently become opera-
tional and as mentioned earlier a measurement of
the neutron life time is already underway. The
major design works of the neutron interferometer
station have been completed or are nearing com-
pletion. It is expected that a preliminary neutron
interferometer setup will become operational in
1993.

About the authors: M. Arif M. S. Dewey, G. L.
Greene, and W. M Snow are physicists in the Ionizing
Radiation Division of the NIST Physics Laboratory.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology
is an agency of the Technology Administration, U.S.
Department of Commerce.
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News Briefs

General Developments
Inquiries about News Briefs, where no contact person
is identified, should be referred to the Managing Editor,

Journal of Research, National Institute of Standards
and Technology, Administration Building, A635,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899; telephone: 301/975-3572.

PRESIDENT HONORS BALDRIGE WINNERS
President George Bush presented five U.S. compa-
nies with the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award during a ceremony on Dec. 14, 1992, at the
Department of Commerce in Washington, DC. The
1992 recipients are: AT&T Network Systems
Group/Transmission Systems Business Unit
(Morristown, NJ) and Texas Instruments Inc.
Defense Systems & Electronics Group (Dallas,
TX) in the manufacturing category; AT&T Univer-
sal Card Services (Jacksonville, FL) and The Ritz-
Carlton Hotel Co. (Atlanta, GA) in the service
category; and Granite Rock Co. (Watsonville, CA)
in the small business category. The ceremony was
held in the Commerce Department's Malcolm
Baldrige Great Hall.

FAA ASKS NIST TO MEASURE
HIGH-FLYING EMFS
NIST has received an 18 month contract from the
Federal Aviation Administration to determine the
best techniques for measuring electromagnetic
fields within aircraft. The FAA award was made at
the urging of the General Aviation Manufacturers
Association. As the aircraft industry adopts more
and more electronic control systems, the FAA is
interested in knowing the electromagnetic envi-

ronment within the airframe. These fields come
from radar pulses beamed toward a plane, entering
via windows and other apertures. Electromagnetic
susceptibility is now part of the FAA certification
process for all new electronic aviation systems and
aircraft. NIST will perform theoretical, modeling
and field studies for the FAA to determine the best
ways to measure radiation properties outside and
within an aircraft frame, as well as analyzing the
shielding effectiveness of the airframe. Measure-
ments will be made over the frequency range of
400 MHz to 18 GHz. The field study will utilize a
general aviation airframe on a turntable at a U.S.
Army facility at Fort Huachua, AZ. For more
information, contact Moto Kanda, Div. 818.03,
NIST, Boulder, CO 80303-3328, (303) 497-5320

CERTIFICATION PLAN ASSESSES
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE
Companies and agencies planning to construct
near-field ranges to measure the performance of
phased-array antennas will be interested in a new
NIST publication outlining a certification plan that
tests such facilities for various parameters. Titled A
Certification Plan for a Planar Near-Field Range
Used for High-Performance Phased-Array Testing
(NISTIR 3991), the document discusses policy
issues, measurement requirements, and various test
required to characterize errors associated with
measurements. Tests include those for alignment
accuracy, errors caused by the instrumentation,
and errors caused by radio-frequency energy
traveling undesired paths. NISTIR 3991 is
available from the National Technical Information
Service, Springfield, VA 22161, (703) 487-4650
for $17 (print) or $9 (microfiche). Order by PB
92-213305.
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MICROWAVE USERS: NEW NOISE
STANDARDS AVAILABLE
Three new thermal noise measurements are being
offered by NIST that can benefit manufacturers
and users of microwave equipment. The first of
these services measures noise standards at discrete
frequencies of 12.4, 13.5, 14, 15, 16, 16.5, 17, and
18 GHz using type N and 3.5 mm connectors in
coaxial cable. The second service measures noise
standards from 18 to 26 GHz in WR42 waveguide,
while the third measures noise from 18 to 26 GHz
using 3.5 mm connectors in coaxial cable. There
are specific requirements for reflection coefficient,
temperature, and excess noise ratio. For additional
details on these new services, contact J. Wayde
Allen, Div. 813.01, NIST, Boulder, CO, 80303-
3328, (303) 497-5871.

NIST/INDUSTRY TO WORK ON
SUPERCONDUCTING MATERIALS
A private company and NIST will cooperate in the
development of materials for practical supercon-
ducting devices. Under a cooperative research and
development agreement, the company will provide
samples of high-temperature superconductors for
the testing of various magnetic characteristics.
NIST will test these materials with the Institute's
equipment and computer programs. Tests such as
onset temperature for superconductivity, sharpness
of the superconducting transition, and flux pinning
characteristics revealed through hysteresis loops
will be carried out. NIST and the private company
will exchange technical expertise concerning testing
and results, and will develop new suggestions for
processing the material. For information on the
3-year program, contact Lawrence H. Bennett,
B152 Materials Building, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD
20899-0001, (301) 975-5966.

ISDN DEMO DUBBED A "MILESTONE"
At a Nov. 17, 1992, demonstration that helped
usher in the "information highway" known as the
Integrated Services Digital Network, it was stated
that the technology "can revolutionize the com-
munications market in the same way the personal
computer promoted a new computing [ideal]."
This statement was made at NIST as part of the
week-long Transcontinental ISDN Project '92. This
event, for the first time, bridged over 150 American
and foreign sites, inaugurating the network that
soon will be available nationwide to businesses,
schools and the general public. ISDN allows voice,

data and images to be sent simultaneously in digital
form over one telephone line. On display at NIST
was a sneak preview showing 20 ISDN applications.
Attendees could, for example, talk to someone in
England while watching that person on a PC screen
and simultaneously exchange data. Another
demonstration showed how ISDN users could
access medical images such as pathology specimens,
x rays and cardiology studies sent from hospitals.
Also on view were futuristic tax filing, desktop
conferencing, and high-resolution facsimiles.

ASSESSORS WANTED FOR FASTENER
ACCREDITATION
Mechanical engineers, metallurgist, chemists,
physical scientists, and technical experts in industry,
universities, and government with experience in
evaluating the performance of materials are needed
by NIST to conduct on-site assessments of laborato-
ries that perform testing and inspection of metals
and fasteners. The assessors are required for a new
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program to meet the requirements of the Fastener
Quality Act of 1990. NVLAP will accredit laborato-
ries to test and inspect metals and fasteners using
techniques in mechanical and physical testing,
chemical analysis, dimensional inspection, metallo-
graphic analysis, and non-destructive inspection.
Individuals with a background in the testing and
inspection of metals and fasteners, and with experi-
ence in laboratory management and operations, are
invited to send a resume to S. Wayne Stiefel,
Fastener Program Manager, NVLAP, Rm. A162,
Building 411, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-0001,
(301) 975-4016, fax: (301) 926-2882.

AWARD TO ADVANCE DIAMOND FILM
TECHNOLOGY
The NIST Advanced Technology Program (ATP)
has announced support for a joint research project
to develop an efficient, high-volume commercial
production technology for diamond films. The
award to private companies, could total $2.4 million
over the 3 years of the project. Diamond is the hard-
est known substance, has the highest thermal con-
ductivity of any known material, is extremely
transparent from infrared wavelengths into the far
ultraviolet, has high electrical resistivity, is an excel-
lent electrical barrier, is corrosion resistant, has a
low coefficient of friction, and even has some useful
semiconductor properties. The project's target ap-
plication is coatings that would substantially extend
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the life of solid carbide tooling. The private compa-
nies will study the problem of scaling up the
promising-but experimental-arc plasma chemi-
cal vapor carbide tooling. The private companies
will study the problem of scaling up the promising
"but experimental" arc plasma chemical vapor
deposition process to levels high enough to demon-

strate commercial potential. Project managers esti-
mate that a successful scale-up would ultimately

cut the cost of thin-film diamond coatings from
today's level of about $150 per gram to less than

$25 per gram, giving U.S. industry an important
lead toward capturing a significant share of the
emerging diamond film market.

NVLAP TEST PROGRAM ADDS

WOOD-BASED PRODUCTS
The commercial products program of NIST's
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation
Program recently added the testing of wood-based
products. This was done at the request of the Amer-
ican Plywood Association and with support by the

National Particleboard Association and concur-
rence by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. The commercial products program
was established by NIST in 1984 at the request of

the International Coalition for Procurement
Standards, an association of more than 100 federal,
state and local purchasing officials. The program
offers buyers a list of laboratories that can test
products important to the purchasing community.
Currently, the commercial products testing pro-
gram includes paint, paper, plastics, plumbing, and

seals and sealants. For information, contact

Lawrence Knab, (301) 975-6712, or Lawrence S.

Galowin, (301) 975-4016, fax: (301) 926-2884,

NVLAP, A124 Building 411, NIST, Gaithersburg,
MD 20899-0001.

FIELD STRENGTH COMPARISON
STATUS UPDATED
In 1991, NIST initiated an international intercom-
parison of measurements of electric field strengths
for the International Bureau of Weights and Mea-
sures. The goal: to ensure electromagnetic compat-
ibility among products traded internationally. To
accomplish this, NIST supplies each participating
country with five electric field sensors to be tested
at a minimum of four frequencies. The results are
analyzed by NIST. To date, an intercomparison has

been completed with two government and several

industrial laboratories in Japan. In 1993 and 1994,

NIST plans to perform intercomparisons with the
United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy, Poland,
Austria and Korea. Switzerland, Russia and China
also are expected to participate at a later date. The
entire intercomparison project, which should take
another 4 or 5 years to complete, is needed to show
traceability among national standards laboratories.
This traceability will become important in 1995
when the 12 nation European Economic Commu-
nity requires imports to meet standards for electro-
magnetic compatibility. For information, contact
Motohisa Kanda, Div. 813.03, NIST, Boulder, CO

80303-3328, (303) 497-5320.

ELEVEN INVENTIONS READY
FOR LICENSING
NIST recently announced that the following 11
government-owned inventions are now available
for licensing:

* High-Tc Superconducting Unit Having Low
Contact Surface Resistivity and Method of
Making (Docket No. 87-028);

* High-Te Superconducting Unit Having Low
Contact Surface Resistivity (Docket Nos. 87-029
and 88-040);

* High-Tc Superconductor Contact Unit Having
Low Interface Resistivity (Docket No. 88-041);

* A System for Detecting Transition and Rare
Earth Elements in a Matrix (Docket No.

88-038);

* Process for Forming Alloys in situ in Absence of
Liquid-Phase Sintering (Docket No. 91-018);

* Intermetallic Thermocouples (Docket No.
92-001);

* Apparatus for Detecting Transition and Rare
Earth Elements in a Matrix (Docket No.
92-003);

* Bi-Flow Expansion Device (Docket No. 92-006);

* Method and Apparatus for Detecting Guided
Leaky Waves in Acoustic Microscopy (Docket
No. 92-030); and

* Liposome Immunoanalysis (Docket No. 92-054).

For technical and licensing information on these
inventions, contact Bruce E. Mattson, B256 Physics

Building, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-0001,
(301) 975-3084.
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TWENTY-ONE GRANTS ANNOUNCED
FOR ATP'S THIRD YEAR
The Department of Commerce announced on Dec.
17 the third set of grants under the Department's
Advanced Technology Program. The NIST-admin-
istered grants to private industry are designed to
stimulate research and development of cutting-
edge, generic technologies with significant com-
mercial promise. Twenty-one new programs were
selected for funding under the ATP, including pro-
posals in technology areas such as machine tools,
biotechnology, electronics, optics, materials engi-
neering, lighting technology, and refrigeration.
Two-thirds of the awards are to projects led by
small businesses, and three are from newly formed
joint ventures. The awards will help finance the
multiyear R&D projects with a projected total cost
of more than $94 million, of which some $48 mil-
lion will be funded by the ATP.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES HANDBOOKS
UPDATED FOR 1993
Two NIST handbooks have been revised and a sup-
plement to a third one has been issued to reflect
changes adopted at the July 1992 Annual Meeting
of the National Conference on Weights and
Measures. Established in 1905, NCWM is an orga-
nization of state, county and city weights and
measures enforcement officials and associated fed-
eral, business and consumer representatives.
NCWM is sponsored by NIST, a non-regulatory
agency, and receives technical support through the
institute's Office of Weights and Measures.

NIST Handbook 44-1993, Specifications, Toler-
ances, and Other Technical Requirements for
Weighing and Measuring Devices. A major change
in the new edition is the incorporation of the mod-
ernized metric system, the International System of
Units (known as SI), into most of the codes. In
addition, the Scales Code was revised to specify a
new minimum load requirement for vehicle scales
used to weigh scrap material for recycling and to
include a definition, specifications and test notes
for vehicle on-board weighing systems. The liquid-
measuring devices codes now include a separate
tolerance for electronic temperature-compensating
systems. Repeatability tolerances have been added
to several different codes for liquid meters. Addi-
tionally, effective Jan. 1, 1994, liquefied petroleum
gas meters must be equipped with ticket printers
and a copy of the delivery ticket must be left with
the customer following bulk deliveries of LP gas
through vehicle-mounted meters.

Handbook 130-1993, Uniform Laws and Regula-
tions. A labeling exception for decorative wallcov-
ering borders has been added to the Uniform
Packaging and Labeling Regulation. Requirements
for standard sizes of bread loaves were deleted
from the Uniform Method of Sale of Commodities
Regulation; however, bread is still required to be
sold by mass. Another change to the UMSCR was
the addition of a new section on Home Food
Service Plan Sales. This section establishes con-
tract and disclosure requirements for home food
service plans and provides guidelines for advertis-
ing. Method of sale requirements for baler twine
and potpourri were also added to the uniform
regulation.

Supplement 3, 1993, to Handbook 133-Third
Edition, 1988, Checking the Net Contents of
Packaged Goods, now includes moisture loss
requirements for dry pet foods. In addition, the
supplement contains test procedures and a work-
sheet for use in checking the net contents of pack-
ages of baler twine.

Copies of the handbooks are available from the Su-
perintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Order
NIST Handbook 44-1993 by stock No. 003-003-
03185-2, $14 prepaid; NIST Handbook 130-1993 by
stock No. 003-003-03184-4, $13 prepaid; and Sup-
plement 3, 1993, to NIST Handbook 133-Third
Edition, 1988, by stock no. 003-003-03183-6, $2.75
prepaid. For information on NIST Handbook 133-
Third Edition, 1988, and supplements 1 and 2,
contact the Office of Weights and Measures, A617
Administration Building, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD
20899-0001, (301) 975-4004.

FUTURISTIC WAVEGUIDES DETECT
CHEMICALS WITH LIGHT
Researchers at NIST and a private company are
combining cutting-edge technologies from physics
and biology to create new biosensors based on opti-
cal computer technology. Their aim is to develop
highly sensitive and specific biosensors for measur-
ing chemicals in medical and environmental sam-
ples. Called optical waveguides, these futuristic
devices direct a laser beam through a film on the
surface of a silicon or glass chip of 4 ,um thickness.
The wave-guide is coated with an antibody, a
protein that binds only to specific chemicals. When
a sample containing one of these chemicals is
placed in contact with the waveguide, the molecules
interact, and some of the light passing through the
wave-guide is altered. Interference of this light with
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an unaltered reference beam can measure drugs,
chemicals such as hormones, or viruses in the sam-
ple. NIST and the private company recently signed
a cooperative research and development agree-
ment for this work.

EXPORT WORKSHOP ANNOUNCED ON
ADVANCED MATERIALS
Exploring the international marketplace will be the
focus of an industry workshop, "Advanced Materi-
als -The International Trade Dimension," on May
10, 1993, at NIST in Gaithersburg, MD. Co-
sponsored by NIST, the Federation of Materials
Societies, and the Department of Commerce's
International Trade Administration, the workshop
will focus on how DoC can help U.S. firms to
become more competitive overseas. The program is
designed for large, medium-sized, and small
producers and suppliers of advanced ceramics,
polymers, composites, and metal materials. Topics
will include U.S. policy on the advanced materials
industry, export controls, financing, and DoC
services to industry. The day after the meeting,
participants will have an opportunity to visit
research facilities at NIST and have meetings with
officials at the Small Business Administration, the
Export-Import Bank and others at the Commerce
Department. For information, contact Daniel B.
Butrymowicz, B309 Materials Building, NIST,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899-0001, (301) 975-5656,
fax: (301) 926-8349.

U.S. JOINS JAPAN'S REAL WORLD
COMPUTING PROGRAM
The White House Office of Science and Technol-
ogy Policy has announced that the U.S. and
Japanese governments have agreed "to undertake
a joint prototyping project to further the design
and development of advanced computing technolo-
gies that combine lightwave and electronic compo-
nents." Part of Japan's Real World Computing
program "a 10 year, $500 million initiative to
develop next-generation information processing
technologies" the new optoelectronics project will
involve researchers and processing facilities in both
nations. The hybrid systems to be worked on would
serve as a bridge between today's electronic com-
puters and the fully optical, parallel-processing
machines that are envisioned for the future. A
10-member joint management committee, com-
posed of five representatives from each nation, will
guide the project. A NIST scientist chairs the U.S.

portion of the committee. For more information,
contact OSTP, Old Executive Office Building,
Rm. 428, Washington, D.C. 20500, (202) 456-7710.

ILAC 92 MEETING
During Oct. 12-16, 1992 over 150 attendees from
33 countries, including 21 from the United States,
participated in ILAC 92, the 15th meeting of the
International Laboratory Accreditation Confer-
ence (ILAC). This biennial conference provides an
opportunity for those interested in their national
programs to share information and experience with
one another. Topics receiving attention were
uncertainty estimates in test reports, traceability of
measurements, reference materials, proficiency
testing, surveillance and monitoring activities,
assessor qualifications, and some issues concerning
the use of ISO/IEC Guide 25 on requirements for
the acceptance of calibration and testing laborato-
ries. ILAC will produce a guidance document on
the relationship between Guide 25 and the ISO
9000 Quality Standards Series, and a second guid-
ance document for interpretive guides to be used in
conjunction with the application of Guide 25 to
specific areas of testing. The first of these docu-
ments is needed to eliminate user confusion over
whether a laboratory should be accredited or 9000-
registered; the latter will deal with the anticipated
proliferation of documents in specialized fields
of application, e.g., information technology. A
detailed report on the meeting is available.

NASA PRAISES NIST WORK SUPPORTING
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
The Flight Segment Office of the National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration's Lewis Research
Center has acknowledged the "outstanding contri-
bution" made by NIST scientists in support of the
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
(ACTS), scheduled to be launched next June. The
scientists investigated possible sources of error aris-
ing from measurements of the ACTS multibeam
antenna (MBA), a pair of offset Cassegrain anten-
nas with 50 transmit and 50 receive beams. The
MBA was measured on a newly constructed
antenna near-field spherical-scanning range by a
NASA contractor. In addition to work at NIST,
both researchers took part in numerous meetings
with the contractor and NASA Lewis. The scientists
are credited with identifying a subtle error in the
contractor's version of the program for trans-
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forming measured near-field data to computed
far-field performance (broadly based on NIST
original principles and NIST developments for
near-field scanning). They also provided sugges-
tions for improving the measurement techniques.
The result was "good agreement between pre-
dicted and measured antenna performance and ...
antenna measurements in which we have confi-
dence." The MBA measurement program now has
been completed.

NIST CARRIES OUT FIRST DEMONSTRATION
OF INTEGRATED-OPTIC WAVEGUIDE LASER
FABRICATED IN LITHIUM TANTALATE
NIST scientists have carried out the world's first
demonstration of an integrated-optic waveguide
laser fabricated in ferroelectric lithium tantalate;
the results were published in the journal Optics
Letters. The device is optically pumped near 750 nm
and lases near 1090 nm. These results are the first
step to obtaining visible light from the waveguide
laser, and experiments are now under way to force
the laser to self-double the 1090 nm emission and to
parametrically mix the laser output and the pump
input. The result should be a waveguide laser that
simultaneously can produce infrared, green, and
blue light. The team expects the new laser to have
significant impact in application areas such as
optical recording, optical computing, medical
diagnostics, and chemical sensing.

SENSOR TO DETECT AND CLASSIFY
SUB-MICROMETER PARTICLES NOW
AVAILABLE FOR LICENSING FROM NIST
NIST recently received a Notice of Allowance from
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office for the solid-
state sensor capable of detecting particles having di-
mensions down to 0.1 ptm; the next step is the
formal issuance of a patent. This invention is now
available for licensing from NIST, and NIST's
Office of Technology Commercialization is cur-
rently seeking one or more commercial companies
with which to collaboratively develop and evaluate
the sensor for specific industrial applications and to
which to grant an exclusive license for manufacture
and marketing. The target application is for detect-
ing particles in the ultra-clean environment re-
quired for the manufacture of integrated circuits.
Present methods using anomalous scattering of
laser light beams also are able to detect 0.1 prm par-
ticles, but the proposed sensor is expected to offer
advantages in terms of cost, compactness, and in
some applications, safety.

Companies presently being contacted are in-
formed that the potential applications extend
beyond integrated circuit manufacturing and that
the sensor could be configured for use in gas,
liquid, vacuum, or plasma environments confined
within small vessels or fluid feed lines. As
conceived, the sensor consists of a dime-sized
"monolithic" array of individually addressable,
photosensitive pixel cells connected to a hardware/
software electronic subsystem. The array is acti-
vated by illumination with an electronically
alterable spectrum of electromagnetic radiation.
When a particle of opacity at some wavelength
comes to rest on the sensor surface, a degraded
video signal from the underlying pixel or pixels
indicates the presence of the particle. A key claim
of the patent application is an opaque screen
patterned with apertures of different sizes and
geometries designed to facilitate the extraction of
the incident particle size distributions using neural
network algorithms.

NIST DEVELOPS METHOD FOR PRODUCING
MICROMACHINED GAS SENSOR ARRAY
BY CMOS POST-FABRICATION PROCESS
NIST researchers have developed a method for
fabricating micromachined gas sensors that takes
advantage of a commercial complementary metal
oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process. Arrays of
thin-film gas sensors hold great promise for
improving the selectivity and reliability of commer-
cial gas sensing devices. An optimized array
element would include a heater, a thermometer,
and a gas-sensitive film; previously, such structures
have been fabricated only by specialized microma-
chining processes in research laboratories using
expensive lithographic equipment.

The NIST team has built a device that has
demonstrated sensitivity to hydrogen. The results
have importance for the commercial development
of micromachined devices, improved and low-cost
gas sensors, and applications requiring processing
of materials on a microscopic scale. Three patent
disclosures relating to this work have been filed.
The team specified the layout of the devices as
instructions to a CMOS foundry which fabricates
application-specific integrated-circuit chips. The
team treated chips received from the foundry with
an anisotropic silicon etch which produces ther-
mally isolated microbridges. Each microbridge con-
tained a polysilicon heater, an aluminum hotplate
(which also was used to measure temperature),
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and aluminum contact pads. The team completed

the sensor structure by depositing gas-sensitive tin

oxide over the aluminum pads. The team also was
able to enhance sensor performance through tem-
perature control of array elements during tin oxide
deposition and device operation.

METHOD DEVELOPED FOR ELECTRICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTICARRIER
SEMICONDUCTORS
NIST scientists have developed an improved
method for determining the carrier density and

mobility of each carrier component in multicarrier
semiconductor systems. The method can be applied
to gallium arsenide-based layered structures, such
as high-electron-mobility transistors used for high-

speed integrated circuits, and to structures fabri-
cated from other compound semiconductors, such
as mercury cadmium telluride used for infrared
detectors. The electrical conduction process in
these materials is often associated with more than
one type of carrier, each component having a
distinct mobility and density, resulting in a multi-
carrier system. By contrast, in silicon electric
current is carried primarily by one type of carrier,
either electrons or holes, and the carrier density
and mobility can be determined by measuring con-
ductivity and Hall effect at a fixed magnetic field.

However, this conventional method becomes in-
effective and the results often misleading for multi-
carrier systems. The team's method involves mea-
suring both the parallel and transverse components
of the conductivity tensor as a function of magnetic
field and fitting the measurements to a multicarrier
model to extract the density and mobility of each
carrier component. The work includes the develop-
ment of software to normalize the data and iterate
the fitting parameter. The method is easy to imple-
ment and is expected to provide a better under-
standing and characterization of a range of
compound semiconductors.

PRODUCT DATA HYPERMEDIA OVERVIEW
NIST scientists have produced Version 2 of a brief
hypermedia introduction to the who, what, how,
and why of STEP (Standard for the Exchange of
Product Model Data). The hypermedia document,
STEPing into the 21st Century-Product Data for a
Changing World, presents a broad, non-technical
overview of STEP for a wide audience.

The program runs under Windows 3.1 using a
run-time version of Toolbook, the multimedia

authoring system used to create the presentation.
Because technology transfer is vital to the success
of STEP, it is important to meet the varying infor-
mation needs of managers, engineers, and others
involved in the development and implementation
of STEP.

ASME Y14.5.1 STANDARD NEARS

COMPLETION
ASME Working Group Y14.5.1 on Mathematical
Definition of Dimensioning and Tolerancing
Principles is nearing completion of a standard for
establishing mathematically precise definitions of
dimensional tolerances that appear on mechanical
part drawings. The working group met during
October and resolved all outstanding technical
issues for the standard. A NIST scientist is oversee-
ing the process of assembling the components of a
document into a complete draft. When the new
standard is issued by ASME sometime this year, it
will be a companion to the existing Y14.5 Standard
on Dimensioning and Tolerancing.

The Y14.5 standard, in use since 1966, is in-

tended for use in traditional drafting practice. In
recent years, computer software has become much
more important in manufacturing. Software engi-
neers have had to interpret Y14.5 when developing
computer-aided design, analysis, inspection, and

more recently, product data exchange systems.
Because these new users of Y14.5 are from a dif-
ferent culture than the traditional users of Y14.5,
ambiguities in Y14.5 have led to conflicting inter-
pretations, and systems do not work well together.
The new Y14.5.1 standard is expected to resolve
these problems. It is scheduled for release for
public comment early in 1993. The standard will

also be submitted as a Committee Draft Standard
within ISO/TC10 and will form the basis of the
Shape Tolerance Model for STEP within ISO/
TC184/SC4.

NIST RESEARCHERS ESTABLISH
ENVIRONMENTAL PROPERTIES OF
MTBE, POPULAR OXYGENATE
FUEL ADDITIVE
Starting Nov. 1, 1992 federal law required that
automobile fuels in about 40 urban areas of the
United States must contain added "oxygenates"
during the winter months. These new regulations
are for those areas where air quality standards for

carbon monoxide emission are exceeded.
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An oxygenate is a liquid fuel component such as
an ether or alcohol that contains oxygen. Oxy-
genate additives also increase the octane rating of
the gasoline. Most of the fuel in use in the
Washington-Baltimore area will contain the oxy-
genate MTBE "methyl tertiary-butyl ether" a
compound whose atmospheric chemistry was estab-
lished by research carried out at NIST.

Four years ago, NIST scientists reported the first
temperature-dependent absolute value for the rate
constant for the reaction of MTBE with the
hydroxyl radical. The major tropospheric loss
process for organic compounds released to the
atmosphere is the reaction with hydroxyl radicals.
The results of this study established that the
atmospheric lifetime of MTBE is about 4 days,
indicating that MTBE is not highly reactive and,
therefore, does not contribute significantly to
photochemical air pollution in urban areas.

MOLECULAR BEAMS AND DIODE LASERS
PROBE ATMOSPHERIC DIMER MOLECULES
The oxides of nitrogen, NO2 , N20 3, N204, NO3,
N20 5 , play an important role in atmospheric
chemistry, with NO2 , NO3, and N205 having been
detected in the stratosphere with spectroscopic
techniques. For chemical systems rich in NO.
species, the concentrations of these species are all
interrelated. Because of this inter-relationship, it is
important to have remote sensing techniques to
measure the spatial and temporal concentrations of
the various nitrogen oxides simultaneously.
Infrared spectroscopy using satellite or ground-
based spectrometers is a non-intrusive technique
that allows accurate measurements of these species
concentrations in the atmosphere. To use these
capabilities requires measurement and interpreta-
tion of the infrared spectra of the relevant
molecules.

NIST recently has examined the infrared spectra
of two important NO. species, the dimer of NO2
(N204 ) and the mixed dimer of NO and NO2
(N203). Spectra were recorded using a newly con-
structed diode-laser molecular-beam spectrometer,
in which the dimers are formed by co-expanding
NO and NO2 gas mixtures with argon through a
10 cm long by 25 m wide slit nozzle. In the resulting
molecular beam the molecules are rotationally and
vibrationally cold, with a measured rotational tem-
perature of approximately 20 K. The molecular
beam is interrogated with a frequency-tunable
diode laser. The cold molecular beam conditions

dramatically simplify the spectra, making analysis
possible while still yielding a high signal-to-noise
ratio. The spectra have been analyzed to obtain
accurate spectroscopic constants and structural
information. For example, for N20 4 we find a
N - N bond length of 1.753 A, which is intermedi-
ate between a van der Waals separation and a
covalent bond. Future efforts will include measure-
ment of the strong infrared bands of N205.

MEASUREMENTS WITH NIST GAMMA-RAY
SPECTROMETER FEATURED IN
INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP
On Oct. 5-7, a Workshop on Applications of High-
Resolution Gamma Spectroscopy in Studies of
Atomic Collisions and Nuclear Lifetimes was held
at the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), Grenoble,
France. An international collection of 61 scientists
gathered to hear invited presentations on precision
gamma-ray spectroscopy, nuclear lifetimes, and
atomic collisions. A NIST scientist served as exter-
nal chairman of this workshop and helped to intro-
duce the workshop by lecturing on "The History of
High Resolution Gamma Spectroscopy."

The workshop emphasized precision measure-
ments of Doppler-broadened gamma-ray profiles
and the use of these profiles to determine nuclear
lifetimes and atomic collision parameters. The
recent interest in Doppler-broadened gamma-ray
profiles stems from the fact that the small broaden-
ing resulting from nuclear recoil can be measured
precisely with the NIST high-resolution double flat
crystal spectrometer. Originally the NIST spec-
trometer was installed at the ILL to measure high-
energy gamma-ray wavelengths because the ILL
high-flux reactor is the only facility in the world
which provides intense gamma-ray beams and
specialized source changing facilities.

The features of the NIST spectrometer that
make it a uniquely suited instrument for Doppler-
broadened profile measurements are the very high
resolution (105 to 106) and the very well-character-
ized instrument function. More than 20 non-NIST
scientists have been associated with the Doppler-
broadened profile measurements, and during the
past 2 years, 75 percent of the available gamma-ray
beam time at the ILL has been scheduled on the
NIST spectrometer. Another NIST scientist
described the NIST spectrometer and its perfor-
mance in detail and conducted tours of the NIST/
ILL gamma-ray facility.
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NIST DEDICATES NEW HIGH-DOSE
COBALT-60 FACILITY FOR RADIATION
PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
In October, NIST installed a new, cobalt-60,
GammaCell 220 source as the main 1.2 MeV
gamma-ray irradiator in a new user facility for
research and calibrations. The self-shielded irradi-
ator contains 24000 curies of the cobalt-60 radio-
nuclide, which decays with a half life of 5.27 years.
This very strong gamma-ray source gives NIST the
capability of irradiating samples with a dose rate of
5 Gy/s. The facility also includes two other cobalt-
60 irradiators with dose rates of 1.5 Gy/s and
0.5 Gy/s. Total doses for typical industrial radiation
processing applications are in the range 100 to
10000 Gy.

The GammaCell irradiators are used to adminis-
ter accurate gamma-ray doses to transfer and refer-
ence standard dosimeters such as radiochromic
films and alanine, which are used in the NIST high-
dose calibration services. The main users are in the
areas of industrial radiation processing and medi-
cal device sterilization. These irradiators are also
used by other NIST laboratories for radiation-
hardness testing of electronics, polymers research,
radiation chemistry, and the study of radiation-
induced changes in biomolecules. The new facility
at NIST is equipped with modern spectrophotome-
ters, laser scanning densitometers, and associated
computers for reading irradiated radiochromic
films. Provisions can be made for proprietary use
by industrial investigators.

NIST PROVIDES RADON STANDARDS TO

UNITED KINGDOM AND ITALY
In the past year, NIST, at the request of two other
national metrological laboratories, the National
Physical Laboratory and the Ente per le Nuove
Technologie L'Energia e L'Ambiente, provided the
necessary radium-226 transfer standards that will
serve as the national radon standards for the
United Kingdom and Italy, respectively. NIST is
the only national metrological laboratory in the
world that disseminates radium and radon
standards that have continuous calibration links to
the international primary radium mass standards
prepared by Marie Curie in 1911 and Otto
Honigschmid in 1934. Despite the passage of so
many intervening years, these links to artifact
standards are still of great significance. Unlike the
calibration of many other radionuclides, there is no
currently available activity standard for radium-
226. Radium-226 is the progenitor of radon-222,
and much of its continuing importance is due to

widespread concern for the potential health
hazards of naturally occurring indoor radon levels.
The radioactivity group serves in many ways as the
primary reference laboratory and "keeper" of
international radium solution and radon gas
standards.

COUNCIL ON IONIZING RADIATION
MEASUREMENTS AND STANDARDS
(CIRMS) MEETS AT NIST
The Council on Ionizing Radiation Measurements
and Standards conducted its first meeting at NIST
Oct. 22-23, 1992. The organization represents tens
of thousands of users engaged in industrial radia-
tion processing and sterilization, medical radiation
therapy and diagnostics, nuclear power radiation
programs, and radiation worker protection pro-
grams. CIRMS provides a forum for discussing
ionizing radiation measurements and standards
issues, defining and prioritizing needed work,
disseminating information on standards, and orga-
nizing workshops and meetings to advance ionizing
radiation technology. Sixty-two participants at-
tended the meeting. Invited lectures were given on
the status and needs for radiation technology in
nuclear medicine, radiation oncology, diagnostic
radiology, industrial processing, industrial radio-
graphy, radioactivity monitoring at nuclear power
stations, nuclear power materials dosimetry, envi-
ronmental radioactivity assessments, and radon
measurements. Needs from other agencies such as
DOD, DOE, and USDA were also presented. A
workshop on Measurement Quality Assurance for
Ionizing Radiation will be sponsored by CIRMS
and other interested organizations in March 1993.

NIST QUANTIFIES OXIDES ON
INTERMETALLICS COMPOUNDS FORMED
AT ELECTRONIC INTERCONNECTS
The oxides that form on Sn-based intermetallics
can determine the solderability of electronic
components and the reliability of electronic inter-
connects. NIST researchers working with the Naval
Research Laboratory combined the electrochemi-
cal techniques of cyclic voltammetry, impedance
spectroscopy, and chrono-coulometry with the
surface chemical analysis techniques of Auger
electron spectroscopy and x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy to study the oxides that form on
Cu3Sn, Cu6Sn5 and Ni3Sn4 intermetallics under
different exposure conditions. Combining these
techniques allows for the identification of the oxide
phases and quantification of the thickness of the
phases that form for different exposures. The
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results of this work were presented at the Corro-
sion and Reliability of Electronic Materials and
Devices Symposium at the 182nd meeting of the
Electrochemical Society in Toronto, Canada.

CALCULATIONS SUGGEST STRAIN REDUCES
STERIC HINDRANCE IN ENVIRONMENTALLY
ENHANCED FRACTURE OF SILICA
AND SILICON
The presence of active environmental molecules,
e.g., water, hasiong been known to cause bond
rupture in ceramics at applied stresses well below
the theoretical strength of the material. In this
process, the presence of both stress and environ-
ment are necessary. It has been thought that stress
causes polarization of the crack tip bonds which
attracts the environmental molecule, leading to
bond rupture. However, molecular orbital calcula-
tions made on silica and silicon systems at NIST
suggest that an equally important aspect of the
applied stress is the removal of steric hindrances
which prevent environmental molecules from
reaching the crack tip bonds in the absence of
stress. Calculations indicate that these hindrances
are caused by the presence of the atoms neighbor-
ing the crack tip which prevent the passage of the
environmental molecule. Application of stress
widens the crack, thereby reducing the blockages
caused by these atoms.

NIST-ACC COLLABORATION ON
ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION IN
GLASS-FIBER-BASED COMPOSITES
A NIST report on environmental degradation in
glass-fiber-reinforced composites has been dis-
tributed to the U.S. Automotive Composites
Consortium (ACC). The report identifies the most
important technical and scientific issues in this
area and will be used to formulate a joint NIST-
ACC experimental program to address the key
concerns.

The ACC was formed by the automatic industry
to develop the generic technology necessary to use
polymer matrix composites in structural applica-
tions. Requirements for mechanical performance
and cost dictate the use of glass fibers in the major-
ity of composites used in the automotive industry.
Environmental stability of glass-fiber-reinforced
composites is critical to increased use of these
lightweight materials.

The report identifies degradation of the glass/
polymer interface to be a critical concern. To deal
with this problem, NIST has initiated studies of the
effects of glass-fiber surface treatments on strength

of the interface and how the strength degrades
upon exposure to moisture. Facilities to measure
interface strength are available at NIST and, in
fact, were used by research scientists from one
automobile manufacturer to quantify the effects of
processing and surface treatments on interface
strength.

NIST WORKS TO IMPROVE U.S. PASSPORT
SECURITY
NIST and the State Department hosted a meeting
of industry and government experts to discuss test
methods for evaluating the durability and security
of the U.S. passport. Each passport has a plastic
laminate that covers the personal data and
photograph and protects this information from
wear, dirt, moisture, discoloration, and tampering.
A series of nine tests was developed by the State
Department and NIST to evaluate potential
laminate systems and determine which best serves
the needs of the government.

The meeting, attended by representatives from
all potential suppliers of security laminates,
provided an opportunity for industry to get a
detailed description of the tests and make sug-
gestions for improvements. Overall, the tests were
viewed by industry as appropriate, but several
important modifications were suggested. As a result
of the meeting, better test methods are now avail-
able, information on testing gained by the compa-
nies will assist them in making better products, and
representatives from several other government
agencies with security concerns learned of the latest
developments.

NIST COMPLETES STUDY ON FUNDAMENTAL
BOILING MECHANISMS OF OZONE-SAFE
REFRIGERANT/LUBRICANT MIXTURES
A NIST scientist completed a NIST/DOE project
that investigated the fundamental parameters of
nucleate flow boiling of refrigerant R11 and its tem-
porary replacement R123, with and without the ad-
dition of oil. The bubble frequency, the bubble
diameter, the site density, the contact angle, and
the heat transfer coefficient for these fluids were
measured for boiling inside a horizontal tube. The
heat transfer effectiveness of the replacement R123
was up to 8 percent better than that of R11 under
some operating conditions and was enhanced 20
percent with the addition of 0.5 percent alkylben-
zene oil, which is typically used in refrigeration
applications. The purpose of the study was to
establish the ground work for a generic boiling
model that can be used to predict the heat transfer
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coefficient based on known parameters. A general
boiling model will enable refrigeration companies
to accurately design efficient evaporators for the
ozone-safe refrigerants. A reliable model will
reduce the number of hours spent on heat
exchanger research and development. This work is
presented in NISTIR 4948, Simultaneous Visual
and Calorimetric Measurements of R11, R123 and
R123/Alkylbenzene Nucleate Flow Boiling.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION OF STRUCTURAL
MATERIALS EXPOSED TO OPEN FLAMES

Recent experiments by NIST scientists have shown
that acoustic emission (AE) can be used as an early
indicator of hidden structural fires. By mounting
piezoelectric transducers directly on beams of
materials such as wood, plastic, and gypsum board,
the ultrasonic events that result from the relief of
stress created by changing temperatures can be
measured. The number of AE events in a minute
and the cumulative energy released when the mate-
rial is exposed to a flame provide a good measure
of the overheated state of many materials well
before a temperature increase is registered at the
same location. Wood is particularly susceptible to
acoustic emission, producing more than 1000
events/min in a solid fir board and 30/min in 13 mm
thick plywood when exposed to a 1.0 kW flame.
Gypsum board produces about half as many events
per minute, which is still 50 times greater than the
background activity.

The advantages of this new technique for sensing
a fire are that a deep-seated fire may be detected
quickly and obscuration by dust and smoke would
not degrade performance. Critical issues that
remain to be investigated are the signal-noise-ratio
in a field installation, the extent of coverage pos-
sible with a single transducer, and the economics of
installation and maintenance.

FIRST TEXT RETRIEVAL CONFERENCE
(TREC) HELD
On Nov. 4-6, 1992 NIST and the Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency co-sponsored
the first conference to examine text retrieval
methodologies. Participants represented govern-
ment, industry, and academia with 28 text retrieval
systems evaluated. The goal of the conference was
to encourage research in text retrieval from large
document collections by providing a large test
collection, uniform scoring procedures, and a
forum for organizations interested in comparing

their results. NIST will publish the conference
proceedings this year.

The test collection, which will be made available
for further research, was based on over 740000
documents (about 2 gigabytes of data) from news-
papers, wire services, and other standard text, and
100 topics were used as test topics. Results from
each system were passed by human assessors for
correctness, and tables showing individual system
performance were compiled. Participants gave
presentations on their systems and attended work-
shops on areas of common interest among the
systems. A major strength of the conference was
the wide range of methods used for retrieval. NIST
will co-sponsor a second TREC conference next
year and anticipates that the conference series will
continue for several years.

NIST PUBLISHES RESULTS OF FIRST
OPTICAL CHARACTER RECOGNITION
SYSTEMS CONFERENCE
NISTIR 4912, The First Census Optical Character
Recognition Systems Conference, discusses the
results and conclusions of this conference held at
NIST in May 1992.

Following the 1990 Census, NIST and the
Bureau of the Census joined forces to sponsor a
scientific experiment and conference to determine
the state of the art in the optical character recogni-
tion industry. Twenty-nine groups from North
America and Europe participated in the experi-
ment, which involved a comparison of image data
bases. NIST scored the results and the conference
convened to discuss findings and share ideas on the
ongoing research into machine recognition of
handprint, specifically the machine recognition of
individual or segmented characters without
context.

NIST COLLABORATES WITH THE
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY ON
THREATS TO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
As a participant in the U.S. Army Computer
Vulnerability/Survivability Study Team, NIST was
asked to assess the threats to computer systems
that use commercially available hardware and
software. NISTIR 4939, Threat Assessment of
Malicious Code and External Attacks, provides an
assessment of the threats from malicious code
(viruses and worms) and human threats (hackers).
The report gives the history of each type of threat,
describes current protection methods, and projects
future threats.
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PROGRAMS FOR NEURAL NETWORK
CALCULATIONS
Software developed by NIST will enhance the
efficiency, and thus the feasibility, of industrially
important systems based on neural network com-
putations. Neural networks are an active area of
research and development for numerous applica-
tions, particularly for automatic character recogni-
tion systems. For example, at least a dozen U.S.
companies, several companies in Europe, and
other research groups are developing optical
character recognition systems for deciphering
handwritten characters. The time-consuming task
of "training" the neural networks has for some
years been done by a method known as backpro-
pagation. Mathematically, "training" corresponds
to minimizing an error function. Backpropagation
is known to be a slow method, and better methods
(such as conjugate gradient methods) have been
known for years, but backpropagation continues to
be used.

A NIST scientist has written an easy-to-use
training program using conjugate gradients, which
runs from 10 to 100 times faster than backpro-
pagation. He has made the program available to
users via electronic mail. To date, over 50 copies
have been distributed to users in universities,
government, and industry in the United States and
11 foreign countries.

NIST scientists have used his training program
as part of a state-of-the-art recognition system that
correctly recognizes over 96 percent of handwritten
digits.

Standard Reference Materials

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIALS
2709-2711 SOIL SAMPLES
EPA has been monitoring a number of toxic metals
in the environment for a number of years under the
Resource Conservation and Reclamation Act and
the Superfund clean-up programs. To ensure accu-
rate detection and quantitation of toxic metals of
interest, and to know the reliability and compara-
bility of data across regions and local sampling
sites, accurate standards are needed.

The Standard Reference Materials Program
announces the availability of three soil Standard
Reference Materials (SRMs) specifically designed
to meet these needs. The first, SRM 2709, is a

San Joaquin Valley soil having the toxic metals at
concentrations which generally reflect their occur-
rence in uncontaminated environments. The soils,
SRM 2710 and SRM 2711, collected in Montana,
were selected to reflect soils heavily contaminated
and moderately contaminated, respectively, with
toxic metals. For example, lead occurs at 18.9 mg/
kg in SRM 2709, at 5532 mg/kg in SRM 2710, and
at 1162 mg/kg in SRM 2711. Antimony, arsenic,
cadmium, copper, manganese, mercury, molybde-
num, silver, and zinc also occur at unusually high
levels in SRMs 2710 and 2711. However, other
environmentally important metals like chromium,
nickel, and selenium are at similar levels in all
three materials.

In addition to being certified for the environ-
mentally significant trace elements, the soils are
also certified for the major constituents. Each of
the soil SRMs is issued in 50 g units of powdered
material.

STANDARD REFERENCE MATERIALS
458-460 BERYLLIUM-COPPER ALLOYS
The explosive growth in the computer and elec-
tronics industries has created a greatly increased
demand for beryllium copper. This electronic
material is found in essentially all electronic
systems, as a spring material in contacts and con-
nectors linking electronic components together.
The quality of these devices depends on the metal-
lurgy and chemistry of the beryllium copper alloys.
Accurate standards are needed to help producers
of these materials control the quality of their
products.

The Standard Reference Materials Program an-
nounces the availability of three new Standard
Reference Materials to help meet these needs.
SRMs 458-460 are intended for use in chemical
analysis of beryllium-copper alloys. In all three, the
copper concentration exceeds 97 percent and is
reported as an information value. The analytical
effort is focused on establishing the present best
estimate of "true" concentration of 11 constituents
occurring at concentrations below 2 percent. The
SRM is issued in units of 50 g of chips sized
between 0.50 mm and 1.18 mm sieve openings.
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Standard Reference Data

DATA ON CHEMICAL REACTIONS IN

SOLUTIONS AVAILABLE
Research chemists, environmental scientists, phar-
macologists and others in the health care field now

have rapid access to information on the reactions

of more than 6400 chemicals in water and other
solvents via the NIST Solution Kinetics Database
for personal computers. It holds information on the

rates of 7800 free radical reactions derived from
more than 10300 experimental determinations. The
PC database was compiled from the available
printed literature through 1990 by the Radiation
Chemistry Data Center. The NIST Solution Kinet-
ics Database, Standard Reference Database 40, is
available for $190 from the Standard Reference
Data Program, A320 Physics Building NIST,

Gaithersburg, MD 20899-0001, (301) 975-2208, fax:

(301) 926-0416. Yearly updates are planned.

NEW PC DATABASE CALIBRATES INFRARED

SPECTROMETERS
High-accuracy data files are now available for the

calibration of infrared spectrometers used in

chemical research and environmental monitoring.
NIST Wavenumber Calibration Tables, Standard
Reference Database 39, for personal computers, is
a supplement to NIST Special Publication 821,
Wavenumber Calibration Tables from Heterodyne
Frequency Measurements, an atlas of spectral
maps and tables. In preparing the tables, far more

transitions were calculated than could possibly be

published. The PC database includes ASCII files

for the separate molecules listing wavenumber,
uncertainty, lower-state energy level, intensity,
descriptive quantum numbers, and band identifica-
tion. The primary calibration molecules are the
linear triatomic carbonyl sulfide and nitrous oxide
that cover portions of the infrared spectrum rang-
ing from 488 to 3120 wavenumbers. Gaps in the
coverage are covered by nitric oxide, carbon

monoxide and carbon disulfide. The text of SP 821,
as printed in the NIST Journal of Research, is

included in the database package. NIST Standard
Reference Database 39 is available for $165 from
the Standard Reference Data Program, A320
Physics Building, NIST, Gaithersburg, MD 20899-
0001, (301) 975-2208, fax: (301) 926-0416.
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